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Summary

The automotive industry is nowadays facing an innovative push towards more
efficient and smart vehicles. Emission reduction and driving automation are the
major trends that most of the carmakers are chasing. In this scenario, active elec-
tromagnetic suspensions attracted many research efforts. These systems integrate
an electromagnetic actuator in the suspension to exert active and passive forces.

The significant number of scientific outcomes and patents published in the last
decades proves the interest of the industry and the academy in such technology.
However, few efforts were dedicated to rotary linkage-based and full-active sys-
tems. Furthermore, the scientific literature lacks a design methodology that gives
compact linkage-based layouts starting from vehicle performance and packaging
requirements. These aspects cover a relevant role when the research goal is the
implementation of such technology at an industry level. Lastly, the gap between
the academy and the automotive industry is clear: the former mostly proposes
regenerative solutions, the latter is mainly interested in the active feature.

In this context, the present work focuses on the investigation and the develop-
ment of full-active linkage-based rotary electromechanical suspensions for automo-
tive and motorcycle applications. The proposed layout features a rotary permanent
magnet electric machine coupled to a planetary gearbox. The latter is connected
to the wheel upright through a linkage, which is needed as linear-to-rotary conver-
sion mechanism. The suspension is provided with both active and damping forces,
where the last operation enables energy regeneration. Furthermore, the full-active
feature allows to completely replace the conventional shock absorber, thus paving
the way to novel suspension archetypes. Based on the above-mentioned charac-
teristics, the proposed solution is named Rotary Electromechanical Shock Absorber
(REmSA), as it operates as a shock absorber with active and regenerative features.

This work proposes a system-level design methodology for REmSAs in the au-
tomotive and motorcycle fields, which intends to be a guideline for both academy
and industry moving towards the development of such systems. The methodology
led to the development of two prototypes: one for the front suspension of a B-class
vehicle, the other for the rear swing-arm of a naked motorcycle.

Then, the thesis discusses the control of REmSAs when the electric machine is
driven through a three-phase power module. Two control layers—the low and high
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level—were identified. The former controls the force that the REmSA applies to
the suspension to mitigate the mechanical non-idealities and inertia of such sys-
tems. The high level aims at controlling the vehicle dynamics to optimize comfort
and handling performance. Conventional high-level control strategies for active
suspensions were numerically simulated to investigate the REmSA impact on the
handling, comfort, and energetic performance of the vehicle. To this end, a model
reproducing the realistic behavior of REmSAs—i.e.dissipative effects of electric ma-
chine and gearbox, the backlash, and the mechanical dynamics of the assembly—is
proposed and identified through experimental data of the automotive prototype. It
was integrated into the vehicle quarter-car model to assess the system performance
when an ISO B road unevenness profile is experienced at 70 km/h.

The simulation results highlighted the importance of the low-level control in
guaranteeing vehicle dynamics performance. However, the mitigation of the me-
chanical non-idealities affect the conversion efficiency of the suspension, which re-
duces its regeneration efficiency up to 36%. The energetic performance of the
REmSA changes according to the adopted high-level control logic. Specifically,
comfort-oriented strategies usually leads to average power consumption up to 19.5 W
in the simulated condition. Conversely, regenerated average power up to 9.8 W re-
sults from the simulated handling-oriented strategy. Although the energy balance
is little, such result demonstrates how the regenerative feature could mitigate the
energy consumption drawback featured by active suspensions.

Finally, the experimentation of the prototype developed for the automotive ap-
plication is discussed. The campaign aimed at the performance characterization in
terms of efficiency, dynamic behavior, and force capability both in active and pas-
sive mode. Specifically, static conversion efficiency up to 74% in the four-quadrant
operation was obtained. Dynamic testing in passive mode addressed the mechanical
impedance of the REmSA when the electric machine was shunted with an external
resistance. It resulted in 6 kNs/m in short-circuit condition at low frequency. The
active mode dynamic test addressed the mechanical compliance and the force con-
stant of the prototype, i.e. force over current. The latter highlighted a mechanical
resonance in the range 60 to 70 Hz. Acoustic characterization was performed in the
anechoic chamber by driving the REmSA prototype through the controlled power
module with constant speed. The worst scenario gave noise level of 49.63 dBA,
which is below the 24-hour exposure limit of 55 dBA established by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. At the end, a Hardware-In-the-Loop
architecture is proposed and preliminary tested for demonstration purposes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The automotive industry is nowadays facing an innovative push towards more
efficient and smart vehicles. In this scenario, emission reduction and driving au-
tomation are the major trends that most of the carmakers are chasing [1].

The increasing concern about global warming and the energy crisis have made
the decarbonization process mandatory. The future economy must rely on sustain-
able and affordable energy sources [2]. Worldwide governments are adopting strict
policies to accelerate such process. For example, the European Union has imposed
limits on CO2 emissions. Specifically, the newly registered cars of a manufacturer
must feature CO2 average emissions below 95 g/km [3]. Penalties of 95€ per sold
car, per gram of CO2 over the limit, are charged to the carmakers breaching the
restriction [4]. In this context, the automotive industry is moving towards the elec-
trification of powertrain and chassis. Electric and hybrid vehicles are regarded as
a promising solution to significantly reduce emissions and oil dependency of the
automotive sector [2, 5]. The transition has already started one decade ago: it is
estimated that over 55% of new car sales could be electrified by 2030 [1].

Driving automation has a primary role in the improvement of vehicle safety and
comfort. Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) are broadly adopted on
current vehicles. As most of road accidents are related to human error, such systems
led to a significant decrease of the accident occurrence [6]. Furthermore, ADAS
could improve driver’s comfort by providing assistance in some tasks such as parking
or keeping constant speed in straight highway. Five levels of driving automation
have been established by SAE to categorize the amount of assistance provided to the
driver. The scale ranges up to level 5 that refers to full automation, i.e. the vehicle
performs all the maneuvers autonomously without the need of the driver. Higher
automation level turns into less tasks asked to the driver. Ideally, full autonomous
vehicles allow the driver to accomplish other tasks while driving. Furthermore,
errors due to the driver are completely avoided, thus leading to improved safety.
Automotive market is predicted to move towards autonomous vehicles in the next
decades [1]. One fundamental aspect for autonomous vehicles is the ride comfort. In
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addition to the driverless feature that could be a barrier to the human acceptance,
passengers would be reluctant to ride uncomfortable vehicles. As stated by Bellem
et al., the comfort could strongly affect the acceptance of autonomous vehicles [7].

In the above-reported scenario where emission reduction and improved comfort
are of primary importance, advanced vehicle suspensions are a promising technol-
ogy. Automotive suspension has the role of providing safe and smooth ride. To
this end, the suspension system must be able of isolating the car body from ex-
ternal disturbances—i.e. ground irregularities and inertial forces due to vehicle
maneuvers—and guaranteeing a firm contact between the wheel and the ground.
These tasks are usually referred as comfort and handling requirements. The latter
is strictly related to safety, as lateral and longitudinal forces allow the vehicle to
hold the road and brake efficiently. Basic suspension systems are passive as they
are equipped with passive spring element and shock absorber. The former bears
the car body weight and pushes the wheel to the ground. The latter damps the
suspension motion by dissipating the vibration energy that comes from external
disturbances.

Starting from the first decades of the XX century, passive shock absorbers have
been largely used in the automotive industry because of their simplicity, robust-
ness, cheapness, low weight and high reliability. Nevertheless, such technology
implements a fixed damping characteristic that cannot be adapted to the operating
condition of the vehicle. The suspension must fulfill conflicting requirements, i.e.
isolating the car body from external disturbance and guaranteeing a firm contact
between wheel and ground. The first task needs soft spring and modest damping
so that the forces transmitted to the car body are minimized. This setting causes
poor contact between tire and ground as well as large suspension deflection under
external disturbances, such as the forces due to vehicle acceleration, braking or
turning maneuvers. It is evident that the smooth and safe ride requirements can-
not be optimized simultaneously. Race cars are a clear example of this conflict, as
the vehicle handling is maximized at the expense of the ride comfort [8].

Moreover, passive shock absorbers damp the suspension motion by dissipating
the vibration energy that comes from external disturbances. If harvested, such
energy could improve the fuel efficiency of the vehicle. In this context, energy har-
vesting is a relevant trend in the automotive industry. In fact, significant efficiency
improvement could be achieved by reducing energy losses [2]. A well-known ex-
ample is regenerative braking: in urban driving scenarios, up to to one-half of the
driving energy is dissipated during braking [9]. Its recovery produces a substantial
impact on fuel consumption, especially for hybrid and full electric vehicles [10]. The
vibration energy dissipated by conventional shock absorber depends on the vehicle
class and the operating conditions, for instance travelling speed and road profile.
Power values ranging from 47 to 7500 W are potentially recoverable at the suspen-
sion, thus leading to fuel efficiency improvements up to 10% [10, 11]. Therefore,
passive shock absorbers lack the regeneration feature and clashes with the emission
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reduction trend of the automotive industry.
In the ’70s, semi-active shock absorbers were conceived to overcome the lim-

itations related to the fixed damping characteristic intrinsic to passive dampers
[8]. Such technology enables the control of the damping force provided by the
shock absorber. Hence, the suspension can adapt to the operating condition by
varying its damping characteristic. Both the comfort and handling requirements
are significantly improved when compared to passive solutions. Although passive
suspensions are not ideal, they are nowadays widely used because of their cost-
effectiveness while guaranteeing good enough performance. On the other hand,
semi-active dampers has found wide application on mid-range and expensive vehi-
cles, where improved comfort and handling performance justify the cost increase
[12]. Although semi-active suspensions solve the fixed-damping trade-off, they pro-
vide passive force only. As consequence, the sprung mass motion—occurring at
frequency values about 1 Hz and responsible of passenger discomfort and motion
sickness—can only be partially attenuated. A further comfort improvement would
require active forces at the suspension. Lastly, semi-active dampers rely on energy
dissipation and do not allow energy regeneration.

Active suspension systems attracted many research efforts thanks to their ad-
vantageous features. Such systems employ an actuator that provides the suspension
with passive or active forces, thus overcoming the strong limitation of semi-active
systems. Some configurations allow to remove the conventional shock absorber as
its function is covered by the actuator. Active suspensions are mainly divided into
two groups: hydraulic or pneumatic, and electromagnetic. The former exploits
a hydraulic (or pneumatic) actuator composed of a pump (or a compressor) to
pressurize the circuit, and some valves to regulate the force generated by the actu-
ator. Electromagnetic active suspension uses an electric machine and a transmission
mechanism to provide active and passive forces.

Among these two categories, electromagnetic active suspensions usually feature
high bandwidth. Hence, they are classified as full-active as they cover a wide
frequency range and enable the control of the wheel dynamics. For this reason,
such configuration allows to remove the shock absorber: it can be fully replaced by
an actuator that provides the suspension with both active and passive forces.

Electromagnetic active suspensions are the most attractive solution as they
work as a shock absorber with active features. This enables the full control of the
suspension, paving the way to novel control architectures aimed at the optimization
of both passenger comfort and vehicle handling. In the autonomous vehicle context,
the suspension control can also interact with the control and trajectory planning
algorithms of the vehicle so that comfort and handling performance are maximized
[13].

Furthermore, electromagnetic active suspensions rely on electric machines. Their
operation is reversible, namely they allow to input energy into the systems but also
to extract energy in form of electricity. Conventional shock absorber damps the
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suspension by dissipating its mechanical energy into heat. Electromagnetic active
suspensions can also provide damping forces to the suspension. In this case, the me-
chanical energy is not dissipated but converted into electricity. In a few words, the
mechanical energy related to the suspension vibration is recovered. This feature is
of great potential since it embraces the emission reduction trend of the automotive
industry.

Actually, active suspensions encounter electrical energy consumption during ac-
tive operation. This aspect is one of the main cruxes that limited their imple-
mentation with respect to semi-active solutions [14]. Although the latter achieves
comfort and handling improvement when compared to passive systems, they are
strongly limited by the passivity constraint. In fact, some maneuvers and road
conditions—for instance turning or lane change maneuvers and bump or pothole
crossing—require active forces to further improve the comfort and handling per-
formance of the vehicle [15]. Therefore, active suspensions are very attractive and
their regenerative feature could address the energy consumption issue: the energy
harvested from the suspension motion can be invested into the active operation.
In this perspective, the suspension control combines the active and regenerative
operations to get a trade-off between vehicle performance and energy management
[10, 16, 17].

The trend towards 48V systems in the automotive industry [18] makes electro-
magnetic active suspensions even more appealing. In fact, they can be integrated
in the 48V network that is already present on the vehicle without requiring the
addition of on-purpose hardware. The harvested energy can be reinvested into the
active operation, stored into the vehicle battery, used to supply auxiliary systems,
which are nowadays electrified, or the ADAS systems, which requires more and
more energy due to more demanding performance.

The industry and the academic research are attracted by the electromagnetic
active suspension technology, which is regarded as the future trend of the automo-
tive [19, 20, 21]. When compared to hydraulic or pneumatic active suspensions, the
electromagnetic variant features improved dynamic performance and force control,
regenerative operation, high bandwidth and simpler layout. By converse, bulkier
layouts result from the lower force density with respect to the hydraulic actua-
tion [21]. Differently from the hydraulic or pneumatic variant, electromagnetic
active suspensions are still not mature products and few commercial applications
are present.

Audi AG proposed an electromagnetic suspension named eRot in 2017 [22].
It enables the energy recovery from bumpy road, although no active features are
declared. Few years later, the manufacturer proposed a similar device on the Audi
A8, able to regenerate energy and also improve vehicle comfort and safety through
active operation [23]. This device is not full-active as its bandwidth is limited to
the frequencies of the body dynamics.

Bose proposed a full-active regenerative electromagnetic suspension in 2007 [21].
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The innovation demonstrated significant vehicle performance improvement such
that some car manufacturer were very attracted. Nevertheless, the project was a
technical success but not commercially convenient since the actuator was too heavy
and expensive [24].

Note that not all the electromagnetic suspensions feature full-bandwidth or al-
low active operation. For example, the Audi AG device features limited bandwidth,
or several solutions available in the scientific literature allow energy regeneration
while active forces cannot be exerted as they use motion rectifiers that make the
solution irreversible [25, 26].

Electromagnetic active suspensions are divided in subcategories according to
the technology they implement. First of all, there are linear and rotary solutions,
which implement linear and rotary electric machines, respectively. The latter fea-
tures large force density, thus allowing more compact layouts. Nevertheless, a
conversion stage is needed to transform the linear motion of the suspension into
rotation of the electric machine. To this end, ball-screws, rack-pinions, linkages or
electrohydrostatic solutions are used.

Although the conversion mechanism implies additional mechanical complexity,
the rotary solution exceeds the linear one thanks to the compact layout and reduced
mass [14, 16]. These aspects are fundamental when the electromagnetic suspension
must be implemented on the vehicle. Among all the conversion mechanisms, the
linkage-based one features good mechanical robustness and efficiency, compact and
lightweight layout, low mechanical complexity, and oil-free operation.

1.1 Thesis motivation
The significant number of scientific outcomes and patents published in the last

decade proves the interest of industry and academy in electromagnetic active sus-
pensions [11]. Nevertheless, most of the proposed solutions are load-leveling or
slow-active due to the mechanical and control complexity of full-active technolo-
gies. Extensive work has been done on linear electromagnetic suspensions along
with rotary solutions based on ball-screw and rack-pinion conversion mechanism,
while few works focuses on the linkage-based technology. Furthermore, most of the
solutions proposed by the scientific research are called regenerative suspensions,
namely electromagnetic suspensions that implement the regenerative feature while
active operation is not allowed because of motion rectifiers. Therefore, linkage-
based rotary electromagnetic suspension and active solutions have not been prop-
erly addressed.

Furthermore, there is a gap between the automotive industry and the scientific
research. To the author’s experience, the industry is interested more in the active
feature than the regenerative one. This point is demonstrated by the marketing
articles published by carmakers, where the main focus is the comfort, handling and
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safety improvement while few attention is given to the energetic aspect [22, 23,
27, 24]. The regeneration feature is considered as a secondary aspect, which is the
mean to limit the energy consumption related to the active operation. Conversely,
the academic research focuses on the regenerative aspect and usually disregards
the active feature [11]. In fact, most of the research effort addresses regenerative
suspensions that are not capable of active operation.

Then, the literature lacks a design methodology that gives a compact rotary
electromagnetic suspension starting from vehicle performance and packaging re-
quirements. Although many research efforts focus on the performance optimization
of electromagnetic suspensions, the vehicle integration and packaging are usually
neglected [16]. These aspects cover a relevant role when the research goal is the
technology implementation at the industry level.

Lastly, most of the existing literature about rotary electromechanical regen-
erative suspensions focuses on the detrimental effect of inertia of such systems.
No attention is given to control architectures able to mitigate their mechanical
non-idealities and inertia when controlled with dedicated power electronics. In
this context, some effort was dedicated to low-level controllers mainly for electro-
hydraulic and electro-hydrostatic actuators [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. However, the inertia
features of such systems is not so evident as in rotary electromechanical solutions.
Moreover, such references focus on the performance improvement in terms of vehi-
cle dynamics, whereas the impact of the realistic behavior of the actuator on the
energy consumption/regeneration was not addressed.

1.2 Thesis goal
In this context, the present doctoral thesis focuses on the investigation and the

development of linkage-based rotary electromagnetic suspensions for automotive
and motorcycle applications. The proposed solution features a rotary electric ma-
chine coupled with a planetary gearbox. A linkage is used as conversion mechanism
to transform wheel upright linear motion into rotation of the gearbox shaft. Regen-
erative operation and full-active features are enabled, so that the developed system
can completely replace the conventional shock absorber. The latter can be removed,
hence the proposed solution paves the way to novel suspension architectures. The
proposed electromagnetic suspensions is not intended as a damping device but a
force actuator. Hence, its control strategy is aimed at controlling the force provided
to the suspension and not to the damping coefficient, as done in pure regenerative
and semi-active technologies. Based on the above-mentioned characteristics, the
proposed solution is named Rotary Electromechanical Shock Absorber (REmSA),
as it operates as a shock absorber with active and regenerative features.

This work proposes a system-level methodology that establishes specific steps to
design REmSA prototypes for automotive and motorcycle applications. The present
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work intends to be a guideline for both academy and industry that move towards
the development of such systems. The methodology starts from the assessment
of design constraints and requirements in terms of packaging vehicle performance.
The latter differs from the requirements of conventional shock absorbers since the
proposed solution must not be seen as a damper but an active device able to actuate
and damp the suspension. By means of the proposed methodology, two solutions—
one for automotive and one for motorcycle application—have been developed and
manufactured.

Then, a model able to reproduce the realistic behavior of REmSA systems is pro-
posed. It accounts for the dissipative effects of both electric machine and gearbox,
the backlash, and the mechanical dynamics of the assembly. The developed model
is identified through experimental data and then integrated into the quarter-car
model of the vehicle.

The control of REmSA devices is discussed. Two different control layers are
required: the low and the high level. The former controls the force that the
REmSA applies to the suspension, the latter aims at controlling the vehicle dy-
namics to optimize the comfort and handling performance. The main high level
control strategies—i.e. skyhook and groundhook, spring negation, and LQR—are
discussed and numerically simulated by means of the identified model.

Finally, extensive experimental work addresses the performance characteriza-
tion in terms of efficiency, dynamic behavior, and force capability both in active
and passive mode. The REmSA impact on the handling, comfort, and energetic
performance of the vehicle is addressed.

Overall, the novel contributions of the present work are:
• A system-level methodology that establishes specific steps to design REmSA

prototypes for automotive and motorcycle applications. In this perspective,
the present work intends to be a guideline for both academy and industry
that move towards the development of such systems.

• The performance investigation of electromechanical suspensions by account-
ing for the non-ideal behavior of such systems. Differently from the existing
literature, the focus is given to the energetic performance, which is a delicate
aspect when dealing with active suspensions.

• The experimental characterization of the static and dynamic performance
of linkage-based rotary electromechanical suspensions in terms of damping,
efficiency and noise levels. Furthermore, a Hardware-in-the-Loop architecture
is proposed.

1.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of work is organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2 discusses the state of the art. At first, a general introduction on
controllable suspensions—which is the category the active systems are part
of—is given. Then, the focus is moved to the electromagnetic active suspen-
sions: the working principle of energy regeneration and active operation is
introduced, the energy recovery capability is discussed, the diverse construc-
tive solutions—namely the linear and rotary type—are described. The main
designs available in the literature are explored, while more focus is given to
electromagnetic rotary solutions.

• The developed system-level design methodology for REmSA devices is pre-
sented in Chap. 3. At first, the layout is described by detailing the diverse
parts composing the system. Then, the methodology is explained and ap-
plied to a case study that deals with a motorcycle application. The diverse
steps are detailed by including considerations, mathematical descriptions, and
optimization problem formulations. Finally, the manufactured prototype is
presented. The research also led to the development and manufacture of a
prototype for automotive applications. Since it was designed with a previ-
ous but incomplete version of the proposed methodology, its design is briefly
described in Appx. A.

• Chapter 4 presents the modeling and control of the REmSA. At first, a model
able to reproduce the realistic behavior of REmSA systems is proposed and
integrated into the quarter-car model of the vehicle. Then, the control of
the REmSA are discussed and simulated by means of the developed vehicle
model. The impact of the REmSA realistic behavior is investigated. To this
end, the parameters of the developed model are identified through experi-
mental data. Overall, the investigation addresses the energy balance of the
active suspension, as well as the vehicle performance in terms of handling and
comfort.

• Chapter 5 presents the experimentation aimed at characterizing the devel-
oped REmSA prototype. At first, the equipment is presented. Then, the
static characterization is discussed. The prototype was tested with the elec-
tric machine shunted by an external resistance, then it was driven through a
controlled power module. First-quadrant and four-quadrants operations were
addressed. Subsequently, the dynamic characterization is proposed. It was
aimed at the assessment of the frequency response of the prototype. Active
and passive quadrant operation was characterized. Finally, acoustic tests were
carried out in an anechoic room to assess the noise level of the characterized
prototype. At the end, a Hardware-In-the-Loop approach is proposed to as-
sess the performance of a vehicle equipped with REmSA devices. Preliminary
tests are presented.
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• Chapter 6 concludes the work and proposes possible future research in the
field of REmSA.

The present thesis is the outcome of the research on electromagnetic suspensions
at LIM Mechatronics Lab (Politecnico di Torino), which deals with electrohydro-
static and electromechanical solutions. The latter are the focus of this work: two
prototypes—one for automotive and one for motorcycle applications—have been
developed and manufactured. Specifically, the motorcycle one was used as case
study to explain and demonstrate the proposed design methodology (Chap. 3).
However, due to the project timeline, the numerical investigation and the experi-
mentation were based on the automotive prototype. Since it was developed with
a previous and incomplete version of the design methodology, its design is briefly
reported in Appx. A.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

This chapter discusses the state of the art of electromagnetic active suspensions.
The first section gives a general introduction on controllable suspensions, which is
the category the active systems are part of. Then, the focus is moved to the
electromagnetic active suspensions: the working principle of energy regeneration
and active operation is introduced, the energy recovery capability is discussed, the
diverse constructive solutions—namely the linear and rotary type—are described.
The main solutions available in the literature are explored, by focusing on proposed
designs and performance assessment. The attention is given to the electromagnetic
rotary suspensions as they are the objective of the present dissertation. Therefore,
this section gives an insight into the framework of electromagnetic suspensions.

2.1 Controllable suspensions
Electromagnetic active suspensions are part of the controllable suspension cat-

egory. These systems allow to introduce a control action at different levels of the
suspension, as a modulation of the elastic or damping forces of the spring and shock
absorber, respectively, or directly as a force.

According to the control range, the bandwidth and the control variable, Fischer
and Isermann [33] proposed a classification of controllable suspensions. Specifically,
the control range refers to the force that the controllable device can provide, the
bandwidth indicates how fast the device exerts the control request, the control
variable is the physical quantity that the device manipulates by means of its action.
This classification is reported in Table 2.1. It also shows the passive suspension
family, which is characterized by fixed damping and stiffness characteristics as no
control action is allowed.

Five families of controllable suspensions are identified:

• Adaptive suspensions allow to modulate the shock absorber characteristic with
a bandwidth of a few Hertz.
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Table 2.1: Classification of controllable suspensions [33]

System Control range Bandwidth Control variable

Passive

Adaptive 1 − 5 Hz damping ratio

Semi-active 30 − 40 Hz damping ratio

Load-leveling < 1 Hz static load

Slow-active 1 − 5 Hz force

Full-active > 20 Hz force

• Semi-active suspensions feature a shock absorber that enables a fast modu-
lation of the damping characteristic.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, these two families provide forces in the passive quad-
rants only, namely quadrants I and III. Such systems are passive as no mechanical
energy can be introduced in the system and the suspension cannot be actuated.
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• Load-leveling suspensions enable a very slow modulation of the static load.
In this way, the steady state height of the vehicle can be varied.

• Slow-active suspensions allow to fully control the force of the suspension in a
frequency range up to a few Hertz.

• Full-active suspensions enable the full control of the suspension force in a
wide frequency range.

These three categories provide forces in the passive and active quadrants, and
allow to introduce mechanical energy into the suspension. For this reason, they are
part of the active suspension family. Such systems require the use of an actuator
that modulates the spring static force, in the case of load-leveling suspensions, or
provides active and passive forces, in the slow-active and full-active variants. In
the last case, the actuator superimposes its action to the spring and shock absorber
forces or, ideally, it can fully replace these passive components.

Slow-active suspensions operate at frequency values close to the body dynamics—
typically about 1 − 2 Hz for passenger vehicle applications— thus enabling the con-
trol of the body motions. Consequently, the passenger comfort can be significantly
improved. On the other hand, the actuator operates at frequency values below the
wheel dynamics, typically in the range 10 − 15 Hz for passenger vehicle applica-
tions. Hence, it cannot control the wheel dynamics: the passive shock absorber is
still needed in the suspension to damp the wheel vibrations. Conversely, full-active
suspensions cover a wide frequency range and enable the control of the wheel dy-
namics. In such configurations, the shock absorber can be fully replaced by the
actuator, which provides the suspension with both active and passive forces.

Active suspensions are mainly divided into two groups: hydraulic or pneumatic,
and electromagnetic. The former exploits a hydraulic (or pneumatic) actuator,
composed of a pump (or a compressor) to pressurize the circuit, and some valves
to regulate the force provided by the actuator. Electromagnetic active suspensions
use an electric machine and a transmission mechanism to actuate the system.

Hydraulic and pneumatic active suspensions usually feature limited bandwidth.
They are nowadays used in high-end vehicles as load-leveling or slow-active systems.
The first mass production in the automotive industry started in the ’80s, when
Nissan applied a hydraulic active suspension to the Infinity Q 45 [34]. In 1999,
Mercedes-Benz AG introduced its Active Body Control system in high-end models
such as W220 S-Class. This system combines the conventional shock absorber with
adjustable damping valves and a motor-pump unit to control frequency values up
to 5 Hz [27]. BMW launched the Dynamic Drive system in 2001 in the 7-series. It
is an active stabilizer bar system that relies on a hydraulic valve block, a pump and
two active stabilizer bars equipped with rotary hydraulic actuators [35]. Another
example is the ACOCAR system proposed by Tenneco [34]. All these solutions
still need the presence of the conventional shock absorber. For instance, the BMW
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Dynamic Drive system actuator is not able to damp the wheel vibrations occurring
at frequency values above the actuator bandwidth. Differently, Mercedes Active
Body Control, or Tenneco ACOCAR, embeds the active feature in the conventional
shock absorber. The latter is used as hydraulic actuator, while the damping feature
is implemented by means of damping valves.

The main drawback of active suspensions is the energy consumption. In this
context, Koch at al. [36] investigated a system made of a slow-active suspension
combined to a continuously variable damper. The the proposed setup was regarded
as competitive when cost, energy and implementation aspects are considered. Its
performance were numerically compared to passive and high-bandwidth suspen-
sions. Although the latter gave the best results in terms of comfort and handling,
the proposed system significantly improved vehicle performance when compared to
passive solutions.

2.2 Electromagnetic active suspensions
Electromagnetic active suspensions integrate an electromagnetic actuator into

the existing suspension of the vehicle. The actuator exploits an electric machine to
exert active and passive forces.

2.2.1 Working principle
A controlled electric machine features 4-quadrants operation. This allows the

electromagnetic active suspension to work in both active and passive quadrants
[37], as shown in Table 2.1. This does not always hold, as it depends on the
transmission mechanism between the electric machine shaft and the wheel upright.
If such mechanism is not reversible—for instance a motion rectifier is present—
the energy flow is not bidirectional and the suspension can work in the passive
quadrants only.

Figure 2.1 shows the force-velocity plane of the electromagnetic active suspen-
sion. The present dissertation adopts the passive sign convention, as common
practise when dealing with shock absorbers. Specifically, quadrants II and IV refer
to active operation, while I and III are the passive ones, where a braking action is
exerted on the vehicle suspension and the system works as a damper. In this case,
the electric machine is used as a generator. Its rotor is driven by the suspension
motion and induces an electromotive force at the stator winding ends. If these
are shunted through a resistance, a current flows and a braking action is produced
[38]. At the same time, the current through the shunt resistance causes an energy
dissipation. This electric energy could be recovered if the resistance is replaced by
a proper electronic circuit, for instance a battery connected to a controlled power
module or a DC-DC [39, 40].
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Figure 2.1: Force-velocity plane of electromagnetic active suspensions

As shown in Fig. 2.1, only a restricted region of the passive quadrants allows
regeneration. By examining the first quadrant, the lower limit is due to the intrin-
sic dissipation of the electromagnetic suspension, i.e. mechanical friction. What
happens is that the force requested to the suspension is lower than the force caused
by the mechanical friction and, consequently, active electrical power must be in-
vested to counteract this effect. In the case of shunted electric machine, this limit is
encountered in open circuit operation, namely infinite shunt resistance. The upper
bound is due to the intrinsic resistance of the electric machine. At low speed values,
the induced back electromotive force is not sufficient to generate enough suspension
force because of the intrinsic resistance of the electric machine. Therefore, active
electric power must be supplied to achieve larger force at the suspension. When
a shunted electric machine is considered, this limit is encountered in short circuit
operation, i.e. null shunt resistance. Such behavior is caused by the stator winding
resistance.

2.2.2 Energy recovery
Ideally, the amount of energy that can be recovered is equal to the total energy

dissipated in the suspension by a conventional shock absorber. The latter is usually
included in the rolling resistance, which ranges from 3 to 12 % of the vehicle fuel
consumption [11]. In analytical terms, the instant power dissipated by a damper is
proportional to its damping coefficient and the square of the suspension velocity.
When a random road roughness profile is considered, the average dissipated power
gets proportional to the vehicle speed and the tire stiffness along with a coefficient
indicating the road quality [41]. Predicted power values go from 10 to 660 W
per damper for passenger cars under diverse vehicle speed and road conditions
[42]. These values significantly increase when dealing with trucks and military off-
road vehicles [43]. Nevertheless, simulation results must be taken with a grain of
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salt, as especially passenger cars cannot travel very rough roads with sustained
speed. Experimental campaigns were conducted to address the dissipated power
in the vehicle shock absorber: values up to 321 W were measured on road tests of
passenger cars [11].

Certainly, not all the energy amount available at the damper is harvested. The
conversion efficiency of the electromagnetic suspension significantly impacts the
recovered energy. In this context, wide effort has been dedicated to assess the
conversion efficiency of purely regenerative suspensions. Values ranging from 10
to 70% have been measured on diverse prototypes proposed in the literature [42].
Furthermore, some of these solutions were equipped on vehicles and tested on real
roads. This experimentation resulted in recovered energy up to 613 W for a pas-
senger car on rugged township roads [11, 44], and up to 1 kW per shock absorber
on a light military truck on standard roads [45].

As shown by Adbelkareem et al., the recovered energy is expected to improve
up to 10% the vehicle fuel efficiency [11]. Nevertheless, this result considers a pure
regenerative suspension. In case of active suspensions, the recovered energy can
be directly reinvested to supply the active operation [46]. Consequently, the fuel
efficiency can be improved or worsened according to the suspension control strategy.
It makes a trade-off among comfort, handling or fuel efficiency performance [16].
Therefore, the regenerative feature can mitigate the energy consumption issue,
which is one of the main arguments against active suspensions when compared
with semi-active solutions [25]. In this context, numerical studies demonstrated
that active suspensions with regenerative feature allow to improve ride comfort
and fuel efficiency simultaneously [10, 17].

2.2.3 Proposed solutions
The general layout of an electromagnetic active suspension is schematized in

Fig. 2.2. The electromagnetic actuator—which is mechanically connected to the
suspension—is driven by the power electronics module and controlled by the control
unit. The latter receives signals from the sensors mounted on the suspension.
The power electronics draws or supply energy to the battery when the actuator
works in active or regenerative mode, respectively. The double arrow indicates the
bidirectional power flow.

The actuator can be placed in series (Fig. 2.3a) or in parallel (Fig. 2.3b)
to the passive suspension [21]. The former is typical of load-leveling suspensions,
i.e. the height of the vehicle can be changed in a quasi-static way. The latter
is used for slow-active and full-active systems. Specifically, slow-active solutions
operates at frequency values close to the body dynamics, thus enabling the control
of the body motions that results in the improvement of the passenger comfort and
safety. They cannot act on the unsprung mass dynamics, therefore the conventional
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Figure 2.2: General layout of an electromagnetic active suspension

shock absorber is still needed to damp the wheel vibration. Conversely, the full-
active solution features large bandwidth and can operate on the unsprung mass
vibration. For this reason, the conventional shock absorber can be removed as
the electromagnetic suspension is able to damp and control the wheel dynamics.
In such case, the actuator can be named electromagnetic shock absorber because
it works as a shock absorber that provides the suspension with both active and
passive forces.
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Figure 2.3: Series (a) and parallel (b) arrangements of the actuator in active sus-
pensions [21]

According to the electric machine configuration, electromagnetic active suspen-
sions can be categorized into linear and rotary layouts. Although this classification
is usually adopted for regenerative suspensions, it holds also for active solutions.

Linear layout

Linear electromagnetic active suspensions exploit linear electric machines. They
are the most immediate solution because of the translation nature of the suspension
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motion. Therefore, no transmission mechanism is needed: stator and mover of the
electric machine are directly attached to wheel assembly and vehicle body. For
this reason, linear electromagnetic suspensions are usually referred as direct drive
systems [16]. Many solutions arrange the linear electric machine into a tube, thus
resulting in layouts very similar to conventional shock absorbers [47].

Gysen et al. [48, 49] proposed a direct-drive electromagnetic active suspension
for a BMW 530i featuring a permanent-magnet linear electric machine (Fig. 2.4).
A Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) current-controlled three-phase amplifier with
340 V bus voltage is used to work both in active and passive quadrants. Passive
damping is included to guarantee fail safe operation. Specifically, if the power
electronics fails, a minimum amount of damping is guaranteed. The active suspen-
sion is controlled through a LQR tuned for comfort and handling improvement.
Measurements were conducted on a quarter-car bench setup that reproduces the
road disturbances through an industrial tubular actuator. Two LQR settings were
tested: the comfort-oriented tuning resulted in comfort improvement of 36% at
the expense of 47 W per wheel, while handling improvement of 54% was achieved
through the handling-oriented setting at the expense of 37 W per wheel. The power
consumption performance is definitely affected by the passive damping added for
fail-safe purposes. Nevertheless, both comfort and handling were improved with
low power requirements.

Figure 2.4: Linear electromagnetic active suspension developed by Gysen et al. [49]

Another linear solution was developed by Zuo et al. [50]. Specifically, they
proposed a regenerative shock absorber, so the active operation was not accounted
for. The solution mainly consists of magnet and coil assemblies, resulting in a bulky
system with total estimated weight of 28 kg. The authors built and tested a 2:1
scale prototype. Experimental campaign was carried out to assess voltage wave-
forms and regenerated power at different vibration amplitudes and frequencies. The
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input profile was imposed through a shaker. As result, the half-scale prototype was
able to harvest up to 8 W at 0.5 m/s rms suspension velocity.

Zhang et al. proposed a regenerative shock absorber featuring a linear electric
machine and a rack-pinion mechanism [51]. The latter is used as motion magnifi-
cation mechanism to increase the electric machine velocity, thus raising the regen-
eration capability of the system. This solution was experimentally compared to a
regenerative shock absorber without the motion magnification mechanism. A MTS
machine was used to impose harmonic displacement profiles at frequencies rang-
ing from 1 to 25 Hz, while the electric machine was shunted through a resistance.
Measurements highlighted how the rack-pinion system increase by four times the
regenerated electric power.

Gupta et al. [52] developed and tested on an all-terrain vehicle two electromag-
netic suspensions: linear and rotary. Also in this case, only passive operation was
explored to assess the regeneration capability. To this end, the electric machine was
shunted with an external resistance to implement the damping operation. The de-
veloped prototypes were installed on the reference vehicle in parallel configuration
with the passive shock absorber. Tests were performed by running over a wooden
beam obstacle. Measurements demonstrated the poor damping capability of the
linear solution when compared with its rotary counterpart.

An early work proposed by Karnopp [53] investigated the effect of the electrical
dynamics, i.e. the RL pole, on the damping performance of regenerative linear
suspensions. The electrical time constant must be well below the vehicle resonant
period so that the damper response is negligibly delayed. Overall, the work states
that reasonable sized coils features electrical dynamics fast enough to not influence
the damping performance.

Although linear electromagnetic suspensions systems could be easily integrated
into existing suspension layouts, they suffer poor damping capability and force
density. This turns into large systems that are bulky and expensive [14, 38].

Rotary layout

Rotary electromagnetic suspensions exploit rotary electric machines. Motion
magnification mechanisms can be used to achieve large force at the wheel with
small torque capability at the electric machine. To this end, gearbox stages are
used to improve force density as well as damping and regeneration performance
[41, 54]. Therefore, very compact and lightweight layouts can be achieved when
compared to the linear counterpart [11].

However, motion magnification amplifies the inertia of the rotating components
reported at the wheel. This significantly increases the unsprung mass inertia, thus
degrading vehicle dynamics performance [54]. Some solutions propose the use of
mechanical motion rectifiers, namely they convert the bidirectional suspension vi-
bration into smooth unidirectional rotation of the electric machine [41]. This can
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significantly mitigate the negative effect of the amplified rotating inertia [20]. Nev-
ertheless, motion rectification impedes the bidirectional power flow thus excluding
the active operation of the electromagnetic suspension [55].

Rotary electromagnetic suspensions require a linear-to-rotary conversion system
to transform the wheel translation into rotation of the electric machine. These
systems intrinsically implement a transmission ratio between the wheel motion and
the electric machine shaft. Consequently, less motion magnification is requested to
the gearbox. Hydraulic and mechanical working principles are exploited.

Electrohydrostatic (EHA) The former uses a rotary motor-pump unit and
a linear hydraulic actuator. These are interfaced through a hydrostatic circuit
[39]. These solutions are commonly labeled EHA suspensions. They feature good
mechanical robustness and low noise—its intrinsic lubrication prevents the main
tribology concerns—but are affected by poor efficiency. Furthermore, the presence
of oil is a disadvantage: oil-free solutions are nowadays sought-after by the industry
[11]. Although motor-pump stage and hydraulic lines are used, EHA suspensions
differ from hydraulic active suspensions (see Chap. 1). The main difference is in how
these systems use the electric machine:hydraulic active suspensions use the electric
machine to build pressure in the circuit, then the generated force is modulated
through controllable valves. These systems cannot regenerate energy. Conversely,
EHA solutions modulate the suspension force by controlling the electric machine
and the hydraulic oil is used as transmission mean.

A commercial system was proposed by Clear Motion, Inc., previously known
as Levant Power Corporation. The initial solution—known as Genshock—was a
regenerative shock absorber developed for heavy trucks and military vehicles. It
featured a hydraulic system pushing the fluid through a turbine, which was coupled
to a generator [56, 57]. The concept then evolved into a high-bandwidth active
suspension technology known as Clear Motion. A gerotor pump stage is coupled
to the electric machine, which is controlled by a power stage. The device is then
mounted on the conventional shock absorber, which is used as linear hydraulic
actuator [58].

Li and Tse [59] developed a EHA regenerative shock absorber by using off-
the-shelf components (Fig. 2.5). Experimental campaign was conducted to assess
system efficiency and power regeneration performance. The shock absorber was
provided with harmonic input and the electric machine was shunted with a resis-
tor. The authors observed how the efficiency deteriorates as the input frequency
escalates. This was attributed to the motion inversions of the electric machine. The
maximum harvested power was 435 W at 0.8 Hz input excitation with amplitude of
20 mm.

Galluzzi et al. proposed a EHA regenerative shock absorber that used a gerotor
motor-pump unit directly mounted on a conventional shock absorber [39]. The
latter features a twin-tube architecture that rectifies the oil flow, thus providing
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Figure 2.5: Electrohydrostatic regenerative shock absorber prototype developed by
Li and Tse [59]

unidirectional motion of the motor-pump unit. For this reason, the proposed so-
lution cannot work in active mode. The developed motor-pump unit was tested
on a dedicated test rig to characterize its static regeneration efficiency. To this
end, the electric machine was controlled by means of a power module. Constant
velocity profiles were given as input. The efficiency map in the force-speed plane
was extracted and 41.7% maximum efficiency was found. The hydro-mechanical
losses were pointed as the most critical factor affecting the conversion efficiency.

Electromechanical When mechanical-based conversion mechanism is adopted,
the active suspension is labeled electromechanical. In this category, rack-pinion,
ball-screw and linkage-based mechanisms are used.

Rack-pinion These electromagnetic suspensions employ the rack-pinion mech-
anism as linear-to-rotary conversion system (Fig. 2.6). Main advantages are good
conversion efficiency and transmission ratio, thus helping for a less demanding
gearbox. On the other hand, electromagnetic suspensions based on rack-pinion
mechanism are affected by poor mechanical robustness, backlash, friction and noise
issues [38].

Li and Zuo [20] investigated regenerative shock absorbers based on rack-pinion
mechanism. Specifically, the focus was given to the effect of the inertia on the overall
performance. They experimentally compared comfort and handling of the vehicle
when equipped with conventional and rack-pinion regenerative shock absorbers.
The analysis showed how the inertia significantly affects the vehicle performance.
In this perspective, the importance of the motion rectifier was highlighted. In fact,
the prototype with motion rectifier achieved better performance.
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Figure 2.6: Layout of rack-pinion electromagnetic active suspensions [60]

Chen et al. proposed a self-powered suspension for the rear fork of a motorcy-
cle [61]. It features a semi-active magnetorheological damper supplied by a rack-
pinion regenerative shock absorber. The latter implements a motion rectification
system so that a DC voltage is generated. A direct-feedback strategy is used: the
semi-active damper electric terminals were directly connected to the regenerative
damper generator. Hence, the system self-adjusts without the need of a control
logic. Laboratory tests were carried out to characterize the system in terms of
force, power generation and self-powered feature. Then, the system was installed
on the reference motorcycle that underwent shock excitation. The results showed
that the proposed solution leads to better ride comfort when compared to classi-
cal magnetorheological suspension architectures with the advantage of no power
consumption.

The Center for Electromechanics (University of Texas, Austin) developed a lin-
ear electromechanical suspension prototype based on rack-pinion conversion mech-
anism [62, 63]. The system was designed as a retrofit for military high mobility
multi-wheeled vehicles. Specifically, the actuator—capable of producing about 9 kN
of force—was mounted in parallel to passive springs and supplied through a 5 kW
alternator. Road testing showed significant comfort improvement with an increase
in the achievable cross-country speed when compared to conventional passive sus-
pensions. On typical off-road terrain tests, the average power consumption for all
four corner was less than 1.5 kW.

Guo et al. [64] investigated rotary regenerative suspensions based on rack-pinion
conversion mechanism with a focus on the influence of the suspension inertia and
the improvement achieved by using a motion rectifier. Specifically, the regenera-
tive suspension was modeled and integrated into a quarter-car vehicle model. Its
performance in terms of vehicle dynamics were comparet to a quarter-car equipped
with a conventional passive shock absorber. The results highlighted that the sys-
tem with no motion rectifier improves the comfort when the suspension inertia is
below a certain value. This constraint was less stringent when the motion rectifier
is included. The latter was able to improve simultaneously comfort and handling
when compared to a passive shock absorber.
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Ball-screw These electromagnetic suspensions employ a ball-screw coupling
as linear-to rotary conversion system. Ball-screw mechanisms significantly reduce
backlash and noise issues, and feature good efficiency. Conversely, these systems are
affected by the relatively high cost when compared to the rack-pinion counterpart
[11].

Tonoli et al. worked on the modeling and validation of electromechanical shock
absorbers [38]. A system featuring a ball-screw coupled to a rotary electric machine
was developed for off-road vehicle applications (Fig. 2.7). Experimental campaign
was carried out on a dedicated test bench to assess dynamic performance of the
prototype when shunted with an external resistance. Specifically, the mechani-
cal impedance was characterized by means of frequency tests up to 60 Hz. The
experimental results were used to validate the modeling approach.

Figure 2.7: Ball-screw electromechanical shock absorber prototype developed by
Tonoli et al. [38]

Zhang et al. proposed a system made up of brushless DC motor coupled to
a ball-screw linear-to-rotary conversion mechanism [40]. Although the use of a
controlled power module was discussed, the electric machine was shunted with an
external resistance during the tests. Extensive laboratory experimentation was con-
ducted. At first, the prototype was mounted on a MTS machine. When harmonic
excitation was imposed, the results highlighted how the unsprung mass perfor-
mance degrades at high frequency input. This was attributed to the influence of
the prototype inertia. Then, the reference vehicle was equipped with the proposed
suspension and tested on a test bench that provides displacement profiles at the
wheels. Frequency sweep and random input showed that the unspung mass fea-
tures lower natural frequency due to the inertia of the prototype. Furthermore, the
sprung mass performance improves while the unsprung mass dynamics is degraded.
The authors highlighted that active forces are needed to compensate for the inertia
effect and avoid the performance deterioration.

Montazeri-Gh and Kavianipour investigated a regenerative shock absorber fea-
turing a ball-screw conversion mechanism [65]. The influence of shunt external
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resistance and ball-screw lead on the vehicle performance was addressed. Specif-
ically, small lead is beneficial for the performance but implies large speed at the
electric machine. To cope with such issue, the authors proposed the use of a com-
pliant element in series to the regenerative shock absorber to attenuate very high
frequencies implying large speed of the electric machine.

Liu et al. proposed an electromechanical shock absorber based on ball-screw
mechanism and motion rectifier [66]. The latter features two one-way clutches
that make the electric machine rotate at a rather constant velocity. Therefore,
good efficiency working point is guaranteed, as well as backlash reduction and
mechanical shocks in the transmission mechanism. These were further reduced
by using a rubber mount that filters the shocks coming from road disturbances.
The electric machine was shunted with an external resistance. Laboratory tests
were conducted by providing harmonic inputs at frequency values ranging from 1
to 10 Hz. Maximum efficiency of 70% was found. Similar tests were conducted
on a shock absorber featuring a rack-pinion conversion mechanism. It gave very
low efficiency performance especially at small input amplitude. This result was
attributed to the significant backlash affecting rack-pinion solutions. Finally, the
ball-screw prototype was installed on a Ford F250 pickup and tested on a real road
at 40 mph with 3 and 10 Ω shunt resistances. Comfort improvement of 11% was
achieved with 13.3 W regenerated power.

Li and Zuo [67] proposed an electromechanical regenerative shock absorber fea-
turing ball-screw conversion mechanism and motion rectifier. The electric machine
was shunted with external resistance. In simulation, systems with and without
motion rectifier were compared. The latter leads to worse vehicle performance be-
cause of the strong inertia influence. Then, the prototype with motion rectifier was
characterized on a MTS test machine. The effect of the motion rectifier on the
force output was addressed and efficiency values up to 60% were found. Finally,
the prototype was mounted on a Chevrolet SUV and tested on real road at 15 mph.
Up to 100 W regenerated power was achieved [60].

Linkage-based These electromagnetic suspensions feature a linkage system
as linear-to-rotary conversion mechanism. Among all the available solutions, the
linkage-based one features good mechanical robustness and efficiency, compact and
lightweight layout, low mechanical complexity, and oil-free operation.

Jonasson et al. [37] developed, in partnership with Volvo, an electromagnetic
suspension featuring one leveling and one damper rotary actuator integrated into
the upper arm (Fig. 2.8). Therefore, the upper arm itself works as linkage mecha-
nism enabling the linear-to-rotary conversion. The authors proposed an optimiza-
tion algorithm that integrates the design of the suspension and the control strategy.
This was required as more demanding control implies larger actuator. To avoid very
large actuator, a conventional shock absorber was used in parallel to the electro-
magnetic suspension. As control strategy, LQR and Skyhook were used. Numerical
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studies showed improvement of the comfort performance, while the handling was
slightly influenced. This could be attributed to the low bandwidth of the actuator.
Simulations of a passenger vehicle on Belgian pavé highlighted that electric energy
can be recovered, although the active operation.

Figure 2.8: Linkage-based electromechanical active suspension layout proposed by
Jonasson et al. [37]

Yu et al. [68, 69, 70] proposed an electromagnetic actuator featuring a ro-
tary electric machine coupled to a gearbox (Fig. 2.9). A rocker-pushrod assembly
connects the input shaft to the lower arm of the suspension. Such system works
in parallel to the passive suspension of the vehicle by providing active and pas-
sive forces. This turns into comfort and handling improvement during maneuvers
such as cornering, braking or acceleration, and better aerodynamic performance by
adjusting vehicle height. These aspects requires active force, thus making active
suspension advantageous when compared to semi-active one. The proposed solution
employs off-the-shelf gearbox and electric machine. The linkage was designed to op-
timize the conversion ratio while accounting for packaging constraints. H-infinity
strategy was used to control vehicle dynamics, which cost function accounts for
comfort and handling indexes, as well as control effort. The latter is related to
the energy consumption of the active suspension. Numerical study demonstrated
comfort and handling improvement when the vehicle underwent bump and pot-
hole. When ISO road unevenness was considered, performance improvement was
achieved at frequencies below 4 Hz. ISO C road profile resulted in 530 W and 210 W
peak regenerated and consumed energy, respectively. Experimental tests were con-
ducted on a quarter-car test rig by exciting the wheel through harmonic road, a
smoothed bump and hole, and swept frequency road profiles. As result, backlash in
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the rocker transmission caused spikes in the variation of the actuator velocity and
in the acceleration of the sprung mass. Despite these shortcomings, comfort im-
provement up to 29% were achieved at the cost of 100 W when a pothole condition
was considered.

Figure 2.9: Linkage-based electromechanical suspension developed by Yu et al. [68]

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2.3, Gupta et al. proposed the experimental compari-
son between linear and rotary electromagnetic suspensions [52]. The latter features
rotary DC motor and gearbox coupled to a lever arm. The developed prototypes
were installed on the reference vehicle, in parallel configuration with the passive
shock absorber. Only passive operation was explored. To this end, the electric
machine was shunted with an external resistance to implement the damping behav-
ior. Tests were performed by running over a wooden beam obstacle. The results
demonstrated the better damping capability of the rotary linkage-based solution
when compared with its linear counterpart.

Todmal and Melzi proposed a rotary electromagnetic shock absorber featuring
a brushless DC motor coupled to a parallel-axis gearbox [71]. A crank-lever system
is used as linear-to rotary conversion mechanism. Although the linkage design
procedure was described, no considerations on the packaging and transmission ratio
have been accounted for. Simulations of an off-road vehicle on country road showed
regenerated power up to 358 W. Further analyses were conducted to investigate the
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effect of the prototype inertia. Specifically, larger inertia implied lower regenerated
power, as well as deteriorated comfort and handling performance.

Several patents dealing with electromechanical suspensions based on linkage
transmission mechanisms have been filed. In the early ’30s, Harrison [72] proposed
a shock absorber composed of an electric machine, a multiplier stage and a lever to
perform linear-to-rotary conversion. A shunt resistor was used to make the electric
machine reproduce a damping action on the suspension. One configuration featured
also a motion rectifier to enable unidirectional rotation of the electric machine.

Later, industrial organizations started filing patents on the subject. HQM Sach-
senring GMBH [73] holds a patent on an slow-active suspension system for active
chassis control. Specifically, it enables the compensation of roll and pitch motions
of the sprung body. The system features a hydraulic actuator mounted on the body,
whose shaft is connected to the wheel carrier through a linkage.

Audi AG patented an electromechanical shock absorber including an electric
generator whose stator is fixed on the vehicle body, and the rotor is driven by the
suspension deflection [74, 75, 76]. Specifically, the electric machine is connected
to a gearbox. Then, a linkage is used as linear-to-rotary conversion mechanism.
Furthermore, if the device is placed into the mounting of the suspension arm, no
additional lever are needed [75]. The mechanical energy is harvested and converted
into electricity stored for further use. The car manufacturer filed another patent
family [77, 78]. It regards a slow-active rotary electromechanical suspension where
the motor-gear unit produces active forces at the wheel by acting on the torsion
bar. Then, the torsion bar is connected to the wheel upright by means of links. For
this reason, the solution can be categorized as linkage-based.

Hyundai Motor Company [79] patented a rotary electromechanical regenerative
device able to improve vehicle handling and comfort while harvesting energy from
road unevenness. The solution features a bush unit connected to the suspension
link through a linkage mechanism. The rotation of the bush unit is given to a one-
way transmission mechanism including one-way clutches. Then, the movement is
amplified through a planetary gearbox and given to the electric generator. Finally,
a rectification stage rectifies the electrical output of the generator. Due to the
one-way transmission mechanism, the solution can work only in passive mode.

Other mechanisms Berg et al. proposed a rotary electromechanical active
suspension featuring a magnetic lead screw as linear-to-rotary conversion mecha-
nism [80]. The prototype was tested on a MTS machine to characterize friction
and efficiency when the electric machine was connected to a current controller and
shunted with an external resistance. Several durability and thermal tests were
conducted as the previous version of the prototype suffered issues in these aspects.

Ali et al. [81] proposed a regenerative shock absorber composed of barrel-cam
follower mechanism—for linear-to-rotary conversion—and motion rectifier. The
electric machine was connected to a diode-bridge rectifier and supercapacitors in
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parallel to the load. Laboratory tests on a MTS machine gave power outputs up
to 3.85 W. The barrel-cam follower mechanism can be compared to the rack-pinion
system as general layout, but featuring more compactness and lower backlash.

Gonzalez et al. proposed a regenerative shock absorber for a lightweight elec-
tric motorbike. It employs a synchronous belt system for linear-to-rotary conversion
[82]. Specifically, the linear movement is transmitted to a piston attached to the
synchronous belt through a crimp block. Then, bevel gears are connected to the
pulley to correct the motion and finally a gearbox is used to amplify the electric
machine rotation. Laboratory experimentation was carried out by providing har-
monic inputs at diverse frequency values. The electric machine was shunted with
external resistance. Due to the internal resistance of the generator, the regenerated
power was lower than expected. The experimental results were used to validate the
computational models. These were used to assess the energy recovery potential for
different motorbike speed and road profiles.

2.3 Final remarks
Table 2.2 reports a qualitative comparison between linear and rotary electromag-

netic suspensions. Linear solutions are very advantageous in terms of mechanical
robustness, efficiency and equivalent inertia thanks to the absence of transmission
elements. Nevertheless, cost and mass of the system make these solution poorly
interesting for future implementation at industry level.

EHA rotary suspensions feature very good mechanical robustness and low noise
level thanks to the presence of oil, which lubricates and avoid tribology concerns.
However, these solutions showed poor efficiency when compared to other technolo-
gies. Furthermore, they are not oil-free, which is nowadays a very appealing feature
in the industry environment.

Among the rotary electromechanical suspensions, rack-pinion ones particularly
suffer backlash and large equivalent inertia. For these reasons, few solutions can be
found in the literature. Ball-screw solutions boast very good efficiency at the cost
of large equivalent inertia and bulkiness.

Finally, linkage-based rotary electromechanical suspensions feature very large
efficiency, compact and lightweight layout, good mechanical robustness and mod-
erate equivalent inertia. One flaw is the noise level due to the presence of gearbox
stages. Nevertheless, among all the electromagnetic suspension layouts, the linkage-
based solution is very attractive. In the last decade, it has gained the focus of the
academic and industrial research.

The literature survey shows that most of the solutions proposed by the industry
are load-leveling or slow-active. On the other hand, the scientific research mostly
focused on linear electromagnetic suspensions along with rotary solutions based
on ball-screw and rack-pinion conversion mechanisms. Therefore, few efforts were
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Table 2.2: Qualitative comparison between linear and rotary electromagnetic sus-
pension technologies

Feature Technology
Linear Rotary

EHA Electromechanical
Rack-pinion Ball-screw Linkage

Mechanical robustness
Efficiency
Mass
Equivalent inertia
Oil-free
Noise
Cost

dedicated to linkage-based and full-active systems.
Furthermore, most of the proposed solutions in the scientific literature are called

regenerative suspensions, namely electromagnetic suspensions that implement the
regenerative feature. Active operation is not allowed or it is not investigated at all.
This aspect highlights a gap between the automotive industry and the academy: the
former is interested more in the active feature than the regenerative one. Energy
regeneration is considered as a secondary aspect that could be the mean to limit
the energy consumption related to the active operation. Conversely, the academic
research focuses on the regenerative aspect and usually disregards the active feature.

Lastly, the literature lacks a design methodology that gives a compact rotary
linkage-based electromagnetic suspensions starting from vehicle performance and
packaging requirements. Although many research efforts focus on the performance
optimization of electromagnetic suspensions, vehicle integration and packaging are
usually neglected. These aspects cover a relevant role when the research goal is the
implementation of such technology at the industry level.
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Chapter 3

Design methodology

This chapter discusses the design methodology of the proposed REmSA. At
first, the layout is described by detailing the diverse parts composing the system.

Then, the developed design methodology is explained. It establishes specific
steps to design a REmSA. Once design constraints and requirements are assessed,
the electric machine and linkage are optimized. Subsequently, the gearbox and
electric machine are matched to minimize the inertia features of the prototype,
namely its mass and equivalent rotational inertia. The detailed design of the diverse
components concludes the methodology. The present work intends to be a guideline
for both academy and industry moving towards the development of REmSAs.

For demonstration purposes, the proposed methodology is applied to a case
study dealing with a motorcycle application. The diverse steps are detailed by in-
cluding considerations, mathematical descriptions, and optimization problem for-
mulations. Finally, the manufactured prototype is presented.

The present research also led to the development and manufacture of a prototype
for an automotive application. Since it was designed with a previous but incomplete
version of the proposed methodology [83], its design is briefly described in Appx.
A.

3.1 Proposed layout
The REmSA layout proposed in this dissertation is schematized in Fig. 3.1. It

features a suitably controlled electric machine coupled to a gearbox. Since compact-
ness is crucial in this application, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM)
and planetary gearbox are selected.

When dealing with relatively small electric machines, i.e. in the range 1 to
10 kW, PMSMs feature the highest torque-to-mass ratio [84]. The synchronous
type offers high efficiency, good and smooth performance both in the high and low
speed operation, low rotor inertia, good reliability, and low noise. Furthermore,
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Electric machine Planetary gearbox Linkage Wheel upright

Rotary Electromechanical Shock Absorber

Figure 3.1: REmSA scheme

it outperforms the other electric machine typologies when dynamic force control
is requested, which is the present application. These aspects motivate the selec-
tion of the PMSM. To increase its compactness, NdFeB magnets are used. They
feature higher remanence, coercivity and energy product when compared to other
Permanent Magnet (PM)s, at the cost of lower Curie temperature, which is not a
concern in the present application. Furthermore, fractional slot winding scheme is
adopted. Despite the larger torque ripple, it enables higher efficiency, torque and
more compact winding ends when compared to distributed schemes [85].

Since electric machines offer quite small torque and high speed, gearboxes are the
obvious solution to raise the torque and drive the load. Garcia et al. [86] proposed
a comprehensive review of compact gearboxes for robotics applications. Although
planetary layouts feature relatively large backlash when compared to more complex
schemes, they offer high efficiency, reliability, relatively easy and cheap manufac-
turing, and compactness. Therefore, the planetary gearbox architecture is selected
for the present application, where the input and output of the stage are the carrier
(slow shaft) and the sun (fast shaft).

As shown in Fig. 3.1, the rotor of the electric machine transmits a torque Tem
at angular speed ωem. The gearbox features transmission ratio:

τg = ωREmSA/ωem = Tem/TREmSA (3.1)

where ωREmSA and TREmSA are the angular speed and torque of the low-speed high-
torque shaft of the gearbox, i.e. the REmSA shaft. The latter is connected to
a linkage that converts the linear motion of the suspension into rotation of the
REmSA shaft. It features transmission ratio:

τl = vact/ωREmSA (3.2)

vact being the linear velocity at the suspension level. A four-bar linkage is used as
it the simplest closed-chain movable mechanism. The overall transmission ratio τt
is defined as the ratio between the suspension linear speed and the electric machine
angular velocity:

τt = vact/ωem = τlτg (3.3)
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When considering a static transmission with no power dissipation, the electric
machine torque is directly related to the actuator force at the suspension Fact:

Tem = τtFact (3.4)

Therefore, the overall transmission ratio is a relevant design parameter that di-
rectly impacts the size of the electric machine. At a given requested force Fact,
small transmission ratio implies small electric machine with low torque capability,
thus resulting in compact and lightweight layout. By converse, a more performing
gearbox with possible additional stages will be . Hence, the ratio τt impacts also the
gearbox size and mass. Furthermore, any inertial (Jem) or dissipative contribution
(cem) at the level of the electric machine is seen by the suspension as

meq = Jem/τ 2
t

ceq = cem/τ 2
t

(3.5)

Hence, small transmission ratio increases friction loss and equivalent inertia at the
level of the suspension. Although friction contributes to the suspension damping,
it deteriorates the conversion efficiency of the device and affects the force control
of the suspension. Inertia contribution is a key issue in electromechanical active
suspensions—as already described in Sec. 2.2.3—as it tends to stiffen and lock the
system when high-frequency input occurs.

Therefore, the overall transmission ratio and electric machine size must be
matched to optimize the system performance while keeping compact layout.

3.2 Design methodology
The proposed system-level methodology establishes specific steps—which are

reported in the flowchart of Fig. 3.2—to design a rotary electromechanical shock
absorber. The methodology is based on vehicle integration and packaging aspects
that cover a relevant role when the research goal is the technology implementation
at the industry level.

The methodology is described below and then detailed in Sec. 3.3, by including
considerations, mathematical descriptions, and optimization problem formulations.

1. Vehicle integration. Performance requirements and envelope constraints of
the REmSA are defined by starting from the retained vehicle architecture and
specifications. This step covers a relevant role when the research goal is the
implementation of such technology at the industry level. This step includes:

(a) Preliminary packaging. The REmSA must fit the suspension of the re-
tained vehicle. To this end, a preliminary study about the packaging is
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Vehicle integration

Preliminary packaging

Performance requirements definition

Optimization

Linkage

El. machine cross-section

El. machine and gearbox match

Detailed design

Winding scheme

Gearbox optimization

Assembly definition

El. machine windings design

Gears and carriers

Mechanical assembly

- El. machine active length

- Stator outer radius

- Overall transmission ratio

Set of optimized el. machines at diverse

stator outer radius and slot number

- Linkage transmission ratio

- Hardpoints

- REMSA positioning and outer envelope

- Rough REMSA and linkage positioning

- Approximate envelope constraints

- Max. regenerative damping capability

- Peak actuator velocity, force and power

Figure 3.2: Design methodology flowchart

needed. Because of the geometry of rotary electric machine and plane-
tary gearbox, cylindrical envelope of the prototype is considered. When
the project deals with an existing suspension, finding vacant space is
not a trivial task. To this end, some components that can be moved or
removed should be identified. In this context, the conventional shock
absorber could be removed to extract some space. This is possible since
the REmSA will replace its functions. Nevertheless, when its structure
cannot be removed as it fulfills other tasks, the conventional shock ab-
sorber cannot be removed. Bump stop or coil spring guidance in coil-over
configurations are the most common examples. In such cases, the shock
absorber tube can be emptied or the damping valves can be removed to
cancel its damping function. Overall, this step outlines rough prototype
and linkage positioning along with approximate envelope constraints.
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(b) Performance requirements definition. As the conventional shock ab-
sorber is completely replaced, its tasks—in terms of vehicle dynamics—
must be at least fulfilled by the REmSA. To the author’s experience,
carmakers usually require solutions able to cover the whole conventional
shock absorber force-velocity characteristic. However, this specification
would lead to very large REmSA and expensive power electronics. The
physics behind conventional shock absorbers makes them easily achieve
very large force at high velocity. Conversely, electric machines withstand
power limitations that bound the generated force when the velocity es-
calates. In this perspective, the designer should question the carmaker
requirement. Furthermore, the active and regenerative features go be-
yond the conventional shock absorber performance. In this context,
vehicle dynamics analyses are performed to define the specifications in
terms of maximum regenerative damping, suspension velocity, as well as
actuator power and force requirements. The retained vehicle is modeled
as a quarter-car (or more complex approaches) including the REmSA as
an ideal force actuator. The latter is controlled through diverse strate-
gies, according to the carmaker requests. The defined specifications are
referred at the wheel level to be independent from the transmission ratio
of the elements involved in the REmSA design.

2. Optimization. The system sub-components must be optimized to maximize
the performance while guaranteeing compact and lightweight layout. These
are optimized separately and then matched through a further optimization
process. This step includes:

(a) Linkage optimization. The idea is to achieve the best linkage accord-
ing to the packaging constraints. By considering Eq. 3.3, small linkage
transmission ratio τl relieves gearbox requests, thus allowing a more com-
pact solution. To this end, an optimization process minimizes the linkage
transmission ratio. However, an acceptable transmission quality must be
guaranteed. The latter is indicated by the transmission angle, i.e. the
angle between the coupler and the follower when dealing with four-bar
mechanisms. It is most favorable when equal to 90°. Therefore, a multi-
objective optimization based on Genetic Alghorithm (GA) is used to get
the best trade-off between transmission ratio and transmission angle. At
the same time, no interference must exist between the suspension com-
ponents, the added levers and the prototype, along the whole suspension
stroke. Hence, the constraints defined in step 1(a) are imposed. This
step fully defines the linkage transmission ratio and hardpoints, as well
as the prototype positioning and envelope constraints.

(b) Electric machine cross-section optimization. An optimization process
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maximizes the torque-to-length ratio of the electric machine at diverse
stator outer diameter and slot-pole combinations. To this end, the ge-
ometry is iteratively refined to maximize the torque while checking mag-
netic saturation of the stator material. Electromagnetic finite element
approach with real material characteristic is needed to account for iron
magnetic saturation phenomenon and accurately address the machine
performance. Overall, a set of optimized electric machines to be used in
the next step is obtained.

(c) Gearbox and electric machine match. Once the linkage has been fully
defined, the gearbox contribution τg sets the overall transmission ratio
τt (Eq. 3.3). As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the latter is a relevant design pa-
rameter that must be selected to optimize the system performance while
keeping compact layout. To this end, the electric machine and gear-
box are matched to minimize a cost function that includes the overall
mass and equivalent inertia of the REmSA. The electric machine perfor-
mance is accounted through the set obtained in step 2(b). The gearbox
is represented through scaling laws. The same outer diameter is con-
sidered for these two components to optimally use the whole prototype
envelope. This step selects the electric machine active length and outer
radius among the optimized sets—derived in step 2(b)—and defines the
gearbox transmission ratio.

3. Detailed design. Once the electric machine and linkage have been defined,
as well as the gearbox specifications in terms of transmission ratio and outer
envelope, the detailed design can be addressed. It includes the following steps:

(a) Electric machine windings definition. Starting from the electric machine
geometry obtained in step 2(c), the winding scheme must be defined.
This step is heavily guided by manufacturing constraints. In fact, the
coil winding technology imposes strict limits to the packing factor. Fur-
thermore, a certain copper volume can be achieved through more turns
and thin wire, or conversely few turns and thick wire (or more wires
in parallel). The former yields large back Electromotive Force (EMF)
thus lowering the electric machine base speed at a given DC bus volt-
age supply, the latter enhances the base speed at the cost of increased
phase current. Large current implies costly and bulky power electronics
and cabling. Therefore, the winding design must account for all these
aspects.

(b) Gearbox optimization. Starting from the transmission ratio τg and outer
envelope requirements, an iterative process is required to find the most
compact layout. Specifically, the transmission ratio is split into one or
more stages. Then, each stage is designed by following static and fatigue
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considerations while observing outer envelope constraints. Vehicle dy-
namics simulations are performed to assess overload conditions and load
spectra. The software KISSSoft is used to perform the optimization
process that fully defines the planetary gearbox.

(c) Assembly definition. Once all the components have been defined, the me-
chanical assembly of the REmSA can be completed. Specifically, electric
machine and gearbox sub-assemblies are defined and then integrated to
achieve a very compact layout. Bearings are selected, casings are de-
signed to provide a stiff and lightweight solution. Also linkages compo-
nents and the interface with the suspension of the retained vehicle are
defined.

The design process is not straight: some steps may not be fulfilled and, conse-
quently, the previous ones must be reviewed to generate different outputs. When
concluded the process, design constraints and requirements must be verified by
considering the achieved prototype. In particular, the vehicle dynamics analyses
should be updated with the prototype features (estimated equivalent inertia, dissi-
pative contribution and transmission compliance) and limitations (electric machine
torque and power limits).

Note that the optimization (step 2) is implemented as a multi-step process
because the linkage and electric machine cross section can be optimized offline
independently on the final configuration of the REmSA. At the same time, the
gearbox is accounted for by means of scaling laws that provide the optimal gearbox
at a given transmission ratio, outer diameter and transmitted torque. Once these
sub-components are optimized, they are matched to obtain the optimal REmSA.
This last step allows to define the stator outer diameter, the electric machine active
length and the overall transmission ratio.

In the proposed methodology, thermal constraints of the electric machine are
accounted by limiting the maximum supply current, as found in the literature [87].
To remove such assumption and push the design to the limit, a thermal model of
the system must be used to simulate the behavior of the machine under realistic
operation, i.e. road unevenness or lumped obstacle scenarios. However, this would
significantly complicate the methodology. For this reason, the thermal behavior of
the machine could be verified a posteriori through experimentation.

3.3 Methodology implementation
A case study is exploited to detail and demonstrate the developed design method-

ology. Considerations, mathematical descriptions, and optimization problem for-
mulations are presented.
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The retained vehicle is the motorcycle Benelli 752s (Fig. 3.3), naked motorcycle
launched in 2020 by the Italian manufacturer Benelli. The project including the
present activity aims at replacing the passive shock absorbers with active ones: a
EHA shock absorber at the front fork, a REmSA at the rear suspension.

Figure 3.3: Retained vehicle: motorcycle Benelli 752s [88]

3.3.1 Vehicle integration
This step aims at defining the REmSA requirements and envelope constraints

so that it can be integrated in the retained motorcycle. This step required some
iterations with the industrial partner to assess feasible modification of the retained
suspension along with the desired performance in terms of vehicle dynamics.

Preliminary packaging

The rear suspension of the retained vehicle (Fig. 3.4) is analyzed to identify
vacant region able to host the REmSA—which features a cylindrical envelope—and
the elements of the four-bar linkage. The positioning must avoid any interference
with the suspension links along the whole suspension stroke. To this end, the nom-
inal (Fig. 3.5a) and full compressed (Fig. 3.5b) configurations are explored. In the
present application, the coil-over shock absorber can be moved in the transverse
motorcycle direction (normal to the view-plane) to extract more space for the link-
age. Furthermore, the shock absorber damping function is canceled by removing
its damping valves, as the REmSA replaces its functions.

The blue domain indicates the region in which the prototype could be installed.
To this end, some considerations about how and where the prototype will be at-
tached to the chassis are needed. In fact, prototype and chassis exchange significant
reactions and, consequently, the attaching points must be structural. In the present
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Figure 3.4: View of the rear suspension of the retained motorcycle. Chassis (1),
conventional coil-over shock absorber (2), swing arm (3), engine assembly (4).

application, the identified points are the mountings where the engine assembly is
connected to the chassis.

A feasible four-bar linkage is identified (solid orange lines in Fig. 3.5). As it lies
in a plane, it is treated as a planar mechanism. The rear swing-arm is used as input
link of the four-bar mechanism. Hence, hardpoint O coincides with the swing-arm
pivot. The achievement of good transmission quality requires angles close to 90 deg
between the linkage elements. More performing transmission ratio requires short
lever BC as well as hardpoint A as close as possible to the wheel axis. The latter
must follow some considerations. In fact, particular relevance is covered by the
point where the linkage is jointed to the existing suspension elements because of
the significant force exchanged. Consequently, some modifications to these elements
could be required. The ideal solution is, when possible, to connect the linkage in
the locations that already cover structural functions. This would avoid significant
modifications to the structural elements. For this reason, the pivot where the
conventional shock absorber was connected to the swing arm has been used in the
present application (hardpoint A in Fig. 3.5).

Hardpoint B must be located into the red domain of Fig. 3.5, so that the
linkage does not interfere with any component of the motorcycle across the whole
suspension stroke. Wide domain is considered to avoid overconstraining of the
optimization process.

A sub-domain of the blue region—the green domain in Fig. 3.5—contains the
possible location of hardpoint C. It is obtained by decreasing the bounds of the
blue domain by half diameter of the considered cylindrical envelope. To this end,
Rso,max = 60 mm outer radius was considered as a first attempt.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Orthogonal view of the rear suspension of the retained motorcycle in
the nominal (a) and full compressed (b) configurations. Feasible four-bar linkage
(orange solid lines) and its hardpoints. Region in which the prototype could be
installed (blue domain), possible locations of hardpoints B (red domain) and C
(green domain).

Overall, the outputs of this step are reported in Table 3.1. Specifically, the
outer envelope, the coordinates of the defined hardpoints (O and A) and the do-
main bounds of the remaining ones (B and C) are reported. The reference system
centered in hardpoint O is used.
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Table 3.1: Outputs of the preliminary packaging design step

Description Symbol Value

Max. outer envelope Rso,max 60 mm

Hardpoint A
xA,nom 218.0 mm
yA,nom 0.9 mm

Hardpoint B

xB,min 0 mm
xB,max 220.0 mm
yB,min 0 mm
yB,max 170.0 mm

Hardpoint C

xC,min 40.0 mm
xC,max 50.0 mm
yC,min 110.0 mm
yC,max 140.0 mm

Performance requirements definition

Vehicle dynamics analyses are performed to define the specifications in terms of
maximum regenerative damping, power and force requirements, which are needed
to size the suspension prototype. These are referred at the wheel level to be inde-
pendent from all the transmission ratios involved in the REmSA design.

Model The in-plane dynamics of the retained vehicle is represented by a full-
vehicle model, as schematized in Fig. 3.6. The modeling approach proposed by
Cossalter was followed [89].

The system is reduced to an equivalent model represented by two vertical spring-
damper units that connect the sprung to the unsprung masses. To this end, the
geometry of the motorcycle must be considered. Specifically, equivalent spring
stiffness values for the front (ks,f) and rear (ks,r) are computed:

ks,f = 2k̄s,f

cos2 ϵf
(3.6)

ks,r = k̄s,rτ
2
m,θ (3.7)

ϵf being the inclination angle of the front fork, τm,θ the swing arm velocity ratio
(wheel stroke over arm rotation), k̄s,f and k̄s,r the spring stiffness of the front and
rear suspensions, respectively. The front stiffness is doubled because of the dual
telescopic fork type. The same relationships apply for the shock absorbers, whose
reduced characteristics—which are provided by the industrial partner—are reported
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Figure 3.6: Full-vehicle model

in Figs. 3.7. Positive and negative velocity quadrants refer to the extension and
compression strokes of the damper, respectively. The maximum damping of the
reduced rear shock absorber is cmax,r = 80 kNs/m, which occurs in rebound. Note
that excessive damping values of conventional shock absorbers are usually unwanted
consequences of dry friction and stick slip at very low speed.

The rear shock absorber is replaced by an ideal actuator exerting a force Fact.
Specifically, it features infinite bandwidth, no force and speed limitations, and any
parasitic effect such as dissipation or rotating inertia. Therefore, it behaves as a
unitary gain between the control command and the output force. Although this
assumption is non realistic, it is imposed by the absence of such details at this stage
of the project.

Sprung mass vertical bounce zs and pitch motion θs, front zu,f and rear zu,f un-
sprung mass vertical motions are taken as Degree-of-Freedom (DOF). The dynamic
equilibrium of the reduced system gives the following equations of motion:

Jsθs̈ = (ms,rg + Fact + Fe,r + Fstop) lr cos θs+
+ (zs + hCOG) Fprop − (ms,fg + Fd,f + Fe,f) lf cos θs

mszs̈ = − msg − Fact − Fd,f − Fe,r − Fstop − Fe,f

mu,f z̈u,f = − mu,fg − Ft,f + Fd,f + Fe,f

mu,rz̈u,r = − mu,rg − Ft,r + Fact + Fe,r + Fstop

(3.8)

where g is the gravity acceleration, ms,f = msw% and ms,r = ms (1 − w%) the sprung
mass share at the front and rear axles, respectively, Fact the REmSA actuator force,
Fstop the reaction of the rear suspension end stop, Fprop the propulsion force, Fd,f
the front damper force, Ft,i the tire-ground contact reaction—which is idealized as
punctual—and Fe,i the elastic force of the suspension springs. The latter is given
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Reduced damping characteristic of the front (a) and rear (b) shock
absorbers of the retained motorcycle (force and velocity at the wheel level). Maxi-
mum (blue), minimum (orange) and mixed (black dash-dotted) characteristics.

by:
Fe,i = (zs,i − zu,i) ks,i (3.9)

where zs,i is the sprung mass vertical motion at the location of front (i = f) and
rear (i = r) suspensions. They are obtained as follows:

zs,f = zs + lf sin θs (3.10)
zs,r = zs − lr sin θs (3.11)

being lf and lr the COG-to-front wheel and COG-to-rear wheel distance, respec-
tively. All the parameters are reported in Table 3.2. Note that the rear spring
features very high stiffness. This is due to the unfavourable motion ratio of the
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Table 3.2: Full-vehicle model parameters

Description Symbol Value

Sprung mass moment of inertia Js 119.3 kg m2

Sprung mass ms 227.0 kg
Sprung weight distribution w% 0.506
COG-to-front wheel distance lf 721.7 mm
COG-to-rear wheel distance lr 728.5 mm
COG height hCOG 505.2 mm
Front unsprung mass mu,f 20 kg
Rear unsprung mass mu,r 28 kg
Front spring stiffness k̄s,f 7 kN/m
Rear spring stiffness k̄s,r 170 kN/m
Fork inclination ϵf 22.8 deg
Swing arm motion ratio τm,θ 0.454 m/rad
Front tire stiffness ku,f 250 kN/m
Rear tire stiffness ku,r 170 kN/m
Bump stroke limit ∆zstop,bump −140 mm
Rebound stroke limit ∆zstop,rebound 20 mm
Stop stiffness kstop 107 N/m

swing arm, that significantly decreases the equivalent stiffness seen at the wheel
(Eq. 3.7).

The following assumptions are considered: the pitch center coincides with the
center of gravity, the suspension is always assumed perfectly vertical with respect
to the global reference frame, and the aerodynamic contribution is completely ne-
glected.

The model includes non-linearities. First of all, the tire-ground contact forces
(Ft,f and Ft,r) are saturated to give only negative values:

Ft,i =
⎧⎨⎩ku,i (zu,i − zr,i) if zu,i − zr,i ≤ 0

0 otherwise
(3.12)

where ku,i is the tire stiffness and zr,i the road profile at the front (i = f) and rear
(i = r) suspensions. The equation accounts for tire-ground detachment, condition
that could occur especially when the vehicle undergoes road irregularities such as
bumps or potholes.
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Then, trigonometric functions cannot be linearized as the pitch angle is usually
non negligible in motorcycle applications.

Furthermore, the front shock absorber includes real damping characteristic (Fig.
3.7) that is a piece-wise function. Hence, the front shock absorber force is given by

Fd,f = Fd,f (vd,f) (3.13)

where the reduced front suspension velocity is

vd,f = żs,f − żu,f (3.14)

żs,f being the first time-derivative of Eq. 3.10
Finally, the end stops are another source of non-linearity. The rear suspension

stroke is given by:
∆zsusp = zs,r − zu,r (3.15)

Null suspension stroke refers to the nominal position, which is given by the static
equilibrium under the weight action. Then, positive and negative strokes refer to
rebound and bump, respectively. Rubber stops limit its value at ∆zstop,bump =
−0.140 m in bump, and ∆zstop,rebound = 0.02 m in rebound, respectively. The stops
are implemented through a lumped stiffness (kstop = 107 N/m) providing force only
when the stop is hit. Therefore, the stop force is written as:

Fstop =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(∆zsusp − ∆zstop,bump) kstop if ∆zsusp − ∆zstop,bump ≤ 0
(∆zsusp − ∆zstop,rebound) kstop if ∆zsusp − ∆zstop,rebound ≥ 0
0 otherwise

(3.16)

The inputs of the model are the propulsion/braking force Fprop, the actuator
force Fact, and the road profile zr. The latter is then reported at the front zr,f and
rear zr,r wheels as follows

zr,f = zr (t) (3.17)
zr,r = zr (t + ∆t) (3.18)

where the rear profile is time delayed by considering the motorcycle wheelbase and
traveling speed v:

∆t = lf + lr
v

(3.19)

Road profile Two road profile scenarios can be considered: road unevenness and
lumped obstacle such as bump or pothole.
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Table 3.3: Standardized displacement PSD (Gd) and road-roughness index (Gr)
[90].

Road class Description Gd
[︁
m3/cycle

]︁
Gr [m · cycle]

A Very good 1.6 · 10−5 1.6 · 10−7

B Good 6.4 · 10−5 6.4 · 10−7

C Average 25.6 · 10−5 25.6 · 10−7

D Poor 102.4 · 10−5 102.4 · 10−7

E Very poor 409.4 · 10−5 409.4 · 10−7

The former is a random profile usually described as stationary Gaussian stochas-
tic process of a given displacement PSD, which is used to derive the following
low-pass filter [83]:

Hr (s) = 2π
√

Grv

s + ω0
(3.20)

where s is the Laplace variable, Gr the road roughness index in m · cycle, v the
motorcycle speed in m/s, and ω0 a cutoff frequency needed to limit the displacement
at vanishing frequency values. The latter is set to 2πv/λ0 to cut contributions
coming from unevenness spatial periods larger than λ0 = 100 m.

The road profile zr is then synthesized by filtering a unit-power white noise. Ta-
ble 3.3 reports the standardized road-roughness coefficients, where the smoothness
increases moving towards grade A. These are extracted from the ISO 8608 stan-
dard, which reports the displacement PSD (Gd) for diverse road conditions [90].
Then, the road roughness index is obtained as:

Gr = Gd

nw
0

(3.21)

where n0 = 0.1 cycle/m is the reference spatial frequency and w = 2 the exponent
of the fitted PSD [90].

The lumped obstacle is modeled in the spatial domain as shown in Fig. 3.8.
The reported profile is normalized, it is then multiplied by the amplitude Aobstacle
to reproduce diverse bump (positive amplitude) or pothole (negative amplitude)
scenarios. Then, the road profile zr in the time domain is obtained by dividing the
spatial coordinate x by the traveling speed v.

Actuator control As the actuator is ideal, its exert a force equal to the control
command. The latter is computed according to the used control logic. The indus-
trial partner request was to reproduce the conventional shock absorber operation.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized lumped obstacle profile in the spatial domain, which is then
multiplied by the amplitude Aobstacle to obtain the road scenario.

To this end, simulations were conducted through a control command given by the
force that the conventional shock absorber would exert on the suspension:

Fact = Fd,r (vact) (3.22)

where Fd,r is the rear damper characteristic (Fig. 3.7b), and the actuator velocity
vact is given by the first time-derivative of the suspension stroke (Eq. 3.15). Note
that positive and negative values refer to rebound and bump movements of the
suspension, respectively.

Outputs of interest The output of this design step are the performance require-
ments of the REmSA needed for the subsequent design:

• Maximum regenerative damping capability cmax,reg. It is the maximum amount
of damping that the electric motor can provide in regenerative operation (see
Sec. 2.2.1).

• Maximum actuator velocity (max (vact)). It is extracted from the lumped
obstacle or the motorcycle acceleration scenario.

• Working points at:

– Peak actuator force (max (Fact) and vact|max (Fact)) and peak actuator
power (Fact|max (Pact) and vact|max (Pact)), where Pact = Fact · vact. These
working points represent an overload condition. They are extracted from
the lumped obstacle or the motorcycle acceleration scenario.

– Nominal working point (rms(Fact) and rms(vact)). It is extracted from
the road unevenness scenario. It represents a nominal working condition.
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If these requirements give an unfeasible design, some limitations must be im-
posed. Specifically, the regenerative damping could be decreased, or the actuator
maximum force and power could be saturated. The latter case would impact vehicle
dynamics performance. To this end, some performance indexes must be checked to
verify the acceptability of the imposed limitations.

Performance indexes Vehicle performance in terms of ride comfort, road hold-
ing and suspension stroke are considered [91].

The acceleration perceived by the driver (or the passenger) is the main source
of discomfort. In the present model, the driver’s and sprung mass vertical accelera-
tions can be assumed to coincide. Therefore, the latter can be monitored to assess
the ride comfort. However, the human perception depends on the acceleration level,
frequency and direction. The ISO 2631 [92] indicates the guideline to evaluate the
effect of exposure to vibrations on humans. Specifically, the sprung mass acceler-
ation is weighted to account for human perception at diverse vibration frequency.
To this end, Zuo and Nayfeh [93] proposed a filter to weights the acceleration time
history:

H2631(s) = 80.03s2 + 989s + 0.02108
s3 + 78.92s2 + 2412s + 5614 (3.23)

Therefore, the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the filtered sprung mass acceleration
(z̈s,2631) is obtained. It can be compared to the six levels of comfort for passenger
vehicles proposed by the ISO 2631. Under lumped obstacle scenario, the RMS
value is not a representative indicator as the road profile is not a stationary signal.
Therefore, the result would depend on the considered time frame. In this scenario,
the maximum value can be used as discriminant, although it cannot be compared
to the comfort levels of the standard. A rule of thumb is that lower maximum value
gives less perception to the driver, although instantaneous acceleration peaks are
not indicative of discomfort. In this case, the road holding becomes more important
than comfort: vehicle handling must be maintained to avoid dangerous situations.

As the sprung mass acceleration is strongly influenced by the front suspension,
a half-vehicle model of the rear of the motorcycle would be more indicated to assess
the effectiveness of the active suspension.

Road holding refers to the capability of the vehicle to be controlled during steer-
ing, acceleration or braking maneuvers. This turns into good vehicle performance
and safety. To this end, sufficient contact force between tire and ground must be
guaranteed during dynamic operation. It is given by the superimposition of a static
value—given by the static weight supported by the axle—and a dynamic one. The
latter could cause a reduction of the contact force and, in some cases, the tire-
ground detachment. Hence, the performance is indicated by the road holding index
ηrh, which is the ratio between dynamic and static force components. In the present
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case, it refers to the rear suspension:

ηrh,r = Ft,r + (ms,r + mu,r) g
(ms,r + mu,r) g (3.24)

The tire-ground contact force includes, in the present model, the static weight. The
latter must be deducted to obtain the dynamic component (the tire-ground contact
force is negative).

The lowest the index, the better the performance since former contact is guar-
anteed in all the dynamics conditions. Also in this case, the RMS value can be
extracted. Under lumped obstacle scenario, the maximum value can be consid-
ered. Unitary road holding index should be avoided as it represents the tire-ground
detachment condition.

The suspension stroke is considered as a performance index since excessive value
could lead to hit the bump stops with consequently deterioration of ride comfort
and possible structural damage [94, 19]. The suspension stroke is given by Eq.
3.15.

Results For the analysis, the maximum regenerative damping capability was set
to cmax,reg = 40 kNs/m. It is implemented by saturating the maximum slope of the
damping characteristic in Eq. 3.22. In this way, the investigation focuses on the
vehicle performance when the maximum damping is fully provided in regenerative
mode. Note that values of 80 kNs/m results from the maximum damping charac-
teristic of the conventional damper. In case, the REmSA can attain such damping
levels by providing active power.

The actuator control (Eq. 3.22) considers three damping characteristics: max-
imum damping, minimum damping and mixed characteristic. The latter features
maximum damping in rebound and minimum damping in bump.

Three scenarios are simulated:

• ISO B road unevenness with 70 km/h cruise speed. Simulation time of 30 s is
considered to account for dynamics well below the lowest natural frequency of
the system (the undamped pitch mode occurs at 1.8 Hz). For demonstration
purposes, the time history of the road profile zr—which is the disturbance
input of the system—is shown in Fig. 3.9a. Figs. 3.9b and 3.9c show the ac-
tuator force (Fact) and velocity (vact), respectively, when the actuator control
reproduces the mixed damping characteristic.
Table 3.4 reports the output of the simulation for the three actuator control
damping cases. Larger suspension damping makes the cruise less comfortable
but limits the suspension stroke. The latter keeps below the stop bounds in all
the three damping cases. Actuator force increases with large damping, while
lower velocity values are achieved. The RMS actuator power is comparable
in the three cases.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.9: ISO B road unevenness with 70 km/h cruise speed: road profile (a),
actuator force (b), actuator velocity (c).

• Lumped obstacle at diverse cruise speed values and obstacle amplitudes. Sim-
ulation time of 2 s is considered to finish the transient response of the system.
Simulations are run at diverse obstacle amplitude Aobstacle and motorcycle
speed values v. Specifically, the normalized lumped obstacle (Fig. 3.8) is
multiplied by the amplitude to obtain the road profile in the spatial domain.
Then, the motorcycle speed is used to convert the profile to the time domain.
From the obtained time responses, the time instants corresponding to the
peak actuator force and power (in absolute value) are found. Then, the actu-
ator force and velocity at those time instants are extracted and plotted versus
the motorcycle speed at the diverse obstacle amplitudes. This procedure is
repeated for the three actuator control conditions. The mixed damping re-
sults are reported in Figs. 3.10, where the dot markers refer to the output of
the diverse simulations, and the dashed lines interpolate such points. In this
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Table 3.4: ISO B road unevenness with 70 km/h cruise speed results for the three
actuator control damping cases.

Description Symbol Value

Control damping case

max min mix

Road holding index rms (ηrh,r) 0.26 0.26 0.25
Comfort index rms (z̈s,2631) 0.14 g 0.11 g 0.13 g
Suspension stroke (peak) max (∆zsusp) −15 mm −21 mm −19 mm
Actuator force (RMS) rms(Fact) 290.8 N 149.3 N 300.5 N
Actuator velocity (RMS) rms(vact) 0.09 m/s 0.16 m/s 0.1 m/s
Actuator power (RMS) rms(Pact) 35.7 W 34.6 W 37.4 W

case, the maximum force working points coincide with the maximum power
ones. Note that the actuator force and velocity in pothole condition (negative
amplitude) decrease above a certain motorcycle speed. In fact, the obstacle is
passed quickly and the suspension does not have enough time to reach large
extension velocities and, consequently, actuator force values.
Furthermore, it can be observed that the peak force occurs in extension both
in the pothole and bump scenarios for most of the motorcycle speed. This
result is counter-intuitive, as the bump implies quick compression of the sus-
pension, hence one would expect peak force during the compression stroke.
Nevertheless, two aspects must be considered. Figs. 3.11 support the expla-
nation, where the time histories of road profile (a), tire-ground contact force
(b), actuator force (c) and velocity (d) are shown. The results refer to the
50 mm pothole at 50 km/h with mixed damping characteristic. First of all,
the characteristic used for the actuator control features larger rebound damp-
ing and force than the compression ones. Secondly, after the bump climb, the
wheel experiences wheel-ground detachment (null contact force). This implies
a quick extension of the suspension under the effect of the compressed spring.
Overall, the analysis outputs are reported in Table 3.5 for the three actuator
control damping cases. The peak actuator force, power, and velocity occur at
50 km/h motorcycle speed and pothole with 50 mm amplitude. This condition
makes the suspension hit the rebound stop. Large damping results in larger
actuator force and lower velocities, as can be seen by comparing the maximum
and minimum damping results. The peak velocity occurs during the bump of
the suspension (negative velocity value), while the peak force working points
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Figure 3.10: Results for the lumped obstacle scenario simulated at diverse cruise
speed values and obstacle amplitudes with mixed damping characteristic: maximum
actuator force (a) and corresponding velocity (b). Dot markers are the simulated
points, dashed lines interpolate such points.

occur during the rebound (positive force value).

• Smooth road with the motorcycle accelerating at ax = 0.9 g. This corresponds
to a propulsion force given by

Fprop = (ms + mu,f + mu,r) ax (3.25)

Fig. 3.12 reports the suspension stroke when the the actuator control im-
plements the mixed damping characteristic. After an initial transient, the
system reaches steady conditions.
Simulations are repeated for the three damping cases, whose results are re-
ported in Table 3.6. Peak velocity occurs during the compression of the
suspension, which is forced by the motorcycle acceleration. Maximum damp-
ing characteristic features high damping in compression, which reduces the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.11: Results of the 50 mm pothole at 50 km/h scenario with mixed damping
characteristic. Road profile (a), tire-ground contact force (b), actuator force (c) and
velocity (d).

suspension stroke. The minimum and mixed characteristics feature minimum
damping in compression, hence they achieve the same suspension stroke. The
peak force occurs during the suspension extension. This is due to the char-
acteristics, which feature large damping in rebound.

The present step considered a control logic aimed at reproducing the conven-
tional damping characteristic. However, other control strategies could be adopted
(Sec. 4).

Among all the results, the most demanding performance requirements are ex-
tracted, which are needed for the subsequent design. These are resumed in Table
3.7. Note that the acceleration scenario is far less demanding than the lumped
obstacle one. For this reason, the latter is considered as overload condition. If
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Table 3.5: Maximum outputs of the lumped obstacle simulations—occurring at
50 km/h motorcycle speed and pothole with 50 mm amplitude—for the three actu-
ator control damping cases.

Description Symbol Value

Control damping case

max min mix

Actuator velocity (peak) max (vact) −3.2 m/s −3.3 m/s −3.4 m/s
Actuator force (peak) max (Fact) 2277 N 2335 N 2614 N

Actuator velocity vact|max (Fact) 1.4 m/s 1.6 m/s 1.6 m/s
Actuator power (peak) max (Pact) 4253 W 3770 W 4133 W

Actuator force Fact|max (Pact) −1343 N 2335 N 2614 N
Actuator velocity vact|max (Pact) −3.2 m/s 1.6 m/s 1.6 m/s

Figure 3.12: Suspension stroke result when the motorcycle accelerates at ax = 0.9 g
on smooth road. The mixed damping characteristic is used.

the obtained requirements are too demanding and produce unfeasible design, this
step must be repeated by limiting the ideal actuator performance. Then, the per-
formance indexes must be checked to assess if the introduced limitations lead to
acceptable performance.
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Table 3.6: Results of the motorcycle accelerating at ax = 0.9 g on smooth road for
the three actuator control damping cases.

Description Symbol Value

Control damping case

max min mix

Actuator velocity (peak) max (vact) −0.3 m/s −0.3 m/s −0.3 m/s
Actuator force (peak) max (Fact) 482 N 279 N 586 N

Actuator velocity vact|max (Fact) 0.1 m/s 0.2 m/s 0.2 m/s
Actuator power (peak) max (Pact) 66 W 56 W 91 W

Actuator force Fact|max (Pact) −242 N 279 N 586 N
Actuator velocity vact|max (Pact) −0.3 m/s 0.2 m/s 0.2 m/s

Table 3.7: Performance requirements in nominal and overload conditions

Description Symbol Value

Maximum regenerative damping cmax,reg 40 kNs/m
Actuator force (RMS) rms(Fact) 300 N
Actuator velocity (RMS) rms(vact) 0.1 m/s
Actuator power (RMS) rms(Pact) 37.4 W
Actuator velocity (peak) max (vact) −3.4 m/s
Actuator force (peak) max Fact 2614 N

Actuator velocity vact|max (Fact) 1.6 m/s
Actuator power (peak) max (Pact) 4253 W

Actuator force Fact|max (Pact) −1343 N
Actuator velocity vact|max (Pact) −3.2 m/s

3.3.2 Optimization
This step aims at optimizing the REmSA sub-components starting from the

constraints and performance requirements defined in the first step of the method-
ology.
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Linkage optimization

The best linkage in terms of transmission ratio and transmission quality is
searched for. In fact, small linkage transmission ratio τl relieves gearbox requests
(Eq. 3.3), thus allowing a more compact solution. To this end, an optimization
process finds the linkage hardpoints to minimize the linkage transmission ratio
while maintaining good transmission quality. The process must fulfill the geometry
constraints resulting from the preliminary packaging step (Sec. 3.3.1), which are
reported in Table 3.1.

As the estimated four-bar linkage lies in a plane, it is treated as a planar mech-
anism. Its scheme and geometry constraints are shown in Fig. 3.13. Specifically,
the red and green areas are the acceptable domains of hardpoints B and C.

O

W

swing arm

Figure 3.13: Scheme and geometry constraints of the four-bar linkage

The optimization defines the coordinates of hardpoints B and C in the nominal
suspension configuration ((xB, yB)nom and (xC, yC)nom). Coordinates of hardpoints
A (xA, yA)nom and W (xW, yW)nom are known from the geometry of the retained
motorcycle swing arm (Table 3.8).

In the following, the kinematic equations, constraints and objective functions
used in the linkage optimization process are presented.

Kinematics Complex notation is adopted to derive the mathematical description
of the linkage kinematics. The reference frame centered in hardpoint O is used.

The planar four-bar linkage features one DOF: the chosen input—which is suf-
ficient to fully define the mechanism—is the wheel travel ∆zw, which coincides with
the suspension stroke of the reduced model ∆zsusp (see Para. 3.3.1). The linkage
configuration moves across the wheel travel. Nominal and moved configurations are
considered. At first, the nominal configuration must be solved, which is indicated
through the subscript nom and refers to ∆zw = 0.

Hardpoint O is connected to the chassis, hence its position does not depend on
the wheel travel. The same for hardpoint C, which is located through the vector−→OC. The following relationship can be written:

−→OC ≡
−→OCnom (3.26)
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Table 3.8: Nominal coordinates of linkage hardpoints

Hardpoint Coordinate Nominal value

A
x 218.0 mm
y 0.9 mm

B
x design variable†

y design variable†

C
x design variable†

y design variable†

W
x 572.2 mm
y 121.7 mm

† Set by the optimization every iteration

where −→OCnom = xC + j yC. Conversely, the locations of hardpoints A and W moves
with the wheel travel. These are known in the nominal configuration (−→OAnom =
xA + j yA and −−→OWnom = xW + j yW), whose nominal coordinates are reported in
Table 3.8. From these, the lengths of input link (OA) and swing arm (OW) are
computed:

lOA = ∥
−→OAnom∥ (3.27)

lOW = ∥
−−→OWnom∥ (3.28)

Also the location of hardpoint B moves with the wheel travel. Its nominal
position is expressed by the vector −→OBnom = xB + j yB.

The vectors representing the floating (AB) and output (BC) links in the nominal
configuration are obtained as follows:

−→ABnom = −→OBnom −
−→OAnom (3.29)

−→BCnom = −→OCnom −
−→OBnom (3.30)

The link lengths are computed as

lAB = ∥
−→ABnom∥ (3.31)

lBC = ∥
−→BCnom∥ (3.32)

Once the nominal configuration is solved, the moved one can be addressed.
Vector −→OA in the moved configuration is:

−→OA = lOAejθOA (3.33)
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Angle θOA is written in function of the input variable ∆zw:

θOA = ∠
−→OA = sin−1

(︄
∆zw + zw,0

lOW
+ θOAnom

)︄
(3.34)

where θOAnom = ∠
−→OAnom, and zw,0 = ℑ(−−→OWnom) is the wheel vertical position in

nominal configuration.
The vectors representing the floating and output links in the moved configura-

tion are obtained as:
−→AB = lABejθAB (3.35)
−→BC = lBCejθBC (3.36)

where the link lengths are known from Eqs. 3.31 and 3.32, while angles θAB and θBC
are obtained by numerically solving the loop closure equation of the mechanism:

−→OA + −→AB + −→BC = −→OC (3.37)

It is a vector relationship that gives two equations after being decomposed on the
real and imaginary axes. The obtained equations are numerically solved in the
unknowns θAB and θBC. Note that the loop closure equation depends on the input
variable, i.e. the wheel travel.

After the linkage geometry is solved, the angles between input-floating links (λ),
and floating-output links (γ) can be computed:

λ = θOA + π − θAB (3.38)
γ = θAB + π − θBC (3.39)

The linkage geometry depends on the wheel travel ∆zw. Hence, it is solved at
discrete wheel travel values to explore all the moved suspension configurations. As
consequence, angles λ and γ are function of the input variable:

λ = λ(∆zw) (3.40)
γ = γ(∆zw) (3.41)

Furthermore, the linkage transmission ratio—which is also function of the wheel
travel—can be computed as the first derivative of the angle θBC with respect to the
suspension travel:

1
τl(∆zw) = d

d∆zw
θBC(∆zw) (3.42)

Note that at the beginning of the process, the nominal configuration must be
solved to define all the required parameters. Then, it is solved at the diverse wheel
travel positions ∆zw.
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Objective functions The objective functions aims at minimizing the transmis-
sion ratio τl along the whole suspension stroke by maintaining a good transmission
quality. The first goal is represented by the objective function Fobj,1:

Fobj,1 = wτl

τl,nom

τl,lim
+ (1 − wτl)

στl

στl,lim

(3.43)

where τl,nom = τl(∆zw = 0) is the nominal transmission ratio and στl its standard
deviation. They are normalized by means of the maximum allowed values τl,lim and
στl,lim , which are defined by the user. In the present design, τl,lim = 350 mm/rad
and στl,lim = 20 mm/rad are considered. Coefficient wτl moves the optimization
towards the minimization of the nominal transmission ratio or its variation along
the wheel travel. It was set to one as the considered geometry does not involve
large transmission ratio variations.

The transmission quality is indicated by transmission angles γ and λ, which are
most favorable when equal to 90 deg [95, 96]. Far from this value, self-locking issues
and large unwanted reaction at the joints can occur. Specifically, axial reactions on
the input and output links could be generated. Such reactions do not contribute
to the transmission as they are absorbed by the joints. This could lead to large
forces that need proper structural sizing of the linkage components. To this end,
the second objective function aims at minimizing the maximum variation of the
transmission angles with respect to the optimal value:

Fobj,2 =
[︃(︂

max
∆zw

γ(∆zw) − π/2
)︂2

+
(︂

min
∆zw

γ(∆zw) − π/2
)︂2
]︃
+

+
[︃(︂

max
∆zw

λ(∆zw) − π/2
)︂2

+
(︂

min
∆zw

λ(∆zw) − π/2
)︂2
]︃ (3.44)

Constraints The optimization process finds the location of hardpoints B and
C. These are constrained to be in the domains defined during the preliminary
packaging to avoid interference with the suspension components (see Sec. 3.3.1).
Upper and lower bounds of the x and y coordinates of hardpoints B and C are
reported in Table 3.1.

Geometry and performance constraints are implemented in the form of non-
linear inequalities. These are indicated as gc,i. Transmission angles λ and γ must
be close to 90 deg to avoid mechanism self-locking. The literature indicates the
range 40 deg to 140 deg as acceptable to avoid such issue. This turns into a ±50 deg
variation with respect to 90 deg. Therefore, the first set of constraints is defined as
follows:

gc,1 = | max
∆zw

λ(∆zw) − π/2
⃓⃓⃓
− ∆λlim ≤ 0 (3.45)

gc,2 = | max
∆zw

γ(∆zw) − π/2
⃓⃓⃓
− ∆γlim ≤ 0 (3.46)
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where ∆λlim and ∆γlim are 50 deg.
The second set of constraints regards the linkage transmission ratio. The latter

is upper bounded to restrict the number of possible solutions:

gc,3 = τl,nom − τl,lim ≤ 0 (3.47)

where τl,lim was defined in Eq. 3.43. Furthermore, the transmission ratio is con-
strained so that it cannot change sign along the wheel travel:

gc,4 = − min
∆zw

τl(∆zw) ≤ 0 (3.48)

Finally, the last constraint sets a lower bound to the length of the output link
(lBC). Large transmission ratio requires short output link. A too small value could
lead to unfeasible link or difficulties in mounting the link in the REmSA prototype.
Therefore, the following constraint is defined:

gc,5 = lBC − lBC,min ≤ 0 (3.49)

where lBC,min is set to 45 mm.

Optimization The optimization problem is multiobjective, as two objective func-
tions are defined (Eqs. 3.43 and 3.44). It is described by

min {Fobj,1(X), Fobj,2(X)}
s.t. gobj,i(X) ≤ 0, i = 1, ..., 5

XL ≤ X ≤ XU

(3.50)

where Fobj,i are the objective functions (Para. 3.3.2), and gobj,i the non-linear
constraints (Para. 3.3.2). X = [xB, yB, xC, yC]⊺ is the vector of the design variables,
which contains the coordinates (xB, yB)nom and (xC, yC)nom. These refer to the
nominal suspension configuration (∆zw = 0). XL and XU are the lower and upper
bounds of X defined in Para. 3.3.2).

Afshari et al. proposed a review of constrained multi-objective optimization
problems [97]. In general, three strategies are commonly adopted. The first uses a
linear combination of the objective functions by defining weighting coefficients. The
optimal set that minimizes the defined linear combination is unique and the Pareto
front is drawn by varying the weighting coefficients. However, no criterion to define
the weights introduces further uncertainty in the results. The second strategy is to
consider all but one objective functions as constraints. Consequently, the problem
is mono-objective and the Pareto front is drawn by repeating the procedure for
different combinations of objective functions. The last strategy considers all the
objective functions together. As result, multiple optimal sets are obtained, where
each set gives a point on the Pareto front.
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The last case is mainly used within heuristics and evolutionary strategies, which
exploit some form of trial-and-error to find a good solution to an optimization
problem. Among these, GA seems to be the most successful approach [98].

Within the proposed framework, part of the first strategy is adopted to limit
the number of objective functions. Specifically, functions Fobj,1 and Fobj,2 are given
by linear combinations of performance indexes with user-defined weights (Eqs. 3.43
and 3.44). Then, the multiobjective optimization is solved through the third strat-
egy, which finds the Pareto front related to the two defined objective functions. To
this end, evolutionary GA is used. The process is implemented in Matlab envi-
ronment, which provides the function gamultiobj implementing the multi-objective
genetic algorithm.

Results Once the optimization process is tuned, more runs should be carried
out. Since the optimization relies on heuristics approach, each run gives different
outputs.

The results of the above-described optimization process are reported in Figs.
3.14. Specifically, Fig 3.14a shows the Pareto front in the plane of the objective
functions. Among all the optimal solutions, the selection of the best set is demanded
to the user. To support this process, Figs. 3.14b and 3.14c are drawn. They plot
the nominal transmission angle γ and standard deviation of the transmission ratio
versus the nominal transmission ratio. The solution highlighted through the black
arrow gives the best trade-off between nominal transmission ratio and transmis-
sion angle γ, while featuring small variation of the transmission ratio along the
wheel travel, as indicated by the low standard deviation. Therefore, this solution
is selected.

To verify and validate the linkage performance, the transmission ratio (Fig.
3.15a) and transmission angles (Fig. 3.15b) are plotted along the whole wheel
travel. The transmission angle γ keeps close to 90 deg (70 to 114 deg), while angle
λ features values close to the lower bound (50 to 56 deg). This could be improved
by unlocking the hardpoint A location. Nevertheless, this constraint cannot be
removed as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1.

The nominal transmission ratio and the geometry of the selected linkage con-
figuration are reported in Table 3.9.

Electric machine cross-section optimization

This step optimizes the three-phase PMSM, whose active length is still not
defined. For this reason, the optimization focuses on the cross-section: the objective
performance is the torque-to-length ratio rTl:

rTl = Tem

lem
(3.51)
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.14: Linkage optimization results: Pareto front (a), nominal transmission
angle γ vs nominal transmission ratio (b), transmission ratio standard deviation
vs nominal value (c). The diverse colors refer to the different solutions, the black
arrow indicates the chosen one.

where Tem and lem are the electric machine torque and active length, respectively.
Also the electric machine outer diameter is still not defined, as Sec. 3.3.1 re-

turned an approximate outer envelope of the REmSA. The number of slots Ns is
varied across the process, while the number of magnets Nm is set to 10: preliminary
analyses showed that 10 magnet layouts usually achieve the best torque-to-volume
performance for the machine size of interest. Overall, the optimization is run at
diverse stator outer radius and number of slots combination to obtain a set of
optimized electric machines.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: Transmission ratio (a) and transmission angles (b) along the wheel
travel for the optimized linkage.

Table 3.9: Selected linkage configuration

Description Symbol Value

Nominal transmission ratio τl,nom 170 mm/rad
Hardpoint C x-coordinate xC 46.6 mm
Hardpoint C y-coordinate yC 134.7 mm
Link AB length lAB 195.3 mm
Link BC length lBC 53.3 mm

Geometry Fig. 3.16 shows the electric machine cross section, whose geometry is
taken by Hanselman’s handbook [99].
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Figure 3.16: Electric machine cross-section geometry

The fixed design parameters are reported in Table 3.10. Specifically, the air gap
gem is selected large enough to avoid rotor-stator contact due to possible eccentric-
ity and tolerances. Air gap increase causes performance deterioration. Small slot
opening ws minimizes cogging torque and improves machine performance. Nev-
ertheless, too small value causes flux leakages. The packing factor kcp indicates
the portion of slot area occupied by copper. It is upper bounded by the winding
manufacturing process. Hand-made windings usually achieve values in the order of
kcp = 0.3, according to the workshop partnering the present activity. The magnet
length lm yields from considerations on the permeance of the magnet. The latter is
written as

Pc ≈ lm
gem

(3.52)

It determines the operating point of the magnet within the electric machine mag-
netic circuit. The performance optimization requires the magnet to work in the
point where its volumetric energy is maximized. If magnets with relative perme-
ability close to one are used, this condition implies unitary permeance. However,
such operating condition could cause permanent demagnetization, especially when
the magnet temperature increases due to electric machine heating. For this rea-
son, permeance values ranging from 4 to 6 are usually adopted [100]. Permeance
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Table 3.10: Fixed design parameters of the electric machine

Description Symbol Value

PM remanence Br 1.3 T
Magnet length lm 2.5 mm
Air gap gem 0.5 mm
Phase number Nph 3
Magnet number Nm 10
Slot opening ws 2.o mm
Slot depth fraction αsd 0.52
Slot aspect ratio αd 1

equal to 5 was chosen in the present application. Hence, 2.5 mm magnet length is
obtained from Eq. 3.52.

The parameters tuned through the optimization are the back-iron width (wbi)
and the rotor outer radius (Rro). The remaining dimensions can be computed as
follows. The tooth width wtb is

wtb = 2 wbi

Nsm
(3.53)

where the number of slots per pole Nsm = Ns/2p depends on the pole pairs p = 5
(because of the 10 magnet configuration).

The shoe width is
wt = max(τs − ws, wtb) (3.54)

where the slot pitch air gap is
τs = 2π

Ns
Rsi (3.55)

and Rsi = Rro + gem is the stator inner radius. The stator back-iron radius is given
by

Rsb = Rso − wbi (3.56)
Finally, the shoe dimensions d1 and d2 are obtained

d1 = αsd
wtb

1 + αd
(3.57)

d2 = d1

αd
(3.58)
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Model Electromagnetic 2D finite element modeling approach is needed to ac-
count for iron magnetic saturation phenomenon and accurately address the ma-
chine performance. To this end, the Rotating Machinery module of the commercial
software COMSOL Multiphysics® is used [101]. The model is reported in Fig. 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Electromagnetic 2D finite element model of the electric machine. The
orange arrows show the magnetization direction of the PMs. Red segments are
used to probe the flux density in the stator.

The geometry described in Para. 3.3.2 is implemented. Air, copper and PM
domains feature the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Additionally, PMs domains
have a remanence Br = 1.3 T—characteristic of NdFeB magnets—directed as indi-
cated in Fig. 3.17. The stator and rotor core domains are made of Silicon Steel
NGO 35PN270, which features the BH curve reported in Fig. 3.18. Electrical
conductivity of such domains is not relevant in the present analysis since static
conditions do not involve eddy current phenomena.

The windings current is implemented through external current densities in di-
rection orthogonal to the cross-section to reproduce the three-phase supply. These
are schematized in Fig. 3.17, where positive and negative current densities are
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Figure 3.18: Magnetic characteristic of Silicon Steel NGO 35PN270 [101]

represented by means of light and dark colors, respectively: red for phase A, green
for phase B, and blue for phase C. The phase current densities are given by:

JA = Jrms cos (pθrot) (3.59)

JB = Jrms cos
(︃

pθrot + 2
3π
)︃

(3.60)

JC = Jrms cos
(︃

pθrot + 4
3π
)︃

(3.61)

where θrot is the rotor mechanical angle and pθrot the electrical angle. The term Jrms
is the RMS value of the wire current density. It is set to 6 A/mm2, value commonly
adopted for nominal operation of totally enclosed electric machines under natural
convection conditions [87]. This assumption could be removed by modeling the
thermal behavior of the electric machine. However, most of the details are not
defined at this stage of the design. Therefore, the thermal model could be done at
the end of the design to verify the thermal aspects a posteriori.

Objective function The optimization aims at maximizing the torque-to-length
ratio (Eq. 3.51). However, electric machine optimization problems usually focus
on the motor constant, which indicates how efficiently the torque is produced [100].
It is directly proportional to the output torque and inversely proportional to the
square root of the Joule loss. Therefore, optimizations based on the motor constant
result in a trade off between torque output and power loss. Nevertheless, the present
activity puts first the compactness of the REmSA. Therefore, the torque output
is maximized instead of the motor constant. A direct consequence is that the
optimization favours electric machines with large slots to increase the amount of
copper. This increases the magnetic flux density in the air gap and, consequently,
the generated torque. On the other hand, this causes an increase of Joule loss.

The torque-to-length ratio is computed by integrating the Maxwell’s stress ten-
sor over a bound placed at mid air gap (Fig. 3.17).
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Fig. 3.19 shows the torque-to-length ratio (a) and the magnetic flux density
norm in four diverse stator locations (b), as function of the rotor mechanical angle.
One electrical angle revolution is considered. The results refers to the electric
machine featuring 85 mm outer stator diameter, 12 slots, wbi = 3.3 mm and Rro =
15.7 mm. As can be noted, the torque-to-length ratio features a harmonic behavior.
This is mainly due to cogging and localized magnetic saturation of the stator iron.
The best practice would be to compute the average value across one electrical angle
revolution. Nevertheless, this would significantly increase the computational cost
of the optimization. In fact, large number of simulations is already required to
span the diverse combinations of stator outer radius and number of slots, as well
as the optimization variables, i.e. back-iron width (wbi) and rotor outer radius
(Rro). For this reason, a single simulation is run at null electrical angle. Within a
fixed combination of stator outer radius and number of slots, the maximization of
the torque-to-length ratio at the given electrical angle will maximize also its mean
value across one electrical angle revolution. This statement holds when no strong
saturation conditions occurs.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: Finite element results as function of the rotor mechanical angle for the
electric machine featuring 85 mm outer stator diameter, 12 slots, wbi = 3.3 mm and
Rro = 15.7 mm. Torque-to-length ratio (a) and integral averages of the magnetic
flux density norm over the probe segments of Fig. 3.17: B̄tb,1 (yellow) and B̄tb,2
(purple), B̄bi,1 (blue) and B̄bi,2 (orange).

For demonstration purposes, Fig. 3.20 shows the distribution of the magnetic
flux density norm of the electric machine featuring 85 mm outer stator diameter, 12
slots, wbi = 3.3 mm and Rro = 15.7 mm at null rotor mechanical angle. The electric
machine is supplied by considering Jrms = 6 A. The region close to the probe
segments highlighted in Fig. 3.17 exhibits the highest flux density. Nevertheless,
norm values smaller than 1.2 T are encountered.
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Figure 3.20: Finite element results for the electric machine featuring 85 mm outer
stator diameter, 12 slots, wbi = 3.3 mm and Rro = 15.7 mm. Magnetic flux density
norm (colormap) and magnetic vector potential (contour and streamlines).

Constraint The torque maximization tends to increase the slot area and, con-
sequently, decreases the iron domain of the stator. By reducing the cross-sections
which the flux flows through, the magnetic flux density increases. Therefore, the
limit of the torque maximization is the magnetic saturation of the stator material.

To this end, the maximum flux density in the stator is limited at Bmax =
1.2 T. The norm of the magnetic flux density is computed in some regions that are
interested by large field. After some investigations, the segments highlighted in Fig.
3.17 are identified to probe the flux density. Specifically, the integral averages over
the probe segments—tooth (B̄tb,1 and B̄tb,2) and back iron (B̄bi,1 and B̄bi,2)—are
computed and compared to the limit value.

Two aspects must be highlighted. Firstly, the magnetic flux on the stator is
mainly caused by the PM remanence. In fact, some design approaches size the
stator magnetic circuit with null phase current [100]. The present optimization
checks the stator saturation when the windings are supplied, thus resulting in a
more precautionary design.

Secondly, the magnetic flux density norm over the probe segments changes in
a sinusoidal way with the electrical angle (Fig. 3.19b). The peaks on the tooth
and back iron probe segments are reached at different rotor angle. However, tooth
and magnet are aligned when the rotor angle is null, which is the configuration
reported in Fig. 3.17. This position maximizes the magnetic flux density in the
tooth. Then, the flux density in the back iron is always lower because its width
was chosen according to Eq. 3.53 [99]. This statement holds if no strong magnetic
saturation occurs. Therefore, stator saturation condition is checked at null rotor
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angle only, thus avoiding iterative simulations at diverse angular positions.

Optimization approach The optimization process is schematized in Fig. 3.21.
Then, the results obtained for the 42.5 mm stator outer radius and 12 slots are
reported for demonstration purposes.

FE model Constraints max

Figure 3.21: Flowchart of the electric machine optimization process

Once the stator outer radius (Rso) and slot number (Ns) are set, back iron width
(wbi) and rotor outer radius (Rro) are iteratively varied. The obtained geometry is
simulated at null rotor angle to obtain the torque-to-length ratio and the average
magnetic flux density norm over the probe segments of the stator teeth. The latter
are shown in Figs. 3.22a and 3.22b as function of the back iron width and rotor
outer radius, for the configuration featuring 42.5 mm stator outer radius and 12
slots. Then, the constraints are applied to restrict the feasible domain. Specifically,
back iron width and rotor outer radius combinations that results in magnetic flux
density exceeding the limit value Blim are eliminated. The torque-to-length ratio
in the remaining domain is extracted (Fig. 3.22c) and its maximum value locates
the optimum back iron width and rotor outer radius. The latter are function of the
selected stator outer radius and slot number.

Optimization output The optimization process is run at diverse stator outer
radius and number of slot combinations to obtain a set of optimized electric ma-
chines. Specifically, the stator radius is varied in the range 70 to 115 mm because
of the outer envelope of 120 mm defined in the preliminary packaging step (Sec.
3.3.1). The number of slot must be a multiple of the phase number. Therefore, 9
and 12 slot configurations are investigated. More that 12 slots could imply small
slot area, thus resulting in difficult winding process.

Fig. 3.23 shows the optimized electric machine parameters and performance as
function of the stator outer radius in the two investigated slot configurations. In
addition to the rotor outer radius and back iron width, also the half-slot area is
computed since it is needed in the subsequent design of the REmSA. Specifically,
it is half of the area enclosed in two teeth since it is the space occupied by one coil.
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(c)

Figure 3.22: Optimization approach: average magnetic flux density norm over the
probe segments of the stator teeth (a) and (b), and torque-to-length ratio (c), as
function of the back iron width and rotor outer radius. Results for the configuration
featuring 42.5 mm stator outer radius and 12 slots. The torque-to-length ratio is
evaluated in the domain restricted by the constraints.

These curves feature a quadratic trend. Hence, they can be interpolated through
a second-order polynomial in the form p2R

2
so + p1Rso + p0.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.23: Optimized electric machine parameters and performance as function
of the stator outer radius in the two investigated slot configurations: Ns = 9 (blue)
and Ns = 12 (orange). Torque-to-length ratio (a), back iron width (b), rotor outer
radius (c), and half-slot area (d).

Gearbox and electric machine match

The electric machine and gearbox are matched to minimize a cost function
that includes the overall mass and equivalent inertia of the REmSA. Specifically,
the electric machine and gearbox outer radius, electric machine active length and
gearbox transmission ratio are optimized.

Constraints The first constraint limits the electric machine active length:

lem ≤ lem,max (3.62)

The limit is set to 70 mm by considering packaging constraints. Furthermore, too
slender rotor of the electric machine must be avoided because of rotordynamics
considerations.
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The second constraint bounds the electric machine angular velocity to avoid
bearing damage and limit the centrifugal stress of the rotor. The latter could cause
the detachment of the surface-mounted PMs. Large angular velocity would require
rotor containment sleeves, thus implying additional mechanical complexity. The
constraint is formulated as:

ωem,max = max (vact)
τt

(3.63)

where ωem,max is the maximum allowed angular velocity of the rotor, set to 2618 rad/s,
and max (vact) is the maximum actuator velocity extracted from vehicle dynam-
ics simulation (Table 3.7). Therefore, this constraint sets a lower-bound for the
REmSA transmission ratio:

τt ≥ max (vact)
ωem,max

(3.64)

The REmSA must also fulfill the performance specifications reported in Table
3.7. The electric machine output torque can be expressed in function of the electric
machine length:

Tem = rTllem (3.65)
By combining Eq. 3.4—which relates the actuator force at the wheel level and

the electric machine output torque—and Eq. 3.65, the electric machine active
length is related to the force request at the wheel level and the overall transmission
ratio:

lem ≥ Fact

rTl
τt (3.66)

where the inequality is introduced since the electric machine must be large enough
to provide at least the requested force.

The torque-to-length ratio rTl was obtained for an optimized set of electric
machines as function of the stator outer radius (Fig. 3.23) with RMS current
density amplitude Jrms = Jnom = 6 A/mm2 (Eq. 3.61). The latter is commonly
adopted for nominal operation of totally enclosed electric machines under natural
convection [87]. Therefore, Eq. 3.66 can be rewritten for the force request in
nominal condition:

lem ≥ Fact,nom

rTl|Jnom

τt (3.67)

Differently, the RMS current density Jrms = Joload = 20 A/mm2 represents an
overload condition that can be withstood for transient periods up to 10 s. By
assuming electric machine linearity with respect to the supplied current, the torque-
to-length ratio in overloading can be computed as:

rTl|Joload = rTl|Jnom

Joload

Jnom
(3.68)
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This relationship holds since the magnetic flux on the stator is mainly caused by
the PM remanence, as mentioned in Para. 3.3.2. Hence, no saturation in nominal
condition ensures almost linear behavior also in overloading. Eq. 3.66 can be
rewritten for the force request in overload condition:

lem ≥ Fact,oload

rTl|Jnom
Joload
Jnom

τt (3.69)

A further constraint is dictated by the maximum regenerative damping. In
fact, the electric machine should be able to yield the largest damping coefficient
without providing any active power to the system. A shunted brushless PM machine
features a well-known electromagnetic torque versus angular speed characteristic
[102], which is described by:

Tem = KtKe ωem

(Rph + Rshunt)
[︂
1 + (pωem/ωp)2

]︂ (3.70)

where ωem is the rotor angular velocity, Kt and Ke the machine torque and back
EMF constants, respectively, Rph its phase resistance and Rshunt the load shunting
the windings. The electromagnetic pole ωp is defined by:

ωp = Rph + Rshunt

Lph
(3.71)

Lph being the machine inductance in d and q axes. At low rotor frequency (ωem ≪
ωp/p), Eq. 3.70 gives:

Tem = KtKe

Rph + Rs
ωem (3.72)

which represents a viscous damping behavior with electromagnetic viscous damping

cem = KtKe

Rph + Rshunt
(3.73)

The maximum regenerative damping capability coincides with the short circuit
case, i.e. null shunt resistance. Furthermore, the torque and back EMF constant
of brushless PM machines can be expressed as [103]:

Ke = 2
3Kt (3.74)

Hence, the maximum regenerative damping of the REmSA can be written as

cem,max = 2K2
t

3Rph

1
τ 2

t
(3.75)
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where the overall transmission ratio carries the damping from the rotary to the
linear domain, according to Eq. 3.5.

This performance request must be satisfied in nominal condition. Consequently,
the torque constant figuring in Eq. 3.75 refers to nominal operation and can be
written as:

Kt,nom = Tem|Jnom

Iph,nom
(3.76)

where the nominal phase current amplitude is

Iph,nom =
√

2JnomAwNh (3.77)

Aw being the wire cross-section and Nh the number of wires-in-hand of the coil.
The coefficient

√
2 converts the RMS of the current density into an amplitude value.

The wire cross section is:
Aw = kcpAs

NtNh
(3.78)

where Nt is the number of turns per coil, kcp the slot packing factor, and As the
half-slot area. According to Eq. 3.65, the output torque of the electric machine
under nominal operation is:

Tem|Jnom = lemrTl|Jnom (3.79)

which is introduced into Eq. 3.76 to obtain the torque constant in nominal opera-
tion:

Kt,nom = lemrTl|JnomNt√
2JnomkcpAs

(3.80)

By substituting into Eq. 3.75, the maximum regenerative damping capability is
written as:

cem,max =
2
(︃

lemrTl|Jnom Nt√
2JnomkcpAs

)︃2

3Rph

1
τ 2

t
(3.81)

The phase resistance is function of the electric machine active length lem:

Rph = 2 (lem + let)
ρcuNcNt

NhAw
= 2 (lem + let)

2ρcuNcN
2
t

kcpAs
(3.82)

where ρcu = 1.68 · 10−8 Ωm is the electrical resistivity of copper at 20◦C, Nc the
number of coils in series per phase—slots to phase number ratio (Ns/Nph)—and let
the length of the end-turn path. By substituting into Eq. 3.81 and manipulating
the relationship, the maximum regenerative damping capability becomes:

cem,max = rTl|2Jnom

6NcρcukcpAsJ2
nom

l2
em

lem + let

1
τ 2

t
(3.83)
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The length of the end-turn path let can be written as function of the slot geom-
etry. In fractional slot configurations, the coil is wound around one single stator
tooth. Fig. 3.24 schematizes the winding path in the stator top view. The coil
wire exits from the slot, make a 180 deg bend, and then enters the other slot. The
end-turn path—which refers to the mid-point of the slot area—is given by:

let = πDet

2 (3.84)

Det being the distance between the center points of the slots surrounding the stator
tooth. It is written as:

Det = R1 + R2

2 θw (3.85)

where

R1 = Rro + gem + d1 + d2

R2 = Rso − wbi
(3.86)

d1 and d2 being dimensions related to the shoe, as shown in Fig. 3.16. The geometry
of the stator was defined in Sec. 3.3.2. Angle θw can be written as:

θw = θt + θc

2 (3.87)

where

θt = 2 sin−1
(︃

wtb

R1 + R2

)︃
θc = θs − θt

θs = 2π

Ns

(3.88)

By combining these relationships, angle θw is written as:

θw = θt + θs

2 = π

Ns
+ sin−1

(︃
wtb

R1 + R2

)︃
(3.89)

Finally, the end-turn path relationship is obtained by combining Eqs. 3.85, 3.86,
and 3.89:

let = Rro + gem + Rso − wbi

4

[︄
π2

Ns
+ π sin−1

(︄
wtb

Rro + gem + Rso − wbi

)︄]︄
(3.90)

The terms of Eq. 3.83 that are constant with respect to the active length lem
and transmission ratio τt can be grouped in the coefficient αem:

αem = rTl|2Jnom

6NcρcukcpAsJ2
nom

(3.91)
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Figure 3.24: Scheme of the winding path in the stator top view. The coil wire
outputs the slot on the left and enters the one on the right.

Therefore, Eq. 3.83 can be written as:

cem,max = αem
l2
em

lem + let

1
τ 2

t
(3.92)

It is a quadratic equation in the variable lem:
αem

cem,maxτ 2
t

l2
em − lem − let = 0 (3.93)

which features two roots, one positive and one negative. The latter is not physical,
hence the unique solution is:

lem =
1 +

√︂
1 + 4let

αem

cmax,regτ2
t

2 αem

cem,maxτ2
t

(3.94)

The damping constraint imposes that the electric machine must be able to
provide at least the maximum regenerative damping request (Table 3.7) without
the need of active power (cem,max ≥ cem,max). Therefore, Eq. 3.94 is written as
inequality. It constitutes, together with Eqs. 3.67 and 3.69, the set of constraints
that the REmSA must observe:

lem ≥ Fact,nom

rTl|Jnom

τt (3.95)

lem ≥ Fact,oload

rTl|Jnom
Joload
Jnom

τt (3.96)

lem ≥
1 +

√︂
1 + 4let

αem

cmax,regτ2
t

2 αem

cem,maxτ2
t

(3.97)
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These constraints relate the electric machine active length and the REmSA
transmission ratio with the performance requirements. Furthermore, the torque-to-
length ratio rTl and coefficient αem depend on the electric machine, whose optimized
parameters are introduced as second-order polynomial (Fig. 3.23). Note that the
latter depends on the stator outer radius and number of slots of the electric machine.

Objective function The electric machine and gearbox are matched to minimize
a cost function that includes the REmSA mass (mtot) and equivalent inertia at the
wheel (meq):

Fcost = wRso

Rso

Rso,lim
+ wm

meq

meq,max
+ (1 − wm) mtot

mtot,max
(3.98)

where the mass and equivalent inertia are normalized with respect to their max-
imum target value. These are set to 4 kg and 15 kg, respectively. The weighting
coefficient wm moves the optimization towards the minimization of the mass or the
equivalent inertia. It is set to 0.5 to give the same weight to the two inertia features.
A term that penalizes large outer envelope is introduced because of packaging con-
siderations. The stator outer radius is normalized with respect to the limit value,
which is set to 50 mm (radius) to be compliant with the 120 mm envelope constraint
(diameter) defined in Sec. 3.3.1. The weight wRso is set to 0.2.

The REmSA mass and equivalent inertia are composed of the electric machine
and gearbox contributions:

mtot = mem + mgb (3.99)
meq = meq,em + meq,gb (3.100)

As a first approximation, the electric machine is considered as a cylindrical
volume with radius Rso (stator envelope) made of steel. Hence, its mass is computed
as:

mem = ρsteelπR2
solem (3.101)

where ρsteel = 7800 kg/m3 is the mass density of steel. The equivalent inertia is given
by the rotating components—i.e. the rotor, which is considered as a cylinder—
reported at the wheel level:

meq,em = 1
2ρsteelπR2

ro
lem

τ 2
t

(3.102)

The gearbox contributions are computed by considering the scaling laws pro-
posed by Saerens et al. [104], which considers the static sizing of the gears. The
procedure refers to a planetary gearbox with N stages.

The same outer diameter is accounted for the gearbox and the electric machine
to optimize the prototype envelope. Then, the ring primitive diameter is set to
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be smaller than gearbox outer envelope, as the ring is an inner gear whose outer
diameter coincides with the gearbox envelope. Hence, the ring primitive diameter
is set as:

dring = 0.85 · 2Rso (3.103)
According to Eq. 3.3, the gearbox transmission ratio can be computed from the

overall ratio:
τg = τt

τl
(3.104)

By considering an equal distribution among the gearbox stages, the transmission
ratio of each stage is:

istage = 1
N
√

τg
(3.105)

Note that another strategy commonly used in multistage gearbox transmissions is
to move the transmission ratio towards the fastest stages, as they transmit lower
torque. Nevertheless, this would imply larger face width of the fastest stage thus
turning in larger equivalent inertia.

Once the transmission ratio of the stage and the ring primitive diameter are
known, the primitive diameter of sun and planets, and carrier center distance can
be derived by following well-known kinematic relationships:

dsun = dring
1

istage − 1 (3.106)

dplanet = dring
istage − 2

2 (istage − 1) (3.107)

dcarrier = dring
istage

2 (istage − 1) (3.108)

The jth stage mass is computed by summing the contributions of the wheels (one
stage, one ring and three planets) and the carrier:

mstage,j = π

4 ρsteelbstage,j

[︂
d2

sun + 3d2
planet + d2

carrier +
(︂
(2Rso)2 − d2

ring

)︂]︂
(3.109)

where bstage,j is the face width of the jth stage. The overall gearbox mass is obtained
as:

mgb =
N∑︂

j=1
mgb,j (3.110)

The equivalent inertia of the jth stage reported at the wheel level is obtained as
[104]:

meq,j = π

128
ρsteelbstage,jd

4
ringi2

stage

(istage − 1)4

(︂
i2
stage − 3istage + 7

)︂ i
2(j−1)
stage

τ 2
l

(3.111)
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where j = 1 is the first stage on the linkage side. The overall gearbox equivalent
inertia is obtained as:

meq,gb =
N∑︂

j=1
meq,j (3.112)

In the above-reported relationship, the face width of the jth stage is unknown.
It must be computed according to mechanical strength considerations involving
pitting sizing [104]. To this end, the nominal working point is considered since the
pitting refers to fatigue operation (rms(Fact) and rms(vact) reported in Table 3.7).
Force and velocity at the wheel level are translated into torque and angular velocity
of the carrier of the jth stage as follows:

ωstage,j = rms(vact)
τl

ij
stage (3.113)

Tstage,j = rms(Fact) τl

ij
stage

(3.114)

The facewidth is computed by considering the pitting of the sun-planet meshing,
which is more limiting than the planet-ring contact [104]. The allowable contact
stress of nitride steel (σH = 1500MPa [105]) is used:

bstage,j = Tstage,j/3(︂
σH
Zj

)︂
istage−2

[2(istage−1)]2 d2
ring

(3.115)

where the coefficient 1/3 is due to the torque split on the three sun-planets mesh
points, and factor Zj = ZEZHZϵ

√︂
KAKv,j is computed according to Shigley’s hand-

book [105]. The elastic factor ZE depends on the elastic properties of the meshing
gears material (steel):

ZE =
√︄

Esteel

2π (1 − ν2
steel)

(3.116)

where Esteel = 210 GPa and νsteel = 0.3. Contact ratio factor Zϵ was set to the
unity, which is a worst case assumption. Factor ZH depends on the pressure angle
α = 20 deg:

ZH =
√︄

2
cos α sin α

(3.117)

The overload factor KA is set to 1.5, and the dynamic factor Kv is computed
according to:

Kv,j =
5.6 + √

vsun,j

5.6 (3.118)

vsun,j = istageωstage,jdsun/2 being the peripheral speed of the sun.
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Optimization approach The constraints depend on the electric machine opti-
mized geometry, which is function of the stator outer radius and number of slot.
Therefore, the gearbox and electric machine match consists in an iterative opti-
mization that minimizes the objective function (Eq. 3.98) for all the combinations
of stator outer radius and number of slot.

For demonstration purposes, the results related to the electric machine with
12 slots and 85 mm outer stator diameter are reported in Fig. 3.25. The plots
features the transmission ratio τt on the x-axis. At first, the constraints are applied
to find the feasible transmission ratio and active length combination, as shown in
Fig. 3.25a. Specifically, the performance constraints result in lines for the force
requirements, and a parabola for the damping one. At a given transmission ratio,
the system of inequalities (Eqs. 3.95 to 3.97) gives as solution the point lying on
the curve with largest active length. Then, the feasible domain is limited by the
transmission ratio lower bound and the active length upper bound. Therefore, the
solution must lie on the highlighted thick solid curve: each point is well sized to
satisfy the constraint it lies on, but it is oversized for the other ones because also
a smaller active length would be sufficient. Nevertheless, a reduction of the active
length makes the more stringent constraint unobserved.

The objective function can be now computed on the constrained domain (Fig.
3.25b). It is a convex function as larger transmission ratio reduces the moment of
inertia reported at the wheel, while requiring an actuator with larger force capabil-
ity. This turns in larger prototype with increased mass. Therefore, the minimum
defines the optimum transmission ratio, which locates an univocal point on the
highlighted thick curve in Fig. 3.25b. Note that the minimum of the objective
function could fall outside the feasible domain. In such case, the solution lies on
the minimum transmission ratio or the maximum active length bounds.

Optimization output The above-reported procedure is repeated for the selected
number of slots (9 and 12) by varying the stator outer radius. At each configuration,
the procedure returns the transmission ratio, active length, and the value of the
objective function at the optimum point. These results are plotted versus the stator
outer radius, as shown in Figs. 3.26. Specifically, results for the 9 and 12 slots
are reported. Overall, larger outer envelope reduces the electric machine active
length, while the transmission ratio encounters an absolute minimum for the 12
slot machine. The objective function is minimized at approximately 85 mm stator
outer diameter (Rso = 42.5 mm) for the 12 slot configuration, which results in active
length of 36 mm and transmission ratio of 2.3 mm/rad. The 9 slot configuration
gives a minimum outside the investigated stator radius range.

The 85 mm stator outer diameter with 12 slot electric machine was selected.
Lower diameter values lead to a small reduction of the cost function for the 9 slot
configuration, while yielding to a lower transmission ratio that would require a more
demanding gearbox.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.25: Optimization approach at a given electric machine configuration. Ac-
tive electric machine length (a) and cost function (b) vs the overall transmission
ratio. The red cross identifies the optimum point. Figure (a): maximum regen-
erative damping (blue), maximum (yellow) and RMS (orange) force constraints.
Solid purple curve indicates the possible solutions, dashed and dash-dotted lines
are the angular velocity and active length constraints. Figure (b): cost function
(solid blue) and its contributions (dashed curves): mass (orange), equivalent inertia
(yellow), stator outer radius (purple) terms.

The transmission ratio of the gearbox can be computed according to Eq. 3.3,
by considering the linkage transmission. The latter varies along the wheel travel.
The worst-case for the gearbox is represented by the maximum value of the linkage
transmission ratio (175 mm/rad), which results in τg = 1/76.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.26: Transmission ratio (a), active length (b), and cost function (c) at the
optimum points of diverse electric machine configurations (stator outer radius and
number of slots): 9 (orange) and 12 (blue) slot machines.
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3.3.3 Detailed design
This step completes the design of the REmSA. It starts from the performance

and packaging requirements, as well as the output of the previous optimization.

Electric machine windings definition

The electric machine optimization step (Sec. 3.3.2) and the gearbox and electric
machine match (Sec. 3.3.2) defined the elecric machine cross-section geometry and
its active length. The full definition of the electric machine requires the design of
the winding. To this end, the commercial software FluxMotor® by Altair is used,
which is dedicated to the global design of electric motors.

The synchronous three-phase inner-rotor PM motor available in the software
library is modified to reproduce the geometry of the optimized electric machine.
Then, the materials are applied: NdFeB 1370 PMs, pure iron and M300-35A steel
for the rotor and stator magnetic circuits, respectively. After some preliminary
analyses, the active length of the machine is increased to 41 mm to achieve the
requested peak torque. Such increase is mainly due to the differences between the
FluxMotor and COMSOL models, both in the geometry and material characteris-
tics. The requested peak torque is 6 Nm, which is obtained from Eq. 3.4 with the
optimized transmission ratio τt = 2.3 mm/rad and the peak actuator force at the
wheel level (Table 3.7).

The winding is composed of copper wire with 0.5 mm diameter with 44 µm
insulator thickness. The three phases are connected in wye configuration. The
number of turns per coil (Nt) and number of wires in hand (Nh) must be defined.
These parameters can assume only integer values and must observe the following
constraint:

NtNh
Aw

As
≤ kcp (3.119)

where Aw is the wire cross-section (copper only), and kcp is the gross packing factor.
For performance maximization, the winding must be designed to achieve a packing
factor as close as possible to its limit. The latter is set to 0.3, as discussed in Sec.
3.3.2.

The electric machine must guarantee the peak actuator force working point
(max (Fact) and vact|max (Fact)) and peak actuator power (Pmax), defined in Sec. 3.3.1.
The former imposes a lower bound on the base speed Nbase:

Nbase ≥
60 vact|max (Fact)

2π
τt (3.120)

The Sine Wave Performance Mapping test available in FluxMotor is performed,
which characterizes the behavior of the machine in the torque-speed plane when
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the machine undergoes sinusoidal phase supply. The motor operation only is in-
vestigated, no generator simulations are carried out. Maximum Torque Per Am-
pere (MTPA) and Maximum Torque Per Voltage (MTPV) command modes are
used to explore velocity values above the base speed, where field weakening op-
eration allows efficient operation of the machine. The maximum line-line RMS
voltage must be set to account for DC bus limitation, which in the present case is
VDC = 48 V. Therefore, the maximum line-line RMS voltage is VDC/

√
2 when con-

sidering sinusoidal phase supply. The torque-speed plane is explored by varying the
RMS current density and the machine velocity, which span ranges 0 to 20 A/mm2

and 0 to 15 000 rpm, respectively.
The number of turns and wires in hand are tuned by trial-and-error process to

respect the constraint of Eq. 3.119, while staying as close as possible to the packing
factor limit. Then, the simulation is performed and the resulting base speed and
maximum output mechanical power are checked and compared to the performance
requirements.

According to Eq. 3.119, wires in hand and number of turns are inversely pro-
portional. However, some considerations must be taken into account. The more
the wires in hand, the larger the phase current that must be supplied by the power
electronics. This turns into more expensive power electronics and bulkier cabling.
On the other hand, larger number of turns increases the back EMF of the machine.
Therefore, higher DC bus voltage is required to achieve larger base speed. Since
the present application features limited DC bus voltage, the more the number of
turns, the lower the base speed.

Therefore, if the simulation shows that the selected configuration of wires in
hand and number of turns largely satisfies the base speed and power constraints,
the number turns must be increased and the wires in hand decreased according
to the packing factor limit. This is done to keep as low as possible the maximum
phase current. The opposite must be done if the base speed and power constraints
are not satisfied.

After some iterations, the configuration with Nt = 4 and Nh = 39 is identified,
which features a base speed of 7624 rpm (1.8 m/s at the wheel level) and maximum
mechanical power of 4.75 kW. However, this configuration gives maximum RMS
phase current values in the order of 150 A, which correspond to 210 A peak phase
current (the factor

√
2 is applied as sinusoidal supply is considered). Such currents

are very demanding for the power electronics. Therefore, the performance con-
straints were relaxed to decrease the maximum currents at the cost of lower base
speed and power rating. The selected configuration features Nt = 7 and Nh = 22.
It gives a base speed of 4311 rpm (1 m/s at the wheel level) and maximum me-
chanical power of 2.69 kW. The resulting phase-to-phase resistance and inductance
values are 27.4 mΩ and 168 µH, respectively.

The resulting peak phase voltage and current maps are shown in Figs. 3.27. The
phase voltage features maximum value of 27.7 V, which is below the limit imposed
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by the DC bus VDC/
√

3. The phase current features maximum RMS value of 86 A,
which results in 121 A peak value.
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Figure 3.27: Peak phase voltage (a) and peak phase current (b) maps in the force-
velocity plane for the optimized electric machine with the winding featuring 7 turns
and 22 wires in hand.

Therefore, the electric machine with the designed winding does not allow the
REmSA to satisfy the performance requirements derived from the lumped obstacle
scenario (Sec. 3.3.1). Specifically, it can operate only in a portion of the force-
speed quadrants, which is delimited by the maximum power and torque curves at
speed above and below the base speed, respectively. For this reason, the vehicle
performance must be checked by accounting for the electric machine limits. To this
end, the model presented in Sec. 3.3.1 is used. Specifically, the actuator force Fact
is saturated through the maximum torque and speed curves delimiting the maps of
Figs. 3.27.

The lumped obstacle simulation is performed. The worst-case is considered,
namely the pothole with 50 mm amplitude at 50 km/h (see Sec. 3.3.1). The re-
sults obtained with the ideal and saturated actuator are compared in Figs. 3.28.
Specifically, the actuator working points in the force-velocity plane (a) and the time
history of the rear tire-ground contact force (b) are shown. The former highlights
how the actuator force saturates. This slightly reflects on the vehicle handling, as
can be seen from the tire-ground contact force. Therefore, the selected winding
configuration can be considered satisfactory.

Gearbox optimization

The gearbox features a double-stage planetary configuration, as schematized in
Fig. 3.29. The two stages features one planet carrier, three planets, one sun and
one ring gear. The latter is shared between the two stages. The input is fixed on
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.28: Results obtained with the ideal (blue) and saturated (orange) actua-
tor when the motorcycle undergoes a pothole with 50 mm amplitude at 50 km/h.
Actuator working points in the force-velocity plane (a), time history of the rear
tire-ground contact force (b).

the planet carrier, the output on the sun gear. Therefore, the sun on the first stage
is mounted on the carrier of the second stage. The input of the first stage is driven
by the linkage, whereas the output of the second stage drives the electric machine
rotor.

to linkage
to electric

machine

Figure 3.29: Double-stage planetary gearbox scheme

The previous steps defined the outer envelope (85 rmmm diameter) and overall
transmission ratio (τg = 1/76), which is equally split between the two stages.
The gearbox optimization aims at finding a design that minimizes its mass and
equivalent inertia at the input shaft.

Gearbox components must be sized to withstand overloads and fatigue. The
former corresponds to the working condition at peak actuator force obtained in
Sec. 3.3.1 (max Fact and vact|max (Fact)). The fatigue condition is represented by the
force and velocity load spectra. These are extracted from the simulation of the
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full-vehicle model running through the ISO B road profile at 70km/h with mixed
damping characteristic (Sec. 3.3.1). From the obtained results, the ordinate axis of
the actuator force time history (Fig. 3.11c) is discretized into 10 Nm-wide intervals.
The duty cycle is calculated as the time fraction in which the device operates inside
each load interval with respect to the total simulation time. Then, these load bins
are translated to their speed counterpart through the damping characteristic used
in the actuator control (Fig. 3.7b). Since the operating conditions are defined at
the suspension level, the linkage transmission ratio is used to convert the force and
velocity to the gearbox input shaft, as follows:

TREmSA = Factτl (3.121)

ωREmSA = vact

τl
(3.122)

where the maximum transmission ratio τl = 0.175 mm/rad is used as it gives a
worst-case torque value. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 3.30.

The considered reference life for fatigue sizing is 750 h, which corresponds to
approximately 50 000 km for a vehicle traveling at 70 km/h.

Gear sizing The gears are designed by means of the commercial software KISSsoft®,
which performs sizing calculations of machine elements according to industrial
standards [106]. Specifically, the gear sizing observes the ISO 6336 method B
[107, 108, 109, 110]. The load conditions at the input shaft is corrected to account
for non-ideal operation. Firstly, the dynamic KV and transverse Kα load factors
must be calculated according to the ISO standard [107]. The same reference is
followed to compute the face load factor Kβ, which accounts for uneven load distri-
bution along the tooth face width. Finally, the application factor is set to KA = 1
both for static and fatigue analysis.

The alternating bending factor Ym requires some considerations. In case of
constant angular motion, it is set to one for both the sun and the ring, and 0.7
for the planets as they experience alternate bending every cycle. However, the
considered fatigue condition involves incomplete rotations of the gearbox input
shaft. This forward/backward movement leads to alternate bending of sun and
ring teeth as well. Consequently, the procedure suggested by the software guide
is applied [106]. At first, the factor Ym is set to 0.7 for sun, ring and planets.
Then, the equivalent number of load cycles per revolution of the generic jth gear
is computed as follows:

Nj = a1,ja2,j · max
(︄

1,
360

∆θ τj

)︄
(3.123)

τj being the transmission ratio between the input of the stage and the jth gear,
and ∆θ the angular region spanned by the input shaft of the stage. For the first
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.30: Load spectra for gearbox input torque (a) and input speed (b) cal-
culated through the full-vehicle model running through the ISO B road profile at
70km/h with mixed damping characteristic (Sec. 3.3.1).

stage, the latter coincides with the movement of the input shaft. It is extracted
from the simulation at the ISO B road unevenness reported in Sec. 3.3.1, where
the suspension stroke is converted into gearbox angular motion by means of the
linkage transmission ratio. Then, the maximum value is computed, resulting in
∆θ = 7.6 deg for the first stage.

Coefficient a1,i indicates the number of load cycles of the jth gear in the case
of continuous rotation. Specifically, a unitary coefficient is used for the planets,
a1,i = 3 for the sun and the ring. In fact, the sun and the ring encounter three
planets in a complete revolution. Coefficient a2,i considers that sun and ring ex-
perience one complete alternate bending cycle in two revolutions (one forward and
one backward), not in one as considered by Ym = 0.7. Hence, coefficient a2,i is set
to 0.5 for the sun and ring, one for the planets.

The first stage is the most loaded. Therefore, it is designed firstly. The software
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performs both static and fatigue design in two routines. Initially, a rough sizing
identifies several configurations that satisfy the required transmission ratio and
the radial envelope within a certain range. Among these, one configuration is
selected for the fine sizing, which fully defines the gears and returns several possible
solutions. The optimal one is chosen by comparing different parameters such as
efficiency, safety factors, mass and equivalent inertia at the input shaft, and contact
ratio. The latter indicates the number of teeth pairs in contact at the same time.
Values larger than 1.2 are suggested to guarantee smooth and continuous operation.

After the fine sizing, the strength of the gears can be manipulated to obtain
safety factors close to 1.1 by slightly tuning the tooth face width. The latter must
observe the following constraints to maintain a certain proportion with the gear
diameter

bstage ≤ 1.6 dsun = 1.6 mnzsun

bstage ∈ [6 mn ; 20 mn]
(3.124)

where mn is the normal module. The constraints are applied to smallest gear, i.e.
the sun gear.

The selected configuration is reported in Table 3.11, which gives a transmis-
sion ratio of the stage τstage = 1/8.8. This yields a gearbox transmission ratio
τg = 1/76.9, which is very close to the initial request (1/76). The chosen configura-
tion features contact ratio of 1.4 and 1.8 for the sun-planet and planet-ring mesh,
respectively. Gears are made of steel grade 3 AGMA 2001 C95. The worst case
scenario is represented by the static overload, which gives a safety factor of 1.3 for
the bending strength at the tooth root. The fatigue is less demanding, which gives
a safety factor of 2.0 for the pitting strength of the flank.

The two stages features the same transmission ratio and share the same ring
gear. Therefore, they have the same features except for the tooth face width.
Obviously, it is shorter for the second stage as it transmits low torque. This enables
a significant reduction of the gearbox inertia. The rough and fine sizing are not
carried out for the second stage. Starting from the configuration of the first one
(Table 3.11), static and fatigue verification are performed. The tooth face width is
tuned to obtain safety factors close to 1.1 and observe the constraints of Eq. 3.124.
The operating conditions at the gearbox input are converted to the input of the
second stage by applying the transmission ratio τstage. As result, the tooth face
width is set to 4.5 mm. It follows from the constraints in Eq. 3.124, whereas the
achieved safety factors are well above 2 both in static and fatigue conditions.

As a final remark, the REmSA undergoes alternate motion during its opera-
tion. Therefore, the gearbox will be subject to backlash. However, the correction
coefficients defined by ISO 6336 account for the presence of backlash. Furthermore,
backlash introduces a dead-band effect in the load spectra: assuming zero backlash
in the gearbox design remains a conservative choice.
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Table 3.11: Gear determined parameters

Description Symbol Value
Normal module mn 0.75 mm
Pressure angle α 20◦

Center distance a 22.9 mm
Number of teeth, sun zsun 14
Number of teeth, planet zplanet 46
Number of teeth, ring zring −109
Profile shift coefficient, sun χ∗

sun 0.483
Profile shift coefficient, planet χ∗

planet 0.076
Profile shift coefficient, ring χ∗

ring 0.768
Tooth face width, first stage b1 12.0 mm
Tooth face width, second stage b2 4.5 mm

Assembly definition

Once the gearbox and electric machine have been defined, the mechanical as-
sembly of the REmSA is designed with the aim of compact and lightweight layout,
while featuring stiffness and mechanical strength. To this end, extensive structural
analyses supported by finite element approach were carried out by accounting for
the static overload scenario resulting from the lumped obstacle simulation (Sec.
3.3.1. The resulting design is shown in Fig. 3.31

The gearbox and electric machine assemblies are detailed in Figs. 3.32 and 3.33,
respectively, whereas the gearbox stages are highlighted in Fig. 3.34.

For compactness purposes, the sun of the second stage is machined directly on
the rotor of the electric machine (1). The latter is supported by two single-row
ball bearings axially preloaded by a wave spring. The bearing on the gearbox side
is supported by a an O-ring to avoid hyperstatic scheme, as the sun-planet mesh
acts as an additional support. The stator of the machine (3) is held inside its
casing through a preload ring. To estimate the rotor angular position, its end was
equipped with a PM (7), whose magnetic field is measured through an absolute
position transducer (6). The latter is provided by the microelectronics engineering
company Elife International® [111]. Cable glands (8) are mounted on the electric
machine cover to pull out the electric machine phases.

For the sake of compactness, the suns of both stages (13,15) are machined
on their respective shafts, which are the carrier of the second stage (28) and the
electric machine rotor (1). The ring (23) is an external gear whose outer diameter
is 85 mm. All planet gears (22,24) house a bearing whose inner ring is supported
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Electric machine assembly Gearbox assembly

Figure 3.31: Isometric cut view of the rotary electromechanical shock absorber
prototype designed for the retained motorcycle.
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Figure 3.32: Side cut view of the electric machine assembly. Rotor (1), windings
(2), stator (3), motor casing (4), interface with the mounting flange (5), angular
position sensor (6), sensor magnet (7), cable gland [×3] (8).

by a pin (20,26). Needle roller bearings (25) and ball bearings (21) are used for
the first and second stage, respectively. Pins and carriers are optimized to achieve
stiff assembly while reducing the stage inertia. To this end, a case hardening steel
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Figure 3.33: Side cut view of the gearbox assembly. Ball bearing (9), input shaft
(10), interface with the mounting flange (11), lever (12), first stage (13), calibrated
screw [x3] (14), second stage (15), threaded insert [x6] (16), ball bearing (17), casing
(18).

(18CrNiMo7-6) is used for these components. The carriers are composed of two
flanges: elements (19) and (28) for the second stage, (10) and (29) for the first one.
The latter are bolted through calibrated screws to improve the assembly stiffness.
Steel grade 3 AGMA 2001 C95 is chosen for the carriers.

The input shaft of the REmSA (10)—which is also the carrier of the first stage—
is coupled with the linkage lever (12) by means of a splined profile. It is directly
machined on the input shaft, which is supported by two deep groove ball bearings
(9,17). This is one of the main differences with respect to the design reported in
Appx. A, where a double-row angular contact ball bearing is adopted as the shaft
has one support only. The bearings and the lever are axially packed through a
lock nut. The external casing is provided with the interfaces between the REmSA
prototype and the flanges fixed on the retained motorcycle. As discussed in Sec.
3.3.1, the supports are fixed on the mountings where the engine assembly is con-
nected to the chassis. By following this constraint, two interfaces are designed on
the external casing: one (11) is at the level of the gearbox input shaft, the other
(5) is on the back of the electric machine. The resulting mounting scheme makes
the casing a structural part as it undergoes both bending and torsion actions. For
mass reduction purposes, Series 7 aluminum alloy is chosen because of its highest
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Figure 3.34: Side cut view detail of the gearbox multiplier. First stage: input
shaft/carrier (10), planet [×3] (24), needle bearing [×3] (25), pin [×3] (26), plastic
end stop (27), carrier flange (29). Second stage: carrier flange (19), pin [×3] (20),
ball bearing [×3] (21), planet [×3] (22), plastic end stop (30). Electric machine
rotor/second stage sun gear (1), outer ring gear (23), first stage sun gear/second
stage carrier (28).

strength among aluminum alloys.
The casing consists of two main parts: the electric machine (4) and the gearbox

(18) ones. The latter features an opening to allow the lever angular movement.
Specifically, the opening covers an angular portion such that the lever does not
interfere with the casing along the whole suspension stroke. However, the opening
must be designed as small as possible since it significantly affects the assembly
stiffness. Electric machine and gearbox sub-assemblies are connected through six
screws that engage threaded inserts.

3.3.4 Design outcome
The inertia features of the designed REmSA are estimated by means of the

CAD model. It weighs 4.5 kg, divided into 1.7 kg of the gearbox and 2.8 kg of the
electric machine assemblies.

In the present configuration, the actuator is attached to the motorcycle chassis.
Therefore, its weight contributes only to the sprung mass. The moment of inertia at
the REmSA shaft is JREmSA = 0.151 kg m2, which accounts for the rotating inertia
of the lever, gears and carriers of the gearbox, as well as the rotor of the electric
machine. It is reported at the wheel by means of the linkage transmission ratio (in
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nominal configuration):
meq = JREmSA

τ 2
l

= 4.9 kg (3.125)

It contributes to the unsprung mass in dynamic conditions, thus being a well-known
drawback of electromagnetic shock absorbers that can be mitigated through active
control. The proposed methodology approach minimizes this effect and achieves
a good trade-off between equivalent inertia and system mass. This is clear when
comparing the resulting features with the ones of the prototype presented in Appx.
A. The achieved design envelope is shown in Fig. 3.35. The axial length is 196 mm,
whereas the diameter envelope (excluding the lever) is 110 mm.

Figure 3.35: Envelope of the designed prototype.

A first check of the packaging on the retained motorcycle is done by means
of the CAD tool. To this end, the flanges are introduced and the prototype is
located in the suspension. Fig.3.36 shows the suspension in the nominal (a) and
compressed (b) configurations. All the linkage elements are introduced to connect
the prototype to the rear swing arm. The achieved design well fits the suspension
with no interference among the diverse elements.

Overall, the features of the designed prototype are resumed in Table. 3.12.
Both the linkage and the overall transmission ratios refers to the wheel nominal
position, i.e. null suspension stroke. Note that the overall transmission ratio is
slightly different from the initial request (2.3 mm/rad). This is due to the gearbox
design, whose output is a device with transmission ratio 1/76.9 instead of 1/76.
For the same reason, the peak force at wheel is different from the maximum force
shown in Fig. 3.27.

Before the manufacturing process, a further check of the packaging was done by
realizing a plastic prototype in additive 3D printing (Fig. 3.37). It was mounted on
the rear suspension of the retained motorcycle. No interference with the existing
suspension was found.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.36: Designed REmSA mounted on the rear suspension of the retained
motorcycle in nominal (a) and compressed (b) configuration.

Finally, the prototype has been manufactured. Its components and the assembly
are shown in Fig. 3.38 and Fig. 3.39, respectively. Overall, the proposed system-
level methodology established specific steps to design a rotary electromechanical
shock absorber starting from vehicle integration and packaging aspects. As result,
the developed prototype fits in the existing suspension of the retained motorcycle
and guarantees actuating performance such that the conventional shock can be
removed. It is worth highlighting that vehicle integration aspects cover a relevant
role for the transition of the research at the industry level.
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Table 3.12: Features of the REmSA for motorcycle application resulting from the
proposed design methodology.

Feature Value

Peak force at wheel 2700 N
Peak torque at REmSA shaft 459.0 Nm
Peak torque at el. machine shaft 6.0 Nm
Equivalent inertia 4.9 kg
Overall transmission ratio 2.21 mm/rad
Gearbox transmission ratio 1/76.9
Linkage transmission ratio 170 mm/rad
Mass 4.5 kg
Diameter envelope 110 mm
Axial envelope 197 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 3.37: Plastic mock-up realized in additive 3D printing (a). Check of the
packaging on the rear suspension of the retained motorcycle (b).
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Figure 3.38: Components of the manufactured REmSA prototype for the motorcy-
cle application. Gearbox: casing (1), cover (2), first stage planets (3) and carrier
(4), second stage carrier (5) and planets (6), lever (7), ring gear (8). Electric ma-
chine: stator (9), cover (10), rotor (11), spacer (12), casing (13).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.39: Manufactured REmSA prototype for the motorcycle application. Elec-
tric machine and gearbox sub-assemblies (a), prototype assembly (b).
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Chapter 4

Modeling and control

This chapter proposes the modeling and control of the REmSA. At first, a
model able to reproduce the real behavior of REmSA systems is presented. It
accounts for the dissipative effects of both the electric machine and gearbox, the
backlash, and the mechanical dynamics. The developed model is integrated into
the quarter-car model of the vehicle.

Then, the control of the REmSA is discussed. Two different control layers are
required: the low and the high level. The former controls the force that the REmSA
applies to the suspension. It is a cascade of a force control, which compensates for
the REmSA dynamics, and a classic current control for PMSMs. The low level
control must act up to frequencies able to control the unsprung mass dynamics.
The current control is not included into the model as it involves frequency val-
ues well above the dynamics of interest. The high level aims at controlling the
vehicle dynamics to optimize comfort and handling. The main strategies are dis-
cussed, i.e. skyhook and groundhook, spring negation, and LQR. Specifically, it
is demonstrated that the LQR gives a combination of skyhook, groundhook and
spring negation.

Finally, the developed vehicle model is simulated to assess the performance
of the diverse high level control strategies. The impact of the REmSA realistic
behavior is investigated, along with the effect of the low level compensator. The
parameters of the REmSA model are identified through experimental data. Due
to the project timeline, the prototype developed for the automotive application
(Appx. A) was used. Overall, the investigation addresses the energy balance of the
active suspension, as well as vehicle performance in terms of handling and comfort.

4.1 Modeling
The system is modeled in Matlab/Simulink®. Specifically, a lumped parameter

modeling approach is adopted. Fig. 4.1 schematizes the complete model, which
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integrates the vehicle, the REmSA and its control. These subsystem exchange
suspension velocity and REmSA force, the vehicle states and torque request.

Vehicle model REmSA model

Suspension velocity

REmSA force

REmSA control

Vehicle

states

Torque

request

Figure 4.1: Complete model scheme

4.1.1 REmSA model
The REmSA model is schematized in Fig. 4.2. It is composed of two sub-models:

the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem. These exchange mechanical
power signals, i.e. torque and angular velocity. Specifically, the electric machine
receives a control command and generates a torque. The latter is then provided
to the mechanical subsystem, which outputs the force at the suspension level. The
suspension velocity is provided to the mechanical subsystem, which outputs the
electric machine angular velocity.

Electric machine 

model

EM angular

velocity

REmSA force
Mechanical

subsystemEM torque

Suspension

velocityTorque

request

Figure 4.2: REmSA model scheme

The power flows with the adopted convention is schematized in Fig. 4.3. The
mechanical power Pmech,REmSA is positive when flowing from the suspension to
the REmSA. Then, part of this power is lost in the REmSA mechanical fric-
tion (Ploss,mech), the remaining amount Pmech,EM goes to the electric machine. After
the power lost in the electric machine Ploss,EM is deducted, the remaining part is
the electrical power Pel sent to the battery. The power balance is written as

Pmech,EM = Pmech,REmSA − Ploss,mech (4.1)
Pel = Pmech,EM − Ploss,EM (4.2)
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for the mechanical subsystem and the electric machine, respectively. Overall, the
mechanical and electric power flows are positive when the system works passively,
i.e. the power goes from the suspension to the battery.

REmSA

Electric machine 

model

Mechanical

subsystem

Figure 4.3: REmSA power flows and adopted convention

As will be demonstrated in the remainder of this chapter, electric energy con-
sumption of the electric machine (Pel < 0) does not always translate into active op-
eration of the suspension (Pmech,REmSA < 0). This is due to the mechanical dynamics
and the power dissipation of the REmSA. Moreover, operation in the passive quad-
rants of the electric machine features positive mechanical power (Pmech,EM > 0). If
the latter exceeds the electric machine loss, positive electric power is obtained from
Eq. 4.2, which indicates electrical energy regeneration. Conversely, electric power
is consumed when the mechanical power is lower than the power loss. This re-
produces the electric machine operation in the passive quadrants discussed in Fig.
2.1.

Electric machine

The electric machine is modeled as a mapped motor. The model is shown in
Fig. 4.4, which includes the Simulink MappedMotor block.

Mapped Motor

EM angular velocity

Power info

Torque request

DC bus voltage 48 V

EM torque
-1

Figure 4.4: Electric machine model scheme

The inputs are the DC bus voltage (48 V), the torque command and the actual
velocity of the electric machine shaft. As output, the block gives the power signals
(mechanical, electrical and power loss), and the generated torque. The latter is
changed in sign to make the model compliant with the present dissertation that
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adopts the passive sign convention, whereas the Simulink block implements the
active one.

The MappedMotor block models the drive electronics and torque control as
a response time constant, which determines how the torque tracks the reference
demand.

The model reproduces the behavior of a controlled electric machine under torque-
control operation in the four quadrants of the torque-velocity plane. It accounts
for the torque and power limitations of the electric machine, along with its power
loss. To this end, the maximum torque curve and the electric power loss map are
needed. These are extracted from the FluxMotor simulation of the electric machine
working as a motor (see Sec. 3.3.3). Fig. 4.5 shows the resulting electric power loss
map and the maximum torque curve in the active quadrant for the electric machine
of the prototype discussed in Appx. A. The map includes both the copper and iron
losses. The former increases with the phase current, thus resulting in the large loss
in the region close to the maximum torque curve. The iron loss is due to eddy
current and magnetic hysteresis effects in the stator core: this loss contribution
increases with the angular velocity, thus dominating the high speed region.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum torque curve (solid black) and electric power loss map in
the active quadrant of the electric machine of the REmSA prototype discussed in
Appx. A.

As already mentioned, the power loss map is extracted in the active quadrants.
Passive operation is assumed to be symmetrical, hence the map is mirrored into the
remaining quadrants. This assumption holds as the electric machine efficiency is
modeled through its electrical power loss. The latter is reasonably identical whether
the machine works in active or passive mode: the copper and iron losses depends
on the phase current and the angular velocity of the machine, whereas the direction
of the mechanical and electric power flows should not influence the loss.

Note that the mapped motor block is characterized by a power convention dif-
ferent from the one used in the present dissertation (Fig. 4.3). Specifically, it
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considers positive power when entering the electric machine:

• Mechanical power: positive value means that the electric machine absorbs me-
chanical energy. Conversely, negative value means that the electric machine
is actuating the REmSA.

• Electrical power: positive when absorbed by the electric machine, which
translates into electrical energy consumption. Conversely, negative electric
power refers to energy regeneration.

• Power loss: always negative because it indicates the amount of power dissi-
pated, which always exits the electric machine.

To adapt to the convention used in Fig. 4.3, the power loss and electrical power
given by the block must be changed in sign.

Overall, the modeled electric machine allows to link electrical and mechanical
power, which is essential for the assessment of the energy performance of the ac-
tive suspension. Furthermore, the model accounts for electric machine maximum
ratings in terms of torque and power, which is an important physical limitation.
No mechanical features of the electric machine—such as inertia or friction—are
considered, as they are included into the mechanical subsystem.

Mechanical subsystem

The mechanical subsystem models the effect of the inertia, friction and com-
pliance of the REmSA. It is schematized in Fig. 4.6. The model is developed
in Simscape®, which enables the rapid modeling of physical systems within the
Simulink® environment. Specifically, the mechanics library is used (green blocks in
Fig. 4.6). It works in equivalent terms at the suspension level: translatory mo-
tion is considered and the overall transmission ratio τt is used to convert rotary
quantities at the electric machine into the linear ones at the suspension.

The inputs are the suspension velocity and the electric machine torque, whereas
the REmSA force at the suspension level and the electric machine velocity are the
outputs. All the rotating inertia of the system is lumped into an equivalent mass.
It represents the electric machine rotor, whose inertia contribution dominates the
REmSA, and all the rotating components of the gearbox. It is actuated through
the electric machine torque converted to the linear domain. The equivalent mass
velocity is measured and converted into the rotary domain, which is the electric
machine velocity. All the mechanical friction loss are modeled through a viscous
damper connecting the equivalent mass to the ground.

A translation hard stop is used to model the mount, i.e. the linkage and the
flanges that fix the REmSA to the chassis of the vehicle. The stop is implemented
as a spring-damper parallel that hits the slider at the bounds. The hard stop applies
the forces smoothly through a defined transition region. The latter accounts for
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f(x) = 0

Suspension

velocity

REmSA force
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compliant mount
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Figure 4.6: Mechanical subsystem model developed in Simulink/Simscape®

the backlash of the gearbox, whereas the damping and stiffness features of the stop
represent the compliance of the kinematic chain that goes from the linkage to the
rotor of the electric machine combined to the compliance of the mounting flanges.
At one side, the translation hard stop is connected to the equivalent mass. At the
other, the suspension velocity is imposed, while the REmSA force is measured.

After some attempts, an additional damping term was added to the mount to
better fit of experimental data. It can be physically explained as a dissipative
contribution of the mount that acts during the backlash phase. Conversely, the
damping included into the hard stop block is fully applied only outside of the
transition region.

Overall, the mechanical subsystem model decouples the suspension and electric
machine DOFs by means of the mount compliance. The latter, combined with the
equivalent inertia, filters the electric machine torque, thus limiting the REmSA
bandwidth. Moreover, the backlash is a relevant aspect that cause a dead band on
the actuation of the suspension. Finally, the mechanical loss impacts the energy
performance of the system.
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4.1.2 Vehicle model
The quarter-car model schematized in Fig. 4.7 is used to represent the vertical

dynamics of the vehicle.

Figure 4.7: Quarter-car vehicle model

The sprung and unsprung masses are connected through the secondary sus-
pension, which includes the spring stiffness ks and a force actuator that applies the
force Fact. The latter is the input of the quarter-car, which comes from the REmSA
model. The other input is the road displacement zr, whose derivation is discussed
in Sec. 3.3.1. The suspension velocity vact = żs − żu is the output, which is given
to the REmSA model.

The system features the following equations of motion:

msz̈s = − msg − Fact − Fe

muz̈u = − mug − Ft + Fact + Fe
(4.3)

where g is the gravity acceleration, Ft the tire-ground contact force, and Fe the
elastic force of the suspension spring. The latter is given by:

Fe = ks∆zsusp (4.4)

where ∆zsusp = zs − zu is the suspension deflection. The tire-ground contact forces
Ft is saturated to give only negative values:

Ft =
⎧⎨⎩ku (zu − zr) if zu − zr ≤ 0

0 otherwise
(4.5)

where ku is the tire stiffness and zr the road displacement. The equation accounts
for tire-ground detachment, condition that could occur especially when the vehicle
undergoes road irregularities such as bumps or potholes.
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4.2 Control
This section discusses the control of the REmSA. It is a cascade of two layers:

the high level controls the force that the REmSA applies to the suspension, the low
level manages the vehicle dynamics to optimize comfort and handling performance.
The overall control scheme is reported in Fig. 4.8.

REmSA force

Low level

control

Vehicle

states

Torque

request

REmSA force

requestHigh level

control

Figure 4.8: Scheme of the REmSA control

4.2.1 Low level control
The low level is a cascade of a force loop and a classic current control for PMSM.

The former controls the REmSA dynamics and generates a torque request that is
given to the current control. The latter manages the power module that drives the
electric machine. Overall, the control bandwidth must be at least in the order of
60 − 70 Hz so that the unsprung mass dynamics can be effectively controlled. The
latter stays in the range 10 to 15 Hz for passenger vehicles. The motor current
control operates at frequencies 0.5 to 1 kHz that are well above the dynamics of
interest. For this reason, it is not included in the present dissertation: the low
level block of Fig. 4.8 implements the force control only, which outputs directly
the torque request. However, the current control introduces a small dynamic effect,
which is modeled as a low pass filter in the electric machine model. It features a
time constant in the order of the millisecond.

Electric machine current control As mentioned above, the motor current
control is out of the purpose of this work. However, the present research activity
involved wide effort on the electric machine current control and its implementation
on hardware [112]. For this reason, a brief explanation is provided in this paragraph.

A three-phase power module is needed to drive the electric machine. This device
commutes the DC bus voltage into a three-phase voltage field. According to the
commutation method, different phase voltage wave-forms can be generated. In
this context, two driving techniques are mainly used for three-phase PMSM: the
six-step and the Field-Oriented Control (FOC).
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The six-step (or two-phase on) control is the simplest strategy. The power
module phases are commuted to generate trapezoidal voltage wave-forms that re-
sult into pseudo-square phase current signals and, consequently, quasi-constant
generated torque.

The FOC represents a more complex technique, which is widely discussed by
Krishnan [103]. Its basic scheme is reported in Fig. 4.9.
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Control
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Figure 4.9: Field Oriented Control (FOC) scheme

The three-phases are commuted to generate sinusoidal voltage wave-forms. These
are achieved by means of modulation techniques, which enable to regulate the
amount of electrical energy transferred from the DC bus of the power module to
the electric machine phases. The most common technique is the PWM, where
the voltage references of the three phases are modulated individually. When si-
nusoidal voltage wave-forms are targeted, Space Vector PWM results in better
performance. It applies a given voltage vector to a three-phased electric machine.
To this end, the six switches of the three-phase power module are commuted to
emulate a three-phased sinusoidal waveform. As result, better usage of the DC bus
voltage is achieved, with a 15.5% increase of the fundamental output voltage with
respect the one produced by other PWM techniques [113]. Low torque ripple and
switching losses are additional advantages.

The voltage vector is referred to the stationary αβγ reference frame. It is com-
puted by transforming the dq voltage requests (inverse Park transform), which are
obtained from two current loops implemented to control the currents on the quadra-
ture (q) and direct (d) axes. The former is responsible of the torque generation,
the latter produces a magnetic field that increases or counteract the one generated
by the machine PMs. For this reason, the direct current reference is null below the
motor base speed. Conversely, field-weakening operation is required to go beyond
such limit [114, 115]. In this case, the direct current is controlled to counteract the
field of the PM field and decrease the back EMF of the machine. The increase of the
direct current implies a reduction of the quadrature one to observe the maximum
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current and the voltage supply limitation. As consequence, the maximum torque
rating cannot be achieved.

The FOC implementation requires the angular position of the rotor and the
measurement of two of the three-phase currents. Therefore, one position sensor
and two current probes are needed.

Overall, the FOC combined with the field-weakening control guarantees efficient
operation of the electric machine and low torque ripple, thus reducing noise and
mechanical vibrations [103].

REmSA force control The force control compensates for the REmSA dynam-
ics and non-ideal behavior. Specifically, the mount compliance combined with the
rotating inertia limits the actuation bandwidth, thus resulting in poor vehicle per-
formance at frequencies close to the unsprung mass natural frequency. As conse-
quence, the REmSA would be unable to control and damp the unsprung mass, as
the force applied to the suspension would be attenuated and phase-delayed with
respect to the force request computed by the high level control. This aspect is
worsened by the friction and backlash features of the REmSA.

To this end, a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) compensator is used to
improve the REmSA force tracking performance. The control must guarantee an
actuation bandwidth well above the unspung mass dynamics, which is in the range
10 to 15 Hz for passenger vehicles. A rule of thumb is to set the actuation band-
width 5 to 10 times the dynamics of interest. Too large bandwidth would raise
the actuator demand and cause issues related to noise amplification. For this rea-
son, the present application tunes the PID compensator to guarantee a REmSA
actuation bandwidth in the range 50 to 75 Hz. Overall, the compensator outputs a
torque request.

The control scheme is reported in Fig. 4.10. The tracking error is computed
from the REmSA force reference and actual force. The latter is a measured signal
in the numerical model, whereas it is hard to be measured in real on-vehicle imple-
mentation. In this perspective, a force observer could be designed to estimate the
REmSA force and close the control loop.

Dynamic saturation with conditional integration anti-windup method is used
to prevent the controller output from wandering away. To this end, the saturation
bounds are dynamically computed as function of the actual angular velocity of the
electric machine. Specifically, the maximum torque curve of the electric machine—
Fig. 4.5 for the automotive prototype discussed in Appx. A—is included into the
model as a one-dimensional lookup table.

4.2.2 High level control
The high level control focuses on the vehicle dynamics. Specifically, it outputs

the force that the REmSA must apply to the suspension to control the comfort and
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Figure 4.10: REmSA force control

handling performance of the vehicle. To this end, the control strategy elaborates
the vehicle states to compute the control action, as shown in the control scheme of
Fig. 4.8.

In this context, the literature proposes several strategies aimed at controlling
the vehicle dynamics. For instance, active roll control is widely used for active
suspensions [116]. In passenger vehicles, roll stiffness is usually small thus causing
large roll angle in static cornering. Increasing the anti-roll bar stiffness solves this
issue but makes the roll dynamics more underdamped. Active roll control has
the advantage of reducing the roll angle on cornering maneuvers, while providing
proper damping to the roll dynamics. Furthermore, it enables the control of the load
transfer on the axles so that the handling response of the vehicle can be modified.

The basic operation of active suspensions regards the vertical dynamics of the
vehicle, which is considered in the present dissertation. In this context, advanced
strategies are discussed by Son et al., who mainly focuses on approaches such as
constrained H∞, terminal sliding mode, adaptive robust control and fault toler-
ant control [28]. Less complex and commonly adopted control approaches are the
skyhook and groundhook logic [116], along with the LQR [94].

The present dissertation focuses on the latter strategies. The vehicle dynamics
is addressed through a linear description of the quarter-car model, which is schema-
tized in Fig. 4.11. Specifically, the secondary suspension—which is composed of the
spring and REmSA parallel (Fig. 4.7)—is replaced by an actuator that provides
the force Fs:

Fs = −Fspring − Fact (4.6)
Fact being the REmSA force and Fspring = ks (zs − zu) the spring force. The system
features the following equations of motion:

msz̈s − Fs = 0
muz̈u + Fs + ku (zu − zr) = 0

(4.7)

where the weight of the masses is omitted as its contribution is balanced in the
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Figure 4.11: Linear description of the quarter-car model used for the investigation
of the high-level control.

static equilibrium. The inputs of the model are the secondary suspension force Fs
and the road profile zr. The latter is discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. The equations can be
arranged into the state space formulation:

ż = Az + Bu (4.8)

z =
[︂
zs zs żs żu

]︂⊺
being the state vector, and u =

[︂
zr Fs

]︂⊺
the input vector.

The dynamic and input matrices are:

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 − ku

mu
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ B =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 0
0 1

ms
ku
mu

− 1
mu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.9)

The performance indicators have been discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. Specifically, the
comfort level is assessed through the sprung mass acceleration filtered by means of
the ISO 2631 function [92], whereas the road holding index is given by:

ηrh = ku (zu − zr)
g (ms − mu) (4.10)

The suspension stroke is a further performance indicator as excessive value could
lead to hit the bump stops with consequently deterioration of ride comfort and
possible structural damage [19, 94].

The outputs of the state space are the signals needed to assess the performance
indexes, and the states of the system. The latter are required as input for the high
level controller (Fig. 4.8). Therefore, the output vector is:

y =
[︂
zs zu żs żu z̈s zu − zr zs − zu

]︂⊺
(4.11)
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which includes the sprung mass acceleration, the tire deflection and the suspension
stroke. The output equation of the state space formulation is:

y = Cz + Du (4.12)

where

C =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
D =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1

ms
−1 0
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4.13)

Since the control performance are addressed under road unevenness scenario,
the RMS metrics of the filtered acceleration and road holding index are evaluated,
whereas the peak value is used for the suspension stroke. The model parameters
reported in Sec. 4.3.2 are used in the remainder of this investigation.

Skyhook

The skyhook logic is dedicated to the comfort improvement [116]. It aims at
damping the sprung mass dynamics to minimize its vibration. To this end, a
damping action cSH is introduced between the sprung body and an inertial refer-
ence frame, as schematized in Fig. 4.12. Ideally, the comfort maximization requires
no damping at the secondary suspension . Nevertheless, undamped unsprung mass
would significantly deteriorate the handling performance. For this reason, a damp-
ing action c is introduced.

Figure 4.12: Quarter-car vehicle model with skyhook control
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The following REmSA force synthesizes the skyhook control logic:

Fact = cSHżs + c (żs − żu) (4.14)

It can be rewritten in the form of an equivalent damping coefficient at the level of
the secondary suspension:

ceq,SH = cSH
żs

żs − żu
+ c (4.15)

The equivalent damping depends on the vehicle states, i.e. sprung and unsprung
mass velocities. It can assume positive and negative values, which correspond
to passive and active operation, respectively. The latter cannot be implemented
through semi-active solutions as they must observe the passivity constraint.

Two control parameters allow to set the control strategy. To address the ve-
hicle performance at the diverse control tuning, several (cSH , c) combinations are
simulated to obtain the meaningful metrics. Specifically, Eq. 4.14 is implemented
into the quarter-car model, which experiences the ISO B road profile at 70 km/h.
Then, the performance indexes are extracted and plotted in Figs. 4.13. The tuning
coefficients are varied as a logarithm distribution: c in the range 10 to 10 000 Ns/m,
whereas cSH between 10 and 20 000 Ns/m. Overall, 2500 combinations are simu-
lated.

Figs. 4.13a and 4.13b show the iso-c curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-
comfort planes, respectively. Specifically, each iso-c curve is obtained by varying the
parameter cSH while fixing c. The red dots indicate the condition cSH = 10 Ns/m,
helping to figure out the performance evolution with the parameter cSH. Figs.
4.13c and 4.13d draw the iso-cSH curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-comfort
planes, respectively. The red dots indicate the condition c = 10 Ns/m.

Fig. 4.13a shows how very large damping c deteriorates the comfort perfor-
mance, while improving the vehicle handling. Above a certain value, also the han-
dling is worsened since the secondary suspension starts acting as a rigid element.
At the same time, increasing cSH significantly improves the comfort when approxi-
mately log10 c < 3, as can be noted form the same figure by moving away from the
red dots. This is clear also from Fig. 4.13c, which highlights how the best comfort
is obtained at very high cSH and small c. Fig. 4.13b shows that the secondary
suspension locking (very large c) significantly reduces the maximum stroke. On the
other hand, log10 cSH values in the range 2.5 to 3 optimizes the stroke.

Overall, the best comfort is given by the combination c = 168 Ns/m and cSH =
20 000 Ns/m, which corresponds to the minimum RMS value of the sprung mass
filtered acceleration (approximately 2 · 10−2 g). The best handling follows from the
combination c = 1842 Ns/m and cSH = 1431 Ns/m, which gives a RMS value of the
road holding index of 0.055.
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Figure 4.13: Carpet plot using the skyhook control logic into the linear quarter-
car model. Iso-c curves in the handling-comfort (a) and stroke-comfort (b) planes,
where the red dots indicate the condition cSH = 10 Ns/m. Iso-cSH curves in the
handling-comfort (c) and stroke-comfort (d) planes, where the red dots indicate
the condition c = 10 Ns/m.

Groundhook

The groundhook logic is dedicated to the handling performance of the vehicle
[116]. Hence, it aims at minimizing the tire deflection under dynamic operation,
as it corresponds to a variation of the tire-ground contact force. To this end, a
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damping action cGH is ideally introduced at the contact point between the ground
and the unsprung mass, as shown in Fig. 4.14. This leads to the same advantages
of increasing the damping of the tire. On the other hand, the latter would be not
convenient as it raises the rolling resistance with a strong heating of the tire. Sim-
ilarly to the skyhook strategy, no damping of the secondary suspension maximizes
the performance, in this case the handling one. Nevertheless, undamped sprung
mass would significantly deteriorate the comfort. For this reason, a damping action
c must be introduced.

Figure 4.14: Quarter-car vehicle model with groundhook control

The following REmSA force synthesizes the groundhook control logic:

Fact = −cGHżu + c (żs − żu) (4.16)

It can be rewritten in the form of an equivalent damping coefficient at the level of
the secondary suspension:

ceq,GH = −cGH
żu

żs − żu
+ c (4.17)

As for the skyhook case, it can assume positive and negative values, which corre-
sponds to passive and active operations, respectively. The latter cannot be imple-
mented through semi-active solutions as they must observe the passivity constraint.

Two control parameters allow to set the control strategy. To address the ve-
hicle performance at the diverse control tuning, several (cGH , c) combinations are
simulated to obtain the meaningful metrics. Specifically, Eq. 4.16 is implemented
into the quarter-car model, which undergoes the ISO B road profile at 70 km/h.
Then, the performance indexes are extracted and plotted in Figs. 4.15. The tuning
parameters are varied as a logarithm distribution: c in the range 10 to 10 000 Ns/m,
whereas cGH between 10 and 1000 Ns/m. Overall, 1470 combinations are simulated.
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Figure 4.15: Carpet plot using the groundhook control logic into the linear quarter-
car model. Iso-c curves in the handling-comfort (a) and stroke-comfort (b) planes,
where the red dots indicate the condition cGH = 10 Ns/m. Iso-cGH curves in the
handling-comfort (c) and stroke-comfort (d) planes, where the red dots indicate the
condition c = 10 Ns/m.

Figs. 4.15a and 4.15b show the iso-c curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-
comfort planes, respectively. Specifically, each iso-c curve is obtained by varying the
parameter cGH while fixing c. The red dots indicate the condition cGH = 10 Ns/m,
helping to figure out the performance evolution with the parameter cGH. Figs.
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4.15c and 4.15d draw the iso-cGH curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-comfort
planes, respectively. The red dots indicate the condition c = 10 Ns/m.

The best comfort is obtained at low cGH values, corresponding to the combina-
tion c = 910 Ns/m and cGH = 10Ns/m. This can be seen also in Figs. 4.15c and
4.15d: the suspension stroke is minimized by low cGH values. As for the skyhook
logic, the larger the damping c, the smaller the suspension stroke. Overall, param-
eter cGH improves the handling performance only. The best handling is obtained
from the combination c = 2121 Ns/m and cGH = 40 Ns/m, which gives a RMS value
of the road holding index of 0.057. In conclusion, the groundhook logic improves the
handling of the vehicle. Nevertheless, the best handling setting gives comparable
performance as its skyhook counterpart tuned for the handling optimization.

Spring negation

The spring negation strategy aims at isolating the sprung mass from the ex-
ternal disturbance coming from the terrain. Therefore, the logic is dedicated to
the comfort improvement. To this end, the actuator introduces a negative stiffness
contribution kSN to counteract the dynamic variation of the elastic force of the sec-
ondary suspension. If the latter is fully compensated (kSN = ks) and no damping
action is introduced, the sprung and unsprung masses are completely decoupled.
In this way, the road disturbance cannot be transmitted to the sprung mass and,
consequently, the comfort is maximized. On the other hand, very poor handling is
obtained because of the completely undamped unsprung mass. For this reason, a
damping action c must be introduced.

The following REmSA force synthesizes the spring negation control logic:

Fact = −kSN (zs − zu) + c (żs − żu) (4.18)

Two control parameters allow to set the control strategy. To address the vehicle
performance at the diverse control tuning, several (kSN , c) combinations are simu-
lated to obtain the meaningful metrics. Specifically, Eq. 4.18 is implemented into
the quarter-car model, which undergoes the ISO B road profile at 70 km/h. Then,
the performance indexes are extracted and plotted in Figs. 4.16. The tuning pa-
rameters are varied as a logarithm distribution: c in the range 10 to 10 000 Ns/m,
whereas kSN between 1 and ks (23 kN/m). Overall, 10 000 combinations are simu-
lated.

Figs. 4.16a and 4.16b show the iso-c curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-
comfort planes, respectively. Specifically, each iso-c curve is obtained by varying
the parameter kSN while fixing c. The red dots indicate the condition kSN = 1 N/m,
helping to figure out the performance evolution with the parameter kSN. Figs.
4.16c and 4.16d show the iso-kSN curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-comfort
planes, respectively. The red dots indicate the condition c = 10 N/m.
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Figure 4.16: Carpet plot using the spring negation control logic into the linear
quarter-car model. Iso-c curves in the handling-comfort (a) and stroke-comfort (b)
planes, where the red dots indicate the condition kSN = 1 N/m. Iso-kSN curves in
the handling-comfort (c) and stroke-comfort (d) planes, where the red dots indicate
the condition c = 10 Ns/m.

The best comfort (0.002 g of comfort index) is obtained at the minimum value
of c and kSN = ks. In fact, this condition allows to isolate the sprung mass from the
road disturbance. Nevertheless, poor handling and suspension stroke performance
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are obtained. The increase of damping c improves the handling, whose best perfor-
mance is obtained from the combination c = 2154 Ns/m and kSN = 9230 N/m and
gives a road holding index of 0.056. Overall, the spring negation logic leads to the
best comfort performance among the above-reported control strategies, even if it
implies too poor handling and stroke results.

Linear-Quadratic Regulator

The LQR for active suspension control was introduced by Hrovat [94], who
highlighted the performance improvement of a vehicle model equipped with ideal
force actuators controlled through the LQR approach. This strategy minimizes a
quadratic cost function that includes the performance indexes related to ride com-
fort and handling. Few weighting coefficients are sufficient to tune the control.
Thanks to its simple implementation and high computational efficiency, the LQR
approach is regarded as a very advantageous solution for the active suspension con-
trol. By converse, full state feedback is required, thus implying additional sensors
or state observers for its implementation on real applications.

The LQR approach relies on the state-space description of the system (Eq. 4.8).
The states of the system are rewritten in terms of the performance indexes that
must be optimized. To this end, the state vector is transformed by means of the
full-rank matrix T:

x =
[︂
zs − zu zu żs żu

]︂⊺
= Tz

T =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.19)

The redefined state vector includes the secondary suspension stroke and the tire
deflection. The latter neglects the effect of the road profile zr, which is considered
as a perturbation. By combining Eqs. 4.8 and 4.19, the state space formulation is
written as:

ẋ = Axx + Bxux (4.20)
where the input is ux = Fs, and the matrices are:

Ax = TAT−1 Bx = T

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
0
1

ms
− 1

mu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.21)

The LQR is a state-feedback controller: it finds the control law ux that mini-
mizes the quadratic cost function

J(ux) =
∫︂ ∞

0

(︂
x⊺Qx + Ru2

x

)︂
dt (4.22)
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where
ux = Fs = −Kx = −KTz (4.23)

K being the optimal gain matrix found by solving the Riccati equation associated
to the problem [117]. The weights in the cost function are:

Q =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
rs 0 0 0
0 rh 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ R = 1
ms

(4.24)

where rs and rh weight the suspension stroke and tire deflection, respectively. The
scalar R determines the sprung mass acceleration from the secondary suspension
force ux = Fs. Therefore, the control strategy can be tuned toward the optimization
of handling or comfort by means of the two weights rs and rh. Specifically, low value
of the tuning parameters gives more importance to the comfort, as the sprung mass
acceleration dominates the cost function.

To address the vehicle performance at the diverse control tuning, several (rs , rh)
combinations are simulated to obtain the meaningful metrics. Specifically, Eq. 4.23
is implemented into the quarter-car model, which undergoes the ISO B road profile
at 70 km/h. Note that the REmSA force is obtained by substituting the LQR
command ux = Fs into Eq. 4.6. The performance indexes are extracted and
plotted in Figs. 4.17. The tuning parameters rh and rs are varied as a logarithm
distribution in the range 1 to 108. Overall, 2500 combinations are simulated. It
must be remarked that the quarter-car model used for the analysis is linear: it does
not include saturation of the actuator and the tire-ground detachment condition.

Figs. 4.17a and 4.17b show the iso-rh curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-
comfort planes, respectively. Specifically, each iso-rh curve is obtained by varying
the parameter rs while fixing rh. The red dots indicate the condition rs = 1, help-
ing to figure out the performance evolution with the parameter rs. Figs. 4.17c and
4.17d draw the iso-rs curves in the handling-comfort and stroke-comfort planes, re-
spectively. The red dots indicate the condition rh = 1. Results in the comfort-stroke
plane point out that combining low rs and high rh gives unfeasible performance, as
too large stroke makes the suspension hit the stops. The weight rh improves the
handling of the vehicle at the cost of the comfort performance.

The best handling performance, which features road holding index of 0.038, is
given by the combination rh = 22.29 · 106 and rs = 3.39 · 106. Once the gain matrix
K is computed, the secondary suspension force is obtained from Eq. 4.23. Then,
the REmSA force is computed through Eq. 4.6. By substituting and gathering
the coefficients that multiply the states, the REmSA force resulting from the best
handling setup can be written as:

Fact ≈ −a1 (zs − zu) − a2zu + a3 (żs − żu) − a4żu. (4.25)
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Figure 4.17: Carpet plot using the LQR control strategy into the linear quarter-car
model. Iso-rh curves in the handling-comfort (a) and stroke-comfort (b) planes,
where the red dots indicate the condition rs = 1. Iso-rs curves in the handling-
comfort (c) and stroke-comfort (d) planes, where the red dots indicate the condition
rh = 1.

where a1 = −1.46 · 104 N/m, a2 = 1.62 · 104 N/m, a3 = 1.57 · 103 Ns/m, and
a4 = 4.38 · 103 Ns/m. By comparing the obtained relationship with Eqs. 4.14, 4.16
and 4.18, it is clear that the LQR gives a combination of the above-discussed control
strategies: −a1 (zs − zu) represents the spring negation contribution, where the
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negative coefficient a1 means that the secondary suspension stiffness is increased by
the control logic, a3 (żs − żu) − a4żu is the groundhook. The term −a2zu physically
represents a spring connecting the unsprung mass to the inertial reference frame.

By following the same reasoning, the best comfort performance—comfort index
of 1·10−4 g obtained from from the combination rh = 1 and rs = 1—gives a REmSA
force that can be written as:

Fact ≈ −a1 (zs − zu) + a3 (żs − żu) + a5żs. (4.26)

where a1 = 2.3 · 104 N/m, a3 = 13 · 105 Ns/m, and a5 = 0.5 Ns/m. Also in
this case, the LQR gives a combination of the above-discussed control strategies:
−a1 (zs − zu) represents the spring negation contribution, a3 (żs − żu) + a5żs is the
skyhook. The latter term is very small, as the spring negation contribution domi-
nates the present tuning.

However, the comfort tuning results in very poor handling performance. For
this reason, a combination that gives a trade off between comfort and handling is
found: rh = 3556 and rs = 43. It features road holding and comfort indexes of 0.13
and 14 · 10−3 g, respectively. For this setting, the REmSA force can be written as:

Fact ≈ −a1 (zs − zu) + a3 (żs − żu) + a5żs. (4.27)

where a1 = 2.25 · 104 N/m, a3 = 217 Ns/m, and a5 = 118 Ns/m. It is a combination
of spring negation and skyhook. The latter term has a tuning more oriented to the
handling than the comfort-oriented setting (Eq. 4.26).

The system performance with the three above-reported LQR settings is further
investigated in the frequency domain. Figs. 4.18 show the FRF of the weighted
sprung mass acceleration (a) and tire deflection (b) when the input is the road
displacement. The comfort setting (blue) completely filters the road disturbance
to the sprung mass, as can be noted by the very smooth behavior at frequency
values close to 1 Hz, i.e. the sprung mass natural frequency. On the other hand,
the unsprung mass is poorly damped. For this reason, the tire deflection features a
very large resonance in correspondence of the unsprung mass natural frequency, thus
resulting in poor handling performance. Conversely, the handling tuning (yellow)
well damps the sprung and unsprung mass resonances, at the cost of increased
sprung mass acceleration along the whole frequency range under investigation. This
causes deteriorated comfort performance. The comfort-handling trade-off (orange)
stays between these two settings.

Final considerations

Overall, the LQR logic gives a combination of the skyhook, spring negation and
groundhook strategies. From the designer viewpoint, it is very advantageous as all
these control strategies are achieved by tuning two parameters. For this reason,
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: FRFs of the quarter-car with LQR suspension control when the input
is the road displacement. Sprung mass filtered acceleration (a) and tire deflection
(b) FRFs of the comfort-oriented (blue), comfort-handling trade-off (orange) and
handling-oriented (yellow) LQR settings.

the LQR control is used in the remainder of the present chapter. Specifically, the
three identified settings—which are reported in Table 4.1—are further investigated.
These configurations optimize the vehicle performance in the considered road sce-
nario (ISO B-class at 70 km/h). Although the LQR was tuned on a linear model,
rougher road unevenness could lead to excessive suspension stroke thus making the
identified settings unfeasible.

Table 4.1: Results of the quarter-car with LQR suspension control when the vehicle
experiences the ISO B-class road at 70 km/h.

Feature Value

Setting

Comfort-oriented Trade-off Handling-oriented

Weight rh 1 3.56 · 105 22.23 · 106

Weight rs 1 42.9 3.39 · 106

Comfort performance index 1 · 10−4 g 1.4 · 10−2 g 3.8 · 10−2 g
Road holding index 0.49 0.13 0.05
Max. suspension stroke 61 mm 71 mm 18 mm

In conclusion, the above-discussed control strategies are suitable for random
road unevenness scenarios. Especially the LQR approach, as it is appropriate for
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the optimization of RMS metrics. When lumped obstacles or vehicle maneuvers
are considered, the RMS metrics are not indicative anymore. Therefore, the LQR
control is limited and more suitable strategies must be explored to achieve better
vehicle performance.

A clear example is the collocation-type trajectory optimization control proposed
by Čorić [15], which specifically addresses the bump and pothole road scenario of a
vehicle equipped with active suspensions. The optimization finds a control trajec-
tory that minimizes a cost function. It includes the sprung mass acceleration, the
tire deflection, the suspension stroke and the first time-derivative of the actuation
force. The latter is needed to avoid oscillations in the system response. In some
cases, the objective function is completed with the energy consumption of the actu-
ator, and a variable indicating the wheel damage. Some user-defined weights tune
the control strategy. The hard-constraints of the optimization are the maximum
actuator force and the tire-ground contact force. The latter avoids the tire-ground
detachment: it is one of the main advantages of the proposed strategy with respect
to LQ-based controls. In fact, they cannot avoid the detachment as they minimize
RMS metrics. The comparison with the passive suspension performance highlights
the potential of the proposed strategy, especially when large road disturbance is
considered. According to the control settings, the lumped road disturbance could
completely filtered so that the sprung mass does experience very little acceleration.

The collocation-type trajectory optimization control requires the knowledge of
the road profile. Therefore, its implementation on autonomous vehicles is straight-
forward, as sensors for the environment perception are already present on-board.
The idea could be to use LQ-based control strategies in random road unevenness
conditions, then switch to the collocation-type trajectory optimization control (or
similar strategy) as a lumped obstacle is perceived.

4.3 Results
Numerical investigation is carried out to assess REmSA impact on the vehicle

performance, as well as the effect of the low and high level controls. The latter con-
siders the three LQR settings reported in Table 4.1. In addition, a control strategy
that reproduces the conventional passive damper operation is also implemented.
Due to the project timeline, the investigation is based on the prototype developed
for the automotive application (Appx. A).

4.3.1 REmSA model identification
The REmSA model presented in Sec. 4.1.1 is composed of the electric ma-

chine and the mechanical subsystem. The former is populated with the loss map
extracted from FluxMotor simulation (Fig. 4.5), the latter requires the tuning of
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their parameters. To this end, an identification process is carried out by using the
experimental data obtained by means of a dedicated test bench (see Sec. 5.3.1).
Specifically, the lever mounted on the input shaft of the prototype was driven with
sinusoidal displacement profiles through a hydraulic linear actuator. At the same
time, the electric machine was connected to a controlled power module to reproduce
a damping action. Specifically, the high level control multiplies the linear velocity
of the hydraulic actuator by a damping coefficient to compute the REmSA force
request. Then, the torque request—which is sent to the controlled power module—
is computed by means of the overall transmission ratio τt. No low level control was
used: the mechanical dynamics of the prototype is not compensated on purpose so
that it emerges from the experimental measurements.

By referring to Fig. 4.2, the suspension velocity and the electric machine torque
are the inputs of the mechanical subsystem. The former coincides with the hydraulic
actuator velocity, which is obtained as the first time-derivative of the measured
position. The latter is computed from the q-axis current reference commanding
the controlled power module. Specifically, the electric machine torque constant Kt
relates the current command and the electric machine torque. The main assumption
is that the torque control of the electric machine does not introduce any effect in
the frequency range of interest. The torque constant is left as a free parameter
to be identified. Its initial value is estimated from electromagnetic finite element
simulation. The REmSA force is the output of the model. In the real system, it is
measured by means of a load cell that is mounted on the hydraulic actuator head.

The identification is performed through the nonlinear least-squares algorithm,
which is available in Matlab®. It solves nonlinear least-squares curve fitting prob-
lems by minimizing the sum of squared residuals:

min
x

∥f(x)∥2
2 = min

x

(︂
f1(x)2 + f2(x)2 + . . . + fn(x)2

)︂
(4.28)

x being the set of design variables and fi the tracking error computed at sampling
time instants, i.e. the difference between the experimental measured force and the
model output. Sampling frequency equal to 4 kHz was used.

Overall, the algorithm searches for the design variable set that minimizes the
least-square tracking error. The design variable array is composed of eight elements,
whose lower and upper bounds are defined to speed the convergence up and avoid
non-physical values. Specifically, each element xi is defined as a gain that multiplies
the nominal value of the ith parameter. Therefore, the ith tuned parameter pi is
written as:

pi = xipnom (4.29)
pnom being the ith nominal parameter. The nominal values and the identified de-
sign variables are reported in Table 4.2. Nominal values of the compliant mount,
i.e. stiffness and damping, equivalent mass, and mechanical loss damping are taken
from the experimental fitting reported in Sec. 5.3.1. The backlash-related param-
eters, i.e. bounds, transition region and mount damping are completely unknown.
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Therefore, their initial guess was found by means of a trial-and-error process. Note
that the torque constant is not included into the REmSA model: it is used for
identification purposes only, as it converts the experimental reference current into
electric machine torque.

Table 4.2: Nominal parameters and identified design variables of the REmSA me-
chanical subsystem (Sec. 4.1.1).

Model block Feature Value

Nominal
parameter

Identified
design variable

Equivalent mass Mass 5.6 kg 1.100

Backlash and
compliant mount

Bound 2 · 10−4 m 0.046
Contact stiffness 5 · 105 N/m 1.352
Contact damping 100 Ns/m 5.452
Transition region 1.5 · 10−3 m 2.558

Mech. loss Damping 70 Ns/m 1.519
Mount damping Damping 500 Ns/m 0.590
- Torque constant 49.3 · 10−3 Nm/A 0.866

The identified model is compared to the experimental data at diverse test
settings, i.e. frequency of the imposed displacement and damping coefficient of
REmSA high level control. Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 compares the REmSA force—
simulated (blue) and experimental (orange)—in the force-displacement and force-
time planes. Specifically, Figs. 4.19 show the results at 15 Hz input displacement
frequency when the control damping is set at 0 Hz (a and b) and 4 kNs/m (c and
d). Figs. 4.20 refers to the test condition with 5 Hz input displacement frequency
and and 4 kNs/m control damping.

The maximum force mismatch in absolute value and the energy percentage
error are reported in Table 4.3. The latter—which refers to the error on the energy
dissipated by the REmSA— is obtained from the area of the displacement-force
loop. Although the force error is not negligible, the identified model is able to
reproduce the dynamic behavior of the real system at diverse input frequencies
and force levels, as shown in the above-reported figures. Furthermore, the small
energy error confirms that the identified model accurately reproduces the dissipative
behavior of the prototype.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19: Comparison of the REmSA force—simulated (blue) and experimental
(orange)—in the force-displacement (a and c) and force-time (b and d) planes. Test
at 15 Hz input displacement frequency with the high level control damping set at
0 kNs/m (a and b) and 4 kNs/m (c and d).

Table 4.3: Results of the REmSA mechanical subsystem model identification

Description Units Value

Input frequency Hz 15 15 5
Control damping kNs/m 0 4 4
Maximum force mismatch N 63 307 128
Energy error % 1.75 1.79 −0.27
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: Comparison of the REmSA force—simulated (blue) and experimental
(orange)—in the force-displacement (a) and force-time (b) planes. Test at 5 Hz
input displacement frequency with the high level control damping set at 4 kNs/m.

4.3.2 Vehicle dynamics simulations
The complete model (discussed in Sec. 4.1) is simulated to assess the perfor-

mance in terms of vehicle dynamics and energetic features of the active suspension.
It includes the REmSA and the quarter-car model, whose parameters are reported
in Table 4.4. The REmSA is composed of the mechanical subsystem—whose iden-
tified parameters are reported in Table 4.2—and the electric machine, whose power
loss map and maximum torque curve are shown in Fig. 4.5.

Table 4.4: Parameters of the quarter-car vehicle model

Description Symbol Value

Sprung mass ms 417 kg
Unsprung mass mu 40 kg
Secondary suspension stiffness ks 23 kN/m
Tire stiffness ku 126 kN/m

The low level control—i.e. the force control of the REmSA—is a PID with
filtered derivative, which is implemented in the parallel structure:

LL = P + I
s

+ Ds

s/N + 1 (4.30)

s being the Laplace variable. The controller is designed to achieve an actuation
bandwidth of 60 Hz: the tuned control gains are reported in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Low level control gains tuned for 60 Hz bandwidth

Description Symbol Value

Proportional P 7.4
Integral I 1000 N/s
Derivative D 5.9 · 10−3 Ns
Filter coefficient N 6283 rad/s

As discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, the high level control implements the LQR strategy.
Specifically, the three settings reported in Table 4.1 are tested: comfort-oriented,
comfort-handling trade-off, and handling-oriented. Additionally, a damping control
strategy is also implemented to make a comparison with the LQR logic. Specifically,
it makes the REmSA reproduce the conventional damper operation, as described
in Sec. 3.3.1. Maximum and minimum damping settings are implemented, whose
characteristics are reported in Fig. 4.21. The damping corresponding to the steep-
est part of the characteristic is 10 kNs/m and 2.6 kNs/m for the maximum and
minimum damping curves, respectively.

Figure 4.21: Maximum (blue) and minimum (orange) damping characteristics im-
plemented in the high level damping control strategy. The damping corresponding
to the steepest part of the characteristic is 10 kNs/m and 2.6 kNs/m for the maxi-
mum and minimum damping curves, respectively.

The simulations are performed when the vehicle experiences an ISO B-class road
at 70 km/h. The resulting road profile (zr) is shown in Fig. 4.22. Simulation time
of 15 s is chosen to reproduce dynamic behaviors more than one decade below the
slowest dynamics of the system, i.e. the sprung mass one.

The quarter-car with quasi-ideal and realistic REmSA are compared. The for-
mer features realistic electric machine and ideal mechanical subsystem (only the
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Figure 4.22: Time history of the ISO B-class road at 70 km/h

electric machine power loss is present), the latter includes also the realistic model
of the REmSA (it accounts for the mechanical dynamics and the power dissipa-
tion of the mechanical subsystem). At the end, the vehicle with realistic REmSA
is simulated with no low level control to understand how it impacts the energetic
performance of the active suspension and the and vehicle dynamics.

The energetic performance are expressed in terms of average power, which is
computed by dividing the energy in the simulated time-frame by the simulation
time. In technical terms, it is the active component of the apparent power (see
Para. 4.3.2). Additionally, the duty cycle of the REmSA is assessed: it is the
fraction of total simulation time in which the system operates in the active or passive
quadrants. In the same way, the duty cycle of the electric machine is computed.
Part of the electric machine operation in the passive quadrants regenerates energy
(Pel > 0). Therefore, the duty cycle of the regenerative operation is also assessed.
The power convention was discussed in Sec. 4.1.1.

All the results obtained from the quasi-ideal and realistic models are compared
at the end of this section.

Active, reactive and apparent power The instantaneous power signals are
described by their apparent power, which is a well-known concept in the electrical
domain where it is adopted in the case of AC systems. The same considerations can
be extended to the mechanical domain [118], where the force and velocity quantities
are equivalent to voltage and current, respectively. The apparent power features
an active component, which corresponds to a net transfer of energy between two
systems, and a reactive one. The latter represents energy that bounces back and
forth between the two systems, which are:

• The suspension and the mechanical subsystem (for the mechanical power at
the REmSA shaft).
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• The mechanical subsystem and the electric machine (for the mechanical power
at the electric machine shaft).

• The electric machine and the battery (for the electrical power).

However, the apparent power is commonly adopted for sinusoidal signals, which
is not the present case. It is quantified by means of the procedure described by
Mizoguchi et al., where non-sinusoidal force and velocity are interpreted as distorted
waves, i.e. a combination of the sinusoidal contributions composing the signals
[118]. Then, the apparent power is computed as the product between the RMS
value of the force and velocity distorted waves. The latter are calculated as:

Srms,d =

⌜⃓⃓⎷ K∑︂
k=1

S2
k,rms (4.31)

where S is the signal (force or velocity), and Sk,rms = Sk/
√

2 the RMS value of
the kth harmonics. Sk is the amplitude of the kth harmonic, which is extracted
from the Fourier decomposition of the signal. The active power is the time-integral
average of the instantaneous power.

After the active and apparent power terms are computed, the power factor is
computed as the ratio between the active and apparent powers. It indicates the
amount of power which corresponds to a net energy transfer: when the reactive
power is null, unitary power factor indicates that all the power performs real work.

The reactive power do not directly impact the efficiency of the system. However,
it quantifies the energy amount that bounces back and forth between two systems.
The latter features intrinsic dissipation: when the energy moves, a certain amount
is wasted. Overall, large reactive power indicates the bouncing of a large amount
of energy, thus leading to higher energy loss.

Both the quasi-ideal and realistic models could feature non-unitary power factor.
Specifically, this happens when the high level control strategy implements some
elastic contribution, for instance the spring negation logic. In such case, the REmSA
is seen by the suspension as a reactive system. However, the apparent power is
analyzed for the realistic model, whereas the active component only is reported for
the quasi-ideal case.

Quasi-ideal REmSA

The quarter-car is equipped with the REmSA model that feature realistic elec-
tric machine and ideal mechanical subsystem. Specifically, the REmSA includes
the electric machine power loss and the limited actuation capability imposed by
the maximum torque curve. Conversely, the mechanical dynamics and friction are
not considered: the mechanical subsystem described in Sec. 4.1.1 is replaced by a
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rigid connection between the electric machine and the REmSA shaft. In the follow-
ing, the vehicle model is simulated when it experiences an ISO B-class road profile
at 70 km/h with diverse high level control strategies.

Maximum damping control The results are extracted from the quasi-ideal
model with the high level control reproducing the maximum damping characteristic
reported in Fig. 4.21.

The time response of the REmSA force is shown in Fig. 4.23a. It coincides
with the force requested by the high level control, as no torque saturation of the
electric machine occurs and the mechanical subsystem is ideal. The latter makes
the mechanical power entering the REmSA (Pmech,REmSA) coincide with the power
flowing to the electric machine.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control reproducing the max-
imum damping characteristic. REmSA force (a) and instantaneous power (b):
electrical (blue), mechanical (orange) and loss (yellow).

Fig. 4.23b shows the involved instantaneous power, i.e. the electrical power
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(blue), mechanical power (orange) and power loss (yellow). The power loss is related
to the dissipation in the electric machine. These power terms are always positive:
the actuator always works as a damper, i.e. mechanical energy is absorbed from
the suspension and regenerated in the form of electricity. Such operation follows
from the high level control, which aims at reproducing the damper operation.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.24. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.096. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass gives
stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.077 g. According
to the standard [92], such level is categorized as fairly uncomfortable. It must be
highlighted that maximum damping setting penalizes the comfort to the advantage
of the handling performance.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.24: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control reproducing the max-
imum damping characteristic. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung
mass acceleration (b).

Figs. 4.25a and 4.25b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the sus-
pension and electric machine levels, respectively. These coincide (minus the overall
transmission ratio) as the ideal mechanical subsystem rigidly connects the electric
machine to the suspension with no mechanical loss. The system well reproduces
the maximum damping characteristic: it works always in the passive quadrants,
where 92% of the time is covered by regenerative operation.

The energetic and vehicle dynamics performance are reported in Table 4.6. The
average mechanical power is Pmech,REmSA = 15.4 W, which flows from the suspen-
sion to the electric machine. The latter wastes Ploss,EM = 6.9 W, and regenerates
Pel = 8.6 W. The peak electric power is 253.1 W. Overall, the REmSA conversion
efficiency is ηREmSA = 56 %, which is due to the electric machine.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.25: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control reproducing the maxi-
mum damping characteristic. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspen-
sion (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

Table 4.6: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal model
with the high level control reproducing the maximum damping characteristic.

Feature Value

Electrical power 8.6 W
Mechanical power 15.4 W
Power loss 6.9 W
Conversion efficiency 56%
Active duty 0%
Passive duty 100%
Regeneration duty 92%
Comfort performance index 0.077 g
Road holding index 0.096

Minimum damping control The results are extracted from the quasi-ideal
model with the high level control reproducing the minimum damping character-
istic reported in Fig. 4.21.

The time response of the REmSA force is shown in Fig. 4.26a. It coincides
with the force requested by the high level control, as no torque saturation of the
electric machine occurs and the mechanical subsystem is ideal. The latter makes
the mechanical power entering the REmSA (Pmech,REmSA) coincide with the power
flowing to the electric machine.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.26: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control reproducing the minimum
damping characteristic. REmSA force (a) and instantaneous power (b): electrical
(blue), mechanical (orange) and loss (yellow).

Fig. 4.26b shows the involved instantaneous power, i.e. the electrical power
(blue), mechanical power (orange) and power loss (yellow). The power loss is related
to the dissipation in the electric machine. These power terms are always positive:
the actuator always works as a damper, i.e. mechanical energy is absorbed from
the suspension and regenerated in the form of electricity. Such operation follows
from the high level control, which aims at reproducing the damper operation.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.27. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.061. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass gives
stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.042 g. According
to the standard [92], such level is categorized as little uncomfortable.

The energetic and vehicle dynamics performance are reported in Table 4.7. The
average power terms are positive: the energy flow goes from the suspension to
the battery, which regenerates electrical energy. Overall, the REmSA conversion
efficiency is ηREmSA = 86 %. The system always operates in the passive quadrants,
and 94% of the total time regenerates energy. This control strategy results in
higher efficiency than the maximum damping case: the electric machine operates
in regions of the torque-velocity plane that feature better efficiency.

Comfort-oriented LQR The results are extracted from the quasi-ideal model
with the high level control implementing the LQR with comfort-oriented setting
(Table 4.1). The time response of the sprung mass filtered acceleration, tire-ground
contact force and REmSA force are shown in Figs. 4.28. Tire-ground detachment
occurs starting from 10 s, condition represented by the null contact force in 4.28b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.27: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control reproducing the minimum
damping characteristic. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung mass
acceleration (b).

Table 4.7: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal model
with the high level control reproducing the minimum damping characteristic.

Feature Value

Electrical power 12.8 W
Mechanical power 14.9 W
Power loss 2.1 W
Conversion efficiency 86%
Active duty 0%
Passive duty 100%
Regeneration duty 94%
Comfort performance index 0.042 g
Road holding index 0.061

Repeated actuator saturation is evident from Fig. 4.28c.
Overall, the vehicle performance highlights a kind of unstable behavior, which

was not present in the results reported in Sec. 4.2.2 for the same LQR setting. In
this case, the non-linear description of the quarter-car model—i.e. torque satura-
tion of the actuator and tire-ground detachment condition—significantly impacts
the system response. Specifically, the LQR does not account for the system non-
linear behavior, whereas the comfort-oriented tuning was derived from a linearized
version. For these reasons, the non-linear model features deteriorated stability. The
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.28: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with comfort-oriented setting (Table 4.1). Filtered sprung mass acceleration (a),
tire-ground contact force (b), and REmSA force (c). The system response exhibits
unstable behavior.

best solution would be to tune the LQR strategy by means of the non-linear descrip-
tion of the quarter-car vehicle: it would penalize the unstable LQR settings thus
resulting optimum tuning with stable performance. Nevertheless, this procedure
raises the computational effort.

In conclusion, the results obtained from the comfort-oriented LQR are not con-
sidered in the present investigation because it compromises the system stability.

Comfort-handling trade-off LQR The results are extracted from the quasi-
ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR with comfort-handling
trade-off setting (Table 4.1).

The time response of the REmSA force is shown in Fig. 4.29a. It coincides
with the force requested by the high level control, as no torque saturation of the
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electric machine occurs and the mechanical subsystem is ideal. The latter makes
the mechanical power entering the REmSA (Pmech,REmSA) coincide with the power
flowing to the electric machine.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.29: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with comfort-handling trade-off setting. REmSA force (a) and instantaneous power
(b): electrical (blue), mechanical (orange) and loss (yellow).

Fig. 4.29b shows the involved instantaneous power, i.e. the electrical power
(blue), mechanical power (orange) and power loss (yellow). The power loss is re-
lated to the dissipation in the electric machine. Differently from the damping
control strategy shown in the previous paragraphs, the present case gives positive
and negative mechanical and electrical power terms. Indeed, the actuator involves
passive but also active operation. The latter features negative electrical and me-
chanical power values.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.30. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.123. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass gives
stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.014 g. According
to the standard [92], such level is categorized as not uncomfortable.

The results obtained in this case match the performance obtained from the linear
model with the same LQR setting (Table 4.1). Therefore, the non-ideal electric
machine does not impact the vehicle dynamics. Additionally, the system non-
linearity is marginally involved, as no tire-ground detachment occurs and localized
actuator saturation is present.

Figs. 4.31a and 4.31b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. These coincides (minus the
overall transmission ratio) because the ideal mechanical subsystem rigidly connects
the electric machine to the suspension with no mechanical loss. Differently from the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.30: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with comfort-handling trade-off setting. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered
sprung mass acceleration (b).

high-level damping control case, the system works both in the passive and active
quadrants. Although localized actuator force saturation occurs, the overall vehicle
performance are slightly affected.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.31: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with comfort-handling trade-off setting. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at
the suspension (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

The energetic and vehicle dynamics performance are reported in Table 4.8. The
average mechanical power is positive, meaning that the energy is absorbed from
the suspension. Nevertheless, the power loss of the electric machine overcomes the
mechanical power coming from the suspension. As consequence, the average electric
power is negative, which corresponds to energy consumption. Overall, the REmSA
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conversion efficiency is negative, which means that both electrical and mechanical
power terms flow into the system and are completely dissipated.

Table 4.8: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal model
with the high level control implementing the LQR with comfort-handling trade-off
setting.

Feature Value

Electrical power −13.7 W
Mechanical power 12.2 W
Power loss 25.8 W
Conversion efficiency < 0
Active duty 49%
Passive duty 51%
Regeneration duty 45%
Comfort performance index 0.014 g
Road holding index 0.123

Active and passive operations are almost balanced, as can be noted from the
duty cycles close to 50%. The REmSA works in regenerative mode 47% of the total
simulation time.

Handling-oriented LQR The results are extracted from the quasi-ideal model
with the high-level control implementing the LQR with handling-oriented setting
(Table 4.1).

The time response of the REmSA force is shown in Fig. 4.32a. It coincides
with the force requested by the high level control, as no torque saturation of the
electric machine occurs and the mechanical subsystem is ideal. The latter makes
the mechanical power entering the REmSA (Pmech,REmSA) coincide with the power
flowing to the electric machine.

Fig. 4.32b shows the involved instantaneous power, i.e. the electrical power
(blue), mechanical power (orange) and power loss (yellow). The power loss is
related to the dissipation in the electric machine. Differently from the damping
control strategy shown in the previous paragraphs, the present case gives positive
and negative mechanical and electrical power terms. Indeed, the actuator involves
passive but also active operation.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.33. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.32: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with handling-oriented setting. REmSA force (a) and instantaneous power (b):
electrical (blue), mechanical (orange) and loss (yellow).

in a road holding index of 0.057. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass gives
stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.040 g. According
to the standard [92], such level is categorized as little uncomfortable. All in all, the
handling-oriented strategy achieves very good handling performance, while keeping
acceptable comfort level.

The results obtained in this case match the performance obtained from the linear
model with the same LQR setting (Table 4.1). Therefore, the non-ideal electric
machine does not impact the vehicle dynamics. Additionally, the system non-
linearity is marginally involved, as no tire-ground detachment occurs and localized
actuator saturation is present.

Figs. 4.34a and 4.34b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. These coincides (minus the
overall transmission ratio) because the ideal mechanical subsystem rigidly con-
nects the electric machine to the suspension with no mechanical loss. No actuator
force saturation occurs. Although the system works both in the passive and active
quadrants, the REmSA operation in the force-speed plane resembles a conventional
damper: the handling-oriented LQR setting tends to reproduce a damping behavior
at the suspension.

The energetic and vehicle dynamics performance are reported in Table 4.9. The
average power terms are positive: the energy flow goes from the suspension to
the battery, which regenerates electric energy. Overall, the REmSA conversion
efficiency is ηREmSA = 83 %. The system works most of the time in the passive
quadrants (81% duty), whereas the remaining 19% is covered by active operation.
Most of the passive operation features regenerative mode (77% of the total simula-
tion time).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.33: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with handling-oriented setting. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung
mass acceleration (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.34: Quasi-ideal model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with handling-oriented setting. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the sus-
pension (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

Realistic REmSA

The quarter-car is equipped with the realistic REmSA model, which accounts for
the realistic behavior of both the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem.
Specifically, the REmSA includes the electric machine power loss and the limited
actuation capability imposed by the maximum torque curve. Additionally, the
mechanical subsystem models the mechanical dynamics and friction, as described
in Sec. 4.1.1.

In the following, some preliminary simulations are carried out to check the model
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Table 4.9: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal model
with the high level control implementing the LQR with handling-oriented setting.

Feature Value

Electrical power 12.1 W
Mechanical power 14.7 W
Power loss 2.6 W
Conversion efficiency 83%
Active duty 19%
Passive duty 81%
Regeneration duty 77%
Comfort performance index 0.040 g
Road holding index 0.057

validity and understand its basic behavior. For this case, the analysis considers
the high level control reproducing the maximum damping characteristic. Then,
the vehicle model with diverse high level control strategies is simulated when it
experiences an ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h.

The mechanical subsystem model requires an implicit solver. To this end, ode15s
variable-step variable-order solver was used, which is recommended for stiff differ-
ential problems. One of the simulation output is the energetic performance of the
REmSA, which involves energy computation. The latter is an integral quantity
that suffers drift issues related to numerical errors. Consequently, the energy error
introduced by the solver must be minimized. To this end, the maximum step size
was set to 5 · 10−6 s, which corresponds to 200 kHz sampling frequency.

Realistic model analysis The model with the high level control reproducing
the maximum damping characteristic is simulated to assess the model validity and
clarify its basic behavior. The analysis considers a harmonic external force acting
on the sprung mass (1 Hz frequency and 500 N amplitude).

Fig. 4.35a shows the actual (solid blue) and requested (dashed orange) REmSA
force. Although the mechanical subsystem dynamics decouples the electric machine
from the REmSA shaft, good force tracking is obtained thanks to the low level
controller. However, this scenario slightly involves the mechanical dynamics of the
REmSA because of the low frequency of the actuation.

Fig. 4.35b shows the time domain response of the instantaneous powers: electric
(Pel), mechanical at the REmSA shaft (Pmech,REmSA), and total loss. The latter
includes the dissipation of both the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.35: Analysis of the realistic model: (a) REmSA force—actual (solid blue)
and requested (dashed orange)—and (b) instantaneous power—electrical (blue),
mechanical at the REmSA shaft (orange), total loss (yellow).

The mechanical power (orange in Fig. 4.35b) is always positive: the REmSA works
as a damper and absorbs energy from the suspension. The electrical power is mainly
positive, i.e. regenerated. It is given by the mechanical power at the REmSA
shaft decreased by the total loss. Note that the instantaneous power is harmonic
with 2 Hz frequency, which is double the external disturbance frequency (1 Hz):
the mechanical power approaches zero when the suspension velocity is null, which
occurs twice per cycle.

Figs. 4.36 show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension
(a) and electric machine (b) levels. Active operation of the electric machine does
not always translate into active operation of the REmSA at the suspension level,
as the mechanical subsystem dynamics decouples the electric machine from the
REmSA shaft. Thanks to the low level force control, the REmSA reproduces at the
suspension the damping characteristic of the high level control. It works the 100%
of the total simulation time in the passive quadrants, whereas the electric machine
the 96%. The remaining 4% covered by active operation occurs to compensate for
the effects of the inertia and the compliant mount—which are extremely limited in
this scenario because of the low frequency disturbance—but mostly the friction of
the mechanical subsystem.

The same scenario is simulated for a modified version of the realistic model: the
friction of the REmSA is increased by amplifying the mechanical loss term (Table
4.2) by a factor 100. Fig. 4.37 shows the time domain response of the instantaneous
powers: electric (Pel), mechanical at the REmSA shaft (Pmech,REmSA), and total loss.
The mechanical power (orange in Fig. 4.37a) is always positive: the REmSA works
as a damper and absorbs energy from the suspension. In this case, the electrical
power is always negative, i.e. consumed. This is due to the very large intrinsic
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.36: Analysis of the realistic model: force-speed operation of the REmSA
at the suspension (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

dissipation of the REmSA, which is due to the mechanical subsystem because of
the amplified mechanical loss term.

Figure 4.37: Analysis of the realistic model when the mechanical subsystem friction
is amplified by a factor 100. Instantaneous power: electrical (blue), mechanical at
the REmSA shaft (orange), total loss (yellow).

Figs. 4.38 show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension (a)
and electric machine (b) levels. The REmSA works the 99% of the total simulation
time in the passive quadrants, whereas the electric machine only 7%. Its remaining
active operation compensates for the friction of the mechanical subsystem, which
has been amplified in the present scenario.

Overall, the REmSA works as a damper in both the simulated cases: the average
mechanical power entering the REmSA is positive (16 W), meaning that energy is
absorbed from the suspension. The case with the amplified friction gives a negative
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.38: Analysis of the realistic model when the mechanical subsystem friction
is amplified by a factor 100. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension
(a) and electric machine (b) levels.

average electrical power (−9 W). Therefore, the system needs active power from the
electric machine to counteract the internal mechanical loss, that otherwise would
give a damping action at the suspension larger than what is requested by the high
level control (i.e. the maximum damping characteristic). Conversely, the model
with non-amplified friction is able to regenerate energy, resulting in 9 W average
electrical power.

Active and reactive power The mechanical power that enters and exits the
mechanical subsystem do not coincide. Its difference is due to the internal loss and
the power terms associated to the inertia of the equivalent mass and the elastic force
of the compliant mount. The instantaneous power of the two latter contributions is
shown in Fig. 4.39: blue for the elastic term, orange for the inertia one. Physically
speaking, the spring and the mass are storage elements, which are equivalent to the
capacitor and the inductor, respectively, in the electrical domain. They accumulate
energy in form of potential (elastic) and kinetic energy. Consequently, their power
terms indicate the change in time of the energy stored into the system.

These power signals are related to inertia and stiffness elements. Therefore,
they feature null mean value (null active power), thus contributing to the reactive
power only. For this reason, these components do not directly impact the efficiency
of the system. However, the potential and kinetic energies are continuously con-
verted from one form to the other, bouncing back and forth between the the electric
machine and the suspension. When these energy terms moves, a certain amount
is wasted because of the dissipative components of the mechanical subsystem (fric-
tion). Overall, large reactive power indicates the movement of a large amount of
potential and kinetic energy, which leads to higher energy loss.
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Figure 4.39: Analysis of the realistic model: instantaneous power associated to the
inertia force of the equivalent mass (orange) and to the elastic force of the compliant
mount (blue).

In the simulated scenario, the active, reactive and power factor are computed
for the mechanical power at the REmSA and electric machine shafts. The former
features unitary power factor: it is seen by the suspension as a dissipative device,
i.e. a conventional damper. This is due to the high level control strategy that
reproduces a damping behavior. The power factor at the electric machine shaft is
slightly lower (0.96): the electric machine must compensate for the mount compli-
ance and the inertia effect, even if their contribution is minimum because of the
low actuation frequency.

Maximum damping control The results are extracted from the realistic model
with the high level control reproducing the maximum damping characteristic re-
ported in Fig. 4.21. The vehicle experiences an ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h.

Figs. 4.40a and 4.40b show the time response of the REmSA force and its
zoom-in, respectively. Good tracking is achieved thanks to the low level control.
Specifically, the REmSA applies to the suspension the exact force requested by the
high level control.

Fig. 4.40c shows the instantaneous powers, i.e. the electrical (blue), mechan-
ical at the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow). The latter includes
both the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem contributions. The active
powers are reported in Table 4.10: the mechanical power at the REmSA shaft is
Pmech,REmSA = 15.4 W, which flows from the suspension to the mechanical subsys-
tem. The latter dissipates 3.8 W, 1.0 W in the mechanical loss element (see Sec.
4.1.1) and 2.8 W in the compliant mount. The mechanical power entering the elec-
tric machine is 11.6 W, where 8.6 W are dissipated and the remaining 3.1 W are
regenerated in form of electricity.

Fig. 4.40d shows the instantaneous power related to the inertia of the equivalent
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.40: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the maximum
damping characteristic. (a) REmSA force and (b) zoom-in: actual (solid blue) and
requested (dotted orange). (c) Instantaneous power: electrical (blue), mechanical
at the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow). (d) Instantaneous power
associated to the inertia force of the equivalent mass (orange) and to the elastic
force of the compliant mount (blue).

mass (orange) and to the stiffness of the compliant mount (blue). Their apparent
power—which is completely reactive—is computed by following the procedure re-
ported in Para. 4.3.2: 31.0 W and 20.6 W for the elastic and the inertia elements,
respectively.

The REmSA shaft features unitary power factor: the device is seen by the
suspension as a dissipative device. This is due to the high level control strategy
that imposes a damping behavior. Conversely, the power factor at the electric
machine shaft is much lower (0.32): the electric machine must compensate for the
mount compliance and the inertia effect of the mechanical subsystem.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
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Table 4.10: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the realistic model with
the high level control reproducing the maximum damping characteristic.

System Feature Value

REmSA

Electrical power 3.1 W
Peak instantaneous el. power −628.7 W
Apparent power @ EM shaft 36.6 W

Active power 11.6 W
Power factor 0.32

Apparent power @ REmSA shaft 15.4 W
Active power 15.4 W
Power factor 1.00

Power loss 12.4 W
Conversion efficiency 20%

Electric
machine

Power loss 8.6 W
Conversion efficiency 27%
Active duty 26%
Passive duty 74%
Regeneration duty 67%

Mechanical
subsystem

Power loss 3.8 W
Compliant mount 2.8 W
Mech. loss element 1.0 W

Conversion efficiency 76%
Active duty 2%
Passive duty 98%
Compliant mount reactive power 31.0 W
Eq. mass reactive power 20.6 W

Vehicle
Comfort performance index 0.076 g
Road holding index 0.096

and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.41. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.096. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass
gives stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.076 g.
These performance coincide with the values obtained from the quasi-ideal model,
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thus indicating that the low-level control successfully compensates for the non-ideal
behavior of the mechanical subsystem.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.41: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the maximum
damping characteristic. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung mass
acceleration (b).

Figs. 4.42a and 4.42b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. Localized saturation of the
electric machine torque occurs, which are the points close to the 2 Nm limit. The
mechanical subsystem dynamics decouples the electric machine from the REmSA
shaft: active operation of the electric machine does not always translates into active
operation of the REmSA at the suspension level. This aspect is accentuated by the
reactive elements of the mechanical subsystem. Overall, the REmSA reproduces,
at the suspension, the damping characteristic of the high level control. In fact, it
works the 98% of the total simulation time in the passive quadrants. On the other
hand, the electric machine works 74% passively: its 24% active operation aims at
compensating for the inertia and compliance mount effects. 67% of the duty is
regenerative operation.

Overall, the REmSA features a efficiency of 20% and regenerates electrical en-
ergy. It is dominated by the 27% conversion efficiency of the electric machine,
which is lowered by the active duty. The mechanical subsystem features a conver-
sion efficiency of 76%. The very important result is that the system works as a
conventional damper in terms of vehicle dynamics, but it regenerates energy.

Minimum damping control The results are extracted from the realistic model
with the high level control reproducing the minimum damping characteristic re-
ported in Fig. 4.21. The vehicle experiences an ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h.

Figs. 4.43a shows the time response of the REmSA force, which achieves good
tracking thanks to the low-level control. Specifically, the REmSA applies to the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.42: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the maximum
damping characteristic. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension (a)
and electric machine (b) levels.

suspension the exact force requested by the high-level control.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.43: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the minimum
damping characteristic. (a) REmSA force: actual (solid blue) and requested (dotted
orange). (b) Instantaneous power: electrical (blue), mechanical at the REmSA
shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow).

Fig. 4.43b shows the instantaneous powers, i.e. the electrical (blue), mechanical
at the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow). The latter includes both
the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem contributions. The active
powers are reported in Table 4.11: the mechanical power at the REmSA shaft is
Pmech,REmSA = 14.9 W, which flows from the suspension to the mechanical subsys-
tem. The latter dissipates 3.1 W: 1.3 W in the mechanical loss element (see Sec.
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Table 4.11: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the realistic model with
the high level control reproducing the minimum damping characteristic.

System Feature Value

REmSA

Electrical power 9.2 W
Peak instantaneous el. power −249.9 W
Apparent power @ EM shaft 19.5 W

Active power 11.8 W
Power factor 0.61

Apparent power @ REmSA shaft 15.1 W
Active power 14.9 W
Power factor 0.99

Power loss 5.7 W
Conversion efficiency 62%

Electric
machine

Power loss 2.6 W
Conversion efficiency 78%
Active duty 20%
Passive duty 80%
Regeneration duty 77%

Mechanical
subsystem

Power loss 3.1 W
Compliant mount 1.8 W
Mech. loss element 1.3 W

Conversion efficiency 79%
Active duty 2%
Passive duty 98%
Compliant mount reactive power 11.5 W
Eq. mass reactive power 14.0 W

Vehicle
Comfort performance index 0.042 g
Road holding index 0.061

4.1.1), 1.8 W in the compliant mount. The mechanical power entering the elec-
tric machine is 11.8 W, where 2.6 W are dissipated and the remaining 9.2 W are
regenerated in the form of electrical energy.

The apparent power related to the inertia and stiffness of the compliant mount
is completely reactive. It is computed by following the procedure reported in Para.
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4.3.2: 11.5 W and 14.0 W for the elastic and inertia elements, respectively. The
REmSA shaft features unitary power factor: it is seen by the suspension as a pure
dissipative device. This is due to the high level control strategy that imposes a
damping behavior. Conversely, the power factor at the electric machine shaft is
0.61: the electric machine must compensate for the effects of the compliant mount
and equivalent mass of the mechanical subsystem.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.44. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.061. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass
gives stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.041 g.
These performance coincide with the values obtained from the quasi-ideal model,
thus indicating that the low-level control successfully compensates for the non-ideal
behavior of the mechanical subsystem.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.44: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the minimum
damping characteristic. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung mass
acceleration (b).

Figs. 4.45a and 4.45b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. Differently from the maximum
damping case, no torque saturation of the electric machine occurs. Overall, the
REmSA reproduces, at the suspension, the damping characteristic of the high level
control. In fact, it works the 98% of the total simulation time in the passive
quadrants. On the other hand, the electric machine works 80% passively: its
20% active operation occurs to compensate for the inertia and compliance mount
contributions. The 77% duty is regenerative operation, more than the maximum
damping case.

Overall, the REmSA results in 62% conversion efficiency with regeneration of
electrical energy The electric machine and the mechanical subsystem feature 78%
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.45: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the minimum
damping characteristic. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension (a)
and electric machine (b) levels.

and 79% conversion efficiency, respectively. Also in this case, the system works as
a conventional damper in terms of vehicle dynamics, but with energy regeneration.

Comfort-handling trade-off LQR The results are extracted from the realistic
model with the high level control implementing the LQR with comfort-handling
trade-off setting (Table 4.1). The ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h is simulated.

Figs. 4.46a shows the time response of the REmSA force, which achieves good
tracking thanks to the low-level control. Specifically, the REmSA applies to the
suspension the exact force requested by the high-level control.

Fig. 4.46b shows the instantaneous powers, i.e. the electrical (blue), mechanical
at the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow). The latter includes both
the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem contributions. The active
power values are reported in Table 4.12: the mechanical power at the REmSA
shaft is Pmech,REmSA = 13.3 W, which flows from the suspension to the mechanical
subsystem. The latter dissipates 9.1 W: 8.8 W in the mechanical loss element (see
Sec. 4.1.1), 0.3 W in the compliant mount. The remaining amount of energy (4.1 W)
goes to the electric machine that wastes 23.7 W. The loss is larger than the power
absorbed from the mechanical subsystem: the electric machine consumes electrical
energy. In fact, the electric power active component is negative (−19.5 W).

The apparent power related to the inertia and stiffness of the compliant mount
is completely reactive. It is computed by following the procedure reported in Para.
4.3.2: 17.7 W and 29.8 W for the elastic and inertia elements, respectively. The
REmSA shaft features very low power factor (0.08): it is seen by the suspension
as a reactive device. This follows from the high level control strategy: the im-
plemented LQR setting includes a significant contribution of spring negation (Eq.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.46: Realistic model with the high-level control reproducing the LQR with
comfort-handling trade-off setting. (a) REmSA force: actual (solid blue) and re-
quested (dotted orange). (b) Instantaneous power: electrical (blue), mechanical at
the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow).

4.27). The power factor at the electric machine shaft is even lower (0.02), as it
must compensate for the effects of the compliant mount and equivalent mass of the
mechanical subsystem.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.47. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.124. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass
gives stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.014 g.
These performance coincide with the values obtained from the quasi-ideal model,
thus indicating that the low-level control successfully compensates for the non-ideal
behavior of the mechanical subsystem.

Figs. 4.48a and 4.48b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. The latter highlights localized
torque saturation of the electric machine, which occurs at approximately 2 Nm. At
the suspension level, the REmSA works 53% of the total simulation timec in the
passive quadrants, whereas the 47% in the active ones. This yields from the LQR
tuning: it requires extensive active work on the suspension because of the spring
negation contribution. The electric machine works 51% of the time in the passive
quadrants, and the remaining part in the active ones. Regenerative operation covers
45% of the duty

Overall, the REmSA results in negative conversion efficiency as it absorbs power
both from the battery and the suspension. This is due to the electric machine,
which dissipates a large amount of power. The mechanical subsystem features 31%
conversion efficiency.
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Table 4.12: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the realistic model
with the high level control implementing the LQR with comfor-handling trade-off
setting.

System Feature Value

REmSA

Electrical power −19.5 W
Peak instantaneous el. power −759.2 W
Apparent power @ EM shaft 169.7 W

Active power 4.1 W
Power factor 0.02

Apparent power @ REmSA shaft 163.0 W
Active power 13.3 W
Power factor 0.08

Power loss 32.8 W
Conversion efficiency < 0%

Electric
machine

Power loss 23.7 W
Conversion efficiency < 0%
Active duty 49%
Passive duty 51%
Regeneration duty 45%

Mechanical
subsystem

Power loss 9.1 W
Compliant mount 0.3 W
Mech. loss element 8.8 W

Conversion efficiency 31%
Active duty 47%
Passive duty 53%
Compliant mount reactive power 17.7 W
Eq. mass reactive power 29.8 W

Vehicle
Comfort performance index 0.014 g
Road holding index 0.124

Handling-oriented LQR The results are extracted from the realistic model with
the high level control implementing the LQR with handling-oriented setting (Table
4.1). An ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h is simulated.

Figs. 4.49a shows the time response of the REmSA force, which achieves good
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.47: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the LQR
with comfort-handling trade-off setting. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered
sprung mass acceleration (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.48: Realistic model with the high level control implementing the LQR
with comfor-handling trade-off setting. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at
the suspension (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

tracking thanks to the low-level control. Specifically, the REmSA applies to the
suspension the exact force requested by the high-level control.

Fig. 4.49b shows the instantaneous powers, i.e. the electrical (blue), mechanical
at the REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow). The latter includes both
the electric machine and the mechanical subsystem contributions. The active
power values are reported in Table 4.13: the mechanical power at the REmSA
shaft is Pmech,REmSA = 14.6 W, which flows from the suspension to the mechanical
subsystem. The latter dissipates 2.2 W: 1.1 W in the mechanical loss element (see
Sec. 4.1.1), 1.1 W in the compliant mount. The remaining amount of energy goes
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.49: Realistic model with the high-level control reproducing the LQR with
handling-oriented setting. (a) REmSA force: actual (solid blue) and requested
(dotted orange). (b) Instantaneous power: electrical (blue), mechanical at the
REmSA shaft (orange) and power loss (yellow).

to the electric machine (12.5 W of active power at the electric machine shaft), which
wastes 2.7 W. Overall, electrical energy is regenerated (9.8 W active power).

The apparent power related to the inertia and stiffness of the compliant mount
is completely reactive. It is computed by following the procedure reported in Para.
4.3.2: 10.5 W and 9.1 W for the elastic and inertia elements, respectively. The
REmSA shaft features 0.83 power factor: it is seen by the suspension as a reactive
device with both elastic and damping contributions. This follows from the high level
control strategy: the implemented LQR setting includes both spring negation and
groundhook contributions (Eq. 4.25). The power factor at the electric machine
shaft is 0.66, as it must compensate for the effects of the compliant mount and
equivalent mass of the mechanical subsystem.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, the time response of the tire-ground contact force
and filtered sprung mass acceleration are shown in Figs. 4.50. No tire-ground
detachment occurs. Furthermore, the force dynamic variation is small, which results
in a road holding index of 0.057. The filtered acceleration of the sprung mass
gives stable response, which results in a comfort performance index of 0.040 g.
These performance coincide with the values obtained from the quasi-ideal model,
thus indicating that the low-level control successfully compensates for the non-ideal
behavior of the mechanical subsystem.

Figs. 4.51a and 4.51b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. The 81% of the total simulation
time is spent in the passive quadrants, whereas only the 19% in the active ones.
Differently, the electric machine works only the 73% passively. The 69% duty covers
regenerative operation.
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Table 4.13: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the realistic model with
the high level control implementing the LQR with handling-oriented setting.

System Feature Value

REmSA

Electrical power 9.8 W
Peak instantaneous el. power 130.6 W
Apparent power @ EM shaft 18.9 W

Active power 12.4 W
Power factor 0.66

Apparent power @ REmSA shaft 17.6 W
Active power 14.7 W
Power factor 0.83

Power loss 4.9 W
Conversion efficiency 67%

Electric
machine

Power loss 2.7 W
Conversion efficiency 79%
Active duty 27%
Passive duty 73%
Regeneration duty 69%

Mechanical
subsystem

Power loss 2.2 W
Compliant mount 1.1 W
Mech. loss element 1.1 W

Conversion efficiency 85%
Active duty 19%
Passive duty 81%
Compliant mount reactive power 10.5 W
Eq. mass reactive power 9.1 W

Vehicle
Comfort performance index 0.040 g
Road holding index 0.057

Overall, the REmSA features 67% conversion efficiency with regeneration of
electrical energy. The electric machine and the mechanical subsystem feature 79%
and 85% conversion efficiency, respectively. Also in this case, the system guarantees
satisfactory vehicle dynamics while regenerating energy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.50: Realistic model with the high level control reproducing the LQR with
handling-oriented setting. Tire-ground contact force (a) and filtered sprung mass
acceleration (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.51: Realistic model with the high level control implementing the LQR with
handling-oriented setting. Force-speed operation of the REmSA at the suspension
(a) and electric machine (b) levels.

Realistic REmSA with no low level control

The low level control is disabled to understand how it impacts the realistic
system operation. Simulations are performed for the ISO B-class road profile at
70 km/h. The high level control reproducing the minimum damping characteristic
(Fig. 4.21) is used for the comparison.

The time response of the REmSA force is shown in Fig. 4.52. The absence of
the low level control leads to poor force tracking.

The comparison between the simulation with the low level controller enabled
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Figure 4.52: Realistic model with disabled low level control. The high level control
reproduces the minimum damping characteristic. Actual (solid blue) and requested
(dotted orange) REmSA force.

and disabled is reported in Table 4.14. The active component of the power at the
REmSA shaft is Pmech,REmSA = 15.2 W, which flows from the suspension to the
mechanical subsystem. The latter dissipates 5.4 W: 1.5 W in the mechanical loss
element (see Sec. 4.1.1), 3.9 W in the compliant mount. The mechanical power en-
tering the electric machine is 9.8 W, where 2.3 W are dissipated and the remaining
7.5 W are regenerated in the form of electrical energy. Although the enabled and
disabled low level control cases feature similar amount of power absorbed from the
suspension, the latter yields to larger loss. Consequently, lower energy is regener-
ated. Especially the power lost in the mechanical subsystem has increased. The
cause relies on the larger amount of energy stored into the elastic component of
the compliant mount and the inertia of the equivalent mass, which is indicated by
the larger reactive power (20.4 W and 13.6 W, respectively). As discussed in Para.
4.3.2, this leads to larger energy dissipation

Differently from the case with enabled low level control, the REmSA shaft does
not feature unitary power factor. In this case, the power factor is 0.83, thus indi-
cating that the REmSA is not seen by the suspension as a conventional damper.
This is an unwanted result: the high level control tries to impose a damping be-
havior but it cannot succeed because of the mechanical dynamics that decouples
the electric machine and REmSA shafts. The power factor at the electric machine
shaft is 0.53.

The REmSA features a conversion efficiency of 49% with regeneration of elec-
trical power. It is lower than the case with enabled low level control. The electric
machine and the mechanical subsystem feature conversion efficiency of 77% and
64%, respectively.

Figs. 4.53a and 4.53b show the force-speed operation of the REmSA at the
suspension and electric machine levels, respectively. In this case, the poor force
tracking impedes the REmSA from reproducing, at the suspension, the damping
characteristic of the high level control: working points in the force-speed plane do
not resemble a damping characteristic. The REmSA works only the 90% of the
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Table 4.14: Energetic and vehicle dynamics performance of the realistic model with
the high level control reproducing the minimum damping characteristic. Compari-
son between the enabled and disabled low level control cases.

System Feature Value

Low level control
enabled disabled

REmSA

Electrical power 9.2 W 7.5 W
Peak instantaneous el. power −249.9 W 118.0 W
Apparent power @ EM shaft 19.5 W 18.5 W

Active power 11.8 W 9.8 W
Power factor 0.61 0.53

Apparent power @ REmSA shaft 15.1 W 18.3 W
Active power 14.9 W 15.2 W
Power factor 0.99 0.83

Power loss 5.7 W 7.7 W
Conversion efficiency 62% 49%

Electric
machine

Power loss 2.6 W 2.3 W
Conversion efficiency 78% 77%
Active duty 20% 35%
Passive duty 80% 65%
Regeneration duty 77% 61%

Mechanical
subsystem

Power loss 3.1 W 5.4 W
Compliant mount 3.9 W 9.2 W
Mech. loss element 1.5 W 9.2 W

Conversion efficiency 79% 64%
Active duty 2% 10%
Passive duty 98% 90%
Compliant mount reactive power 11.5 W 20.4 W
Eq. mass reactive power 14.0 W 13.6 W

Vehicle
Comfort performance index 0.042 g 0.062 g
Road holding index 0.061 0.045
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total simulation time in the passive quadrants. The electric machine works 65%
passively, whereas 61% of the duty covers regenerative operation.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.53: Realistic model with disabled low level control. The high level control
reproduces the minimum damping characteristic. Force-speed operation of the
REmSA at the suspension (a) and electric machine (b) levels.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, no tire-ground detachment occurs. The resulting
road holding index and comfort performance are 0.062 and 0.045 g, respectively.
The absence of the low level controller slightly deteriorates these performance.

In conclusion, the present scenario considered the minimum damping charac-
teristic in the high level control. The absence of the low level control significantly
impacts the energetic performance of the REmSA, with an important decrease of
the conversion efficiency. The performance in terms of vehicle dynamics are slightly
affected. However, different result occurs when the high level control implements
more demanding strategies, for instance the maximum damping characteristic or the
investigated LQR settings. In such cases, the vehicle model tends to be unstable:
the high level force request at mid-high frequencies is applied to the suspension
with phase-delay and amplitude attenuation. In fact, the equivalent inertia and
compliance mount effects dominate the response of the REmSA in such frequency
range.

Quasi-ideal and realistic REmSA comparison

Finally, the results obtained from the quasi-ideal and realistic models with the
implemented high-level control strategies are compared. The vehicle experiences
the ISO B-class road profile at 70 km/h.

Figs. 4.54 compare the quasi-ideal (blue) and realistic (orange) models in terms
of vehicle dynamics performance. The two models give identical results: the me-
chanical dynamics of the REmSA does not impact the vehicle performance. This
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outcome follows from the low level control, which is able to compensate for the
equivalent inertia and compliance of the prototype, as well as its internal friction.
Furthermore, the LQR performance matches the results obtained from the linear
ideal model (Table 4.1).

For what concerns the high level control strategy, the best comfort is achieved
by the LQR with the comfort-handling trade-off setting (Fig. 4.54a). The obtained
result (0.014 g) is well below the not uncomfortable limit indicated by the standard,
i.e. 0.032 g. Therefore, the passengers of the vehicle would experience an ISO
B-class profile—which is considerably rough—without any uncomfortable feeling.
By converse, this setting yields the worse road holding among the tested control
strategies (Fig. 4.54b). The best handling performance is achieved by the LQR with
handling-oriented tuning. All in all, the LQR control strategy outdoes the damping
one both in the comfort and handling performance. In terms of vehicle dynamics,
the REmSA with the damping control strategy can be considered equivalent to a
passive conventional damper: the results demonstrate that the vehicle performance
can be significantly improved by means of an active suspension—i.e. the REmSA
with the LQR control—especially for what regards the comfort.
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Figure 4.54: Comparison between the quasi-ideal (blue) and realistic (orange) mod-
els at the diverse high level control strategies. Vehicle dynamics performance: com-
fort index (a) and road holding index (b).

The quasi-ideal (blue) and realistic (orange) models are compared in Figs. 4.55
in terms of energetic performance . The power results refers to the active component
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of the apparent power. Figs. 4.55a and 4.55b show the mechanical power and the
power factor at the shaft of the REmSA. The quasi-ideal and realistic models give
almost identical result, hence the vehicle performance does not change in the two
cases. This is in perfect agreement with the results in terms of vehicle dynamics: the
mechanical non-ideality of the REmSA is completely compensated through the low
level control and consequently the vehicle performance is not affected. The power
factor of the damping control cases is unitary, which means that the REmSA is seen
by the suspension as a dissipative component, i.e. a passive damper. By converse,
the LQR strategies make the REmSA behave as a reactive element, as the control
logic includes some spring negation contributions (Eqs. 4.27 and 4.25).

Fig. 4.55c reports the electric power that goes to the battery. Specifically, the
damping control cases and the handling-oriented LQR give positive power value
(i.e. regenerated), whereas the LQR with comfort-handling trade-off setting fea-
tures electrical power consumption. Here, the effect of the mechanical non-ideality
of the REmSA is clear: the compensation of the mechanical dynamics and the
friction loss impact the energetic performance of the REmSA. In fact, the realistic
model features lower regenerated power and, for the LQR trade-off case, larger elec-
trical consumption. This is evident also from the conversion efficiency results (Fig.
4.55d): the realistic REmSA exhibits decreased efficiency. The LQR trade-off case
features negative efficiency as the REmSA absorbs power both from the battery
and the suspension.

Overall, the proposed investigation demonstrates how the REmSA is able to
improve the vehicle performance when compared to conventional passive dampers.
Furthermore, its realistic behavior requires proper control to compensate for its
mechanical non-idealities, i.e. inertia, compliance and friction. In fact, no dif-
ference between the vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal and realistic
model is appreciated when the low level control is implemented. However, such
non-idealities impact the energy performance of the REmSA because the mechan-
ical dynamics compensation and the internal friction requires additional energy.
The most important result is that the REmSA can reproduce the operation of a
conventional damper, with the significant advantage of electrical energy regenera-
tion. Therefore, such system can improve the energy management of the vehicle
by keeping unchanged the comfort and handling performance. Additionally, it can
implement more complex control strategies, i.e. the LQR, to improve the comfort
and the handling. According to the adopted high level control logic, the ener-
getic performance of the REmSA changes, moving from the regeneration (typically
for handling-oriented strategies) to the consumption (typically for comfort-oriented
strategies). All in all, vehicle performance and energetic aspects strictly depends
on the adopted high-level control strategy.
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Figure 4.55: Comparison between the quasi-ideal (blue) and realistic (orange) mod-
els at the diverse high level control strategies. Energetic performance: mechanical
power (a) and power factor (b) at the REmSA shaft, electrical power (c), and
REmSA conversion efficiency (d).
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Chapter 5

Experimental investigation

This chapter presents the experimentation aimed at characterizing the devel-
oped REmSA prototype. Due to the project timeline, only the campaign related
to the automotive system presented in Appx. A is discussed.

At first, the experimental equipment is presented. Dedicated test-beds were
developed on purpose for the experimentation of REmSA devices. Then, the static
characterization is discussed. The prototype was tested with the electric machine
shunted by an external resistance, then it was driven through a controlled power
module. First-quadrant and four-quadrants operations were addressed. Subse-
quently, the dynamic characterization is proposed. It was aimed at the assessment
of the frequency response of the prototype. The passive quadrant operation was
characterized in terms of mechanical impedance. Then, the active mode was ad-
dressed. Finally, acoustic tests were carried out in an anechoic room to assess the
noise level of the characterized prototype. At the end, a Hardware-In-the-Loop
approach is proposed to assess the performance of a vehicle equipped with REmSA
devices. Preliminary tests are presented.

5.1 Experimental equipment
The REmSA was tested in two configurations. The first one interfaces the

prototype to a three-phase diode rectifier with a discretely-adjusted shunt resistance
(Rshunt). The literature commonly uses such approach to test regenerative dampers.
According to Eq. 3.73, the variation of the resistive load sets diverse damping
coefficients on the electric machine of the REmSA.

The second configuration interfaces the electric machine of the REmSA to a
three-phase controlled power module connected to a 48 V battery. The REmSA
is current-controlled: the power module receives a q-axis current request, then the
FOC strategy drives the electronics. The rotor angular position is required. To this
end, the module receives the signals from hall sensors mounted in the prototype,
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then it computes the angular position by means of a numerical routine.
The controlled power module was developed by Laboratorio di Meccatronica

(Politecnico di Torino). It includes a TMS320F28335 Digital Signal Controller
provided by Texas Instrument®, which features a high-performance 32-bit CPU and
clock frequency up to 150 MHz. The three-phase bridge is composed of three N-
Channel Power MOSFETs (FMM150-0075X2F) featuring phase leg topology. The
switches are characterized by 5.8 mΩ drain-source resistance and 75 V drain-source
breakdown voltage. Each gate is driven through an Infineon® IR2010S, which is
an isolated single channel high-voltage IGBT gate driver designed for motor drives
above 5 kW. Overall, the MOSFETs withstand impulsive currents up to 120 A and
DC bus voltage up to 75 V, thus providing some margin with respect to the 48 V
battery. The module features a plate fin heat sink designed to guarantee continuous
operation of 40 Arms.

The remainder of the section presents the test-beds developed for the experi-
mentation of REmSA prototypes.

Belt-driven test-bed The test rig shown in Fig. 5.1 was devised to drive the
REmSA with constant-velocity profiles. It is composed of a driving motor (Koll-
morgen DBL51700 brushless PM motor) featuring 68 Nm peak impulsive torque
that is interfaced to the REmSA by means of a belt transmission with 2 : 1 ratio.
A synchronous belt (HTD-8M) was selected and properly preloaded to guarantee
a maximum input torque of 160 Nm at the prototype shaft.

The driving motor was connected to a dedicated inverter unit (Kollmorgen Ser-
vostar S748). It is controlled through a PC connected via serial communication
(RS232). The inverter unit outputs the q-axis current and angular velocity of the
driving motor as analog signals. These are acquired by means of a LMS SCADAS
data acquisition unit featuring 24-bit analog channels opportunely scaled and sam-
pled. The same hardware is used to acquire the electrical signals at the REmSA
side. When the prototype is connected to the diode rectifier, oscilloscope voltage
probes are used to sense the voltage drop across the shunt resistance. When the
controlled power module is used, voltage and current quantities at the DC bus are
sensed through dedicated probes.

Hydraulic test-bed The test rig shown in Fig. 5.2 was devised to drive the
REmSA with alternate (or more complex) position profiles. To this end, the
shaft of the prototype is connected to a hydraulic actuator through a lever (τtb =
125 mm/rad). The actuator consists of a hydraulic piston controlled through a
motor-pump unit. The former—which was manufactured by a local workshop—is
a double-acting piston with through rod featuring an area of 640 mm2. The lat-
ter is composed of a positive displacement gerotor pump—Parker MGG20030 with
displacement of 11.47 cc/rev—and a driving motor—Kollmorgen DBL51700 brush-
less PM motor—that are connected through a bellows expansion joint. The driving
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Figure 5.1: Belt-driven test-bed: driving motor (1), test rig flange (2), driving
pulley (3), toothed belt (4), driven pulley (5), REmSA prototype (6), prototype
phases (7), driving motor phases and feedback (8).

motor is controlled by a dedicated inverter unit (Kollmorgen Servostar S748). Both
the motor and the inverter are the same used in the belt-driven test-bed.

The hydraulic piston is equipped with a magnetostrictive position transducer
(Gefran RK2) to measure its stroke. Two pressure sensors (Gefran TK) are mounted
at the ports of the pump unit. A load cell (Gefran TU K5C, 500 kg range) is
mounted on the piston head to measure the force exerted by the REmSA. The
load cell signal is conditioned through a MGCplus Data Acquisition system and
given as analog output. All these signals are acquired through the analog channels
of a dSpace MicroLabBox.

The electronic control units of the test bench are interfaced through CAN com-
munication. The network includes the inverter unit of the driving motor, the con-
trolled power module of the REmSA, the BMS of the battery and the dSpace
MicroLabBox. The latter is the master node that manages the test bench. It
performs diverse safety checks needed to avoid dangerous operation and damages.
Additionally, it implements the position control of the piston. To this end, a PID
control is used, where the feedback is closed through the measurement of magne-
tostrictive position transducer. The dSpace is connected to a PC (via ethernet),
where a host is used to manage the test bench, check and log the diverse signals.
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Figure 5.2: Hydraulic test-bed (a) and zoom-in of the piston head-REmSA con-
nection (b). REmSA prototype (1), load cell (2), hydraulic piston (3), hydraulic
cylinder (4), pipelines to the motor-pump unit (5), position sensor cable (6), frame
(7), REmSA mount (8), REmSA lever (9).

5.2 Static characterization
This section presents the static characterization of the REmSA prototype. For

this purpose, steady-state operation—which does not involve any inertia and com-
pliance contribution—were reproduced.

5.2.1 First quadrant operation
The REmSA operation in the first quadrant (passive) was investigated through

the belt-driven test bench (Fig. 5.1).

Shunted electric machine At first, the prototype was interfaced to the three-
phase diode rectifier with discretely-adjusted shunt resistance (Rshunt). Although
the power at the resistive load is dissipated, its measurement is useful to evaluate
the conversion efficiency, i.e. the ratio between output electrical power and input
mechanical power on the REmSA. In fact, such power could be potentially har-
vested when an active power stage is used. The conversion efficiency was computed
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as:
η = V 2

shunt
RshuntTω

· 100% (5.1)

Vshunt being the measured voltage drop across the shunt resistance, TREmSA and
ωREmSA the torque and angular velocity at the REmSA shaft. The latter were
computed from the estimated torque and the measured angular velocity of the
driving motor. This procedure is valid since the static conditions avoid any inertia
and compliance contributions from the belt transmission. The driving motor torque
was estimated as the product between the measured current and the motor torque
constant (0.92 Nm/A).

The test was performed as follows: the shunt resistance was fixed. Then, the
driving motor was set to run at constant speed. Afterwards, measurement data were
extracted. These steps were repeated at diverse driving motor speeds. Five shunt
resistance conditions were tested: open circuit (Rshunt → ∞), 465 mΩ, 135 mΩ,
55 mΩ and short circuit (Rshunt → 0). Measured torque and angular velocity were
converted to the linear domain by means of the retained transmission ratio τl =
0.115 m/rad (Table A.1).

At first, preliminary tests assessed the diverse dissipative contributions of the
prototype. The obtained force-velocity curves are reported in Fig. 5.3. The proto-
type with only the gearbox—the electric machine stator and rotor were disassembled—
gives the blue curve, whose damping contribution (101 Ns/m in the low-speed re-
gion) is due to the mechanical loss of the gearbox. The prototype with the gearbox
and the electric machine rotor—only the stator was removed—gives the orange
curve. Differently from the previous configuration, the sun ring of the second
stage—which is machined on the rotor of the electric machine—is engaged and
the rotor bearings are present. The resulting damping (249 Ns/m in the low-speed
region) is significantly increased as the friction at the rotor level contributes with
the gearbox transmission ratio squared, as described by Eq. 3.5. Finally, the com-
plete prototype was tested in open circuit. The resulting curve (yellow) represents
the minimum damping achievable without investing active power (351 Ns/m in the
low-speed region).

Then, the prototype was tested at diverse shunt resistances [83]. The damping
points are shown in Fig. 5.4a as well as their interpolation through first-degree
polynomials. As described by Eq. 3.73, the behavior is predominantly viscous-
dissipative and inversely proportional to the shunt resistance. Slight attenuation
of the damping characteristic appears at high speeds. The fitted damping values
are reported in Table 5.1. Overall, the prototype achieves a damping-to-mass ratio
of 3.23 kNs/m kg, whereas maximum values of 2.44 kNs/m kg can be found in the
literature [102].

Some considerations are extracted from the presented results. The torque was
estimated from the driving motor current. For this reason, it contains not only the
electromagnetic damping component, but also the mechanical losses associated to
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Figure 5.3: Static characterization of the diverse dissipative contributions of the
prototype. Gearbox without the sun gear of the second stage (blue), complete
gearbox and bearings of the electric machine (orange), complete prototype in open
circuit (yellow).

the gearbox and bearings of the driving motor as well as the contribution of the two
pulleys. Secondly, the diodes in the bridge rectifier introduce a bias voltage drop
(quantified to 0.4 V) and a Joule loss that increases exponentially with the current.
The former introduces a dead-band effect on the damping characteristic: the curves
tend to intersect the ordinate axis at negative force values. The latter dominates
the high-speed region, thus causing the slight attenuation of the damping behavior.
Table 5.1 reports the damping values extracted from the first-order polynomial
interpolation and the maximum electrical power measured at the shunt resistance.

Fig. 5.4b shows the resulting conversion efficiency computed by means of Eq.
5.1. Short- and open-circuit conditions lead to null conversion, as they correspond
to null voltage and infinite shunt resistance, respectively. The obtained efficiency
curves are convex, whose maximum is reported in Table 5.1. The 465 mΩ shunt
resistance gives the maximum conversion efficiency of 59.9%. Note that the results
are conservative: the input mechanical power, i.e. the denominator of Eq. 5.1, is
overestimated as it includes the driving motor and belt transmission losses. Fur-
thermore, the force-speed plane is only partially explored because of the application
of discrete shunt loads. Therefore, regions with larger conversion efficiency could
be present. Nevertheless, the REmSA prototype exhibits high conversion efficiency
that are promising when compared to other technologies. For instance, efficiency
values of electro-hydrostatic dampers rarely overcome 40% [39].

Controlled electric machine The REmSA prototype was driven through the
three-phase controlled power module, whose DC bus was connected to four lead acid
car batteries (12 V) in series. The voltage and current at the DC bus were measured
to extract the electrical power. Then, the conversion efficiency was obtained as the
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Figure 5.4: Static characterization with the electric machine shunted by an external
resistance: damping force (a) and conversion efficiency (b). Open circuit (green),
465 mΩ (yellow), 135 mΩ (orange), 55 mΩ (purple) and short circuit (blue). Ex-
perimental points (dots) and interpolated damping force by using a first-degree
polynomial (solid in Fig. a).

Table 5.1: Results of the static characterization with the electric machine shunted
by an external resistance.

Shunt resistance Damping [kNs/m] Max. efficiency [%]
Max. recoverable

power [W]

Rs → ∞ 0.07 − −
Rs = 465 mΩ 1.37 59.9 146.8
Rs = 135 mΩ 3.38 42.2 48.7
Rs = 55 mΩ 5.78 27.7 26.4
Rs → 0 19.57 − −

ratio between the electrical and the mechanical power. Also in this case, the latter
was estimated by means of the driving motor current.

The test was performed as follows: constant driving motor speed was set. Then,
a braking current ramp with slope 1 A/s was applied to the REmSA through the
controlled power module. The test was stopped when the driving motor or the
controlled power module reached current saturation. Note that the current ramp
was set slow enough to avoid any dynamic effect. Therefore, the test reproduced
static conditions.

Speed and current of the driving motor as well as the electrical quantities at
the DC bus of the power module were acquired. For demonstration purposes, Figs.
5.5 show the signals acquired during the test corresponding to 0.3 m/s suspension
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speed (orange in 5.5a). The damping current reference follows a ramp profile (blue
in 5.5a). Fig. 5.5b shows the electrical quantities at the DC bus. The regenerated
current (blue) escalates with the speed. At the same time, the voltage (orange)
increases since the used lead acid batteries were not able to maintain stable voltage
level while charging.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Static characterization with the electric machine driven through the
three-phase controlled power module. Measurements from the test corresponding
to 0.3 m/s suspension speed. (a): current reference (blue) and damping speed
(orange). DC bus quantities (b): current (blue) and voltage (orange).

By repeating the test procedure at diverse driving motor speeds, constant-speed
efficiency curves were extracted and then interpolated along the velocity coordinate
to obtain the efficiency maps shown in Figs. 5.6. Two separate campaigns were
needed to explore the low- and high- speed regions, which are reported in Fig. 5.6a
and 5.6b, respectively. The points corresponding to electrical energy consumption
are removed, which occur in the low-speed high-force region and in the low-force
one (see Sec. 2.2.1). Such regions are delimited by the maximum and minimum
damping curves shown in the test with the shunted electric machine.

Overall, the obtained results are promising: a maximum conversion efficiency
spot at 82% was found (Fig. 5.6b). Furthermore, values larger than 70% were
obtained in a broad region. Also in this case, the obtained results contain additional
loss contribution out of the studied prototype, i.e. the driving motor and inverter
efficiency, as well as the belt transmission. The maximum regenerated power is
499 W occurring at the largest tested velocity and force (0.9 m/s and 876 N).

5.2.2 Four-quadrant operation
The hydraulic test-bed shown in Fig. 5.2 was used to investigate the REmSA

operation in the four force-velocity quadrants. The prototype was driven through
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Figure 5.6: Static characterization with the electric machine driven through the
three-phase controlled power module. Conversion efficiency maps in the force-speed
plane: low-speed (a) and high-speed (b) regions.

the three-phase controlled power module, whose DC bus was connected to a 48 V
lithium-ion battery pack.

The test was performed as follows: constant current reference was set to the con-
trolled power module. This corresponds to constant force provided by the REmSA.
Then, saw-tooth position profiles—which corresponds to positive-negative piece-
wise constant speed—were imposed through the hydraulic actuator. Diverse am-
plitude and frequency combinations were set to reproduce diverse speed values.

The load cell force, the hydraulic actuator position and the electrical quantities
at the DC bus of the power module were acquired. Note that the REmSA lever
of the test-bed features transmission ratio 0.125 m/rad, which is different from the
designed value (τl = 0.115 m/rad in Table A.1). Therefore, the measured force
(position) was multiplied (divided) by a factor 0.125/0.115. Then, the velocity was
obtained as the first time-derivative of the measured position.

For demonstration purposes, Figs. 5.7 show the signals acquired during the test
that corresponds to suspension speed of 0.2 m/s. The suspension stroke (blue) and
velocity (orange) are reported in Fig. 5.7a, whereas Fig. 5.7b shows the stroke
(blue) and the force (orange). The saw-tooth profile corresponds to piece-wise
constant velocity. The constant current reference translates into almost constant
force (right-axis in Fig. 5.7b). Force peaks occurring at the motion inversion
are due to the inertial effects. The latter are evident in the stroke-force curve
reported in Fig. 5.7c. Fig. 5.7d shows the mechanical (blue) and electrical (orange)
instantaneous power. As discussed in Chap. 4, positive power indicates energy
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flow from the suspension to the battery: the test procedure makes the REmSA
alternate active and passive (regenerative in this case) operation. In active mode,
the mechanical power is smaller than the electrical one because of the prototype
conversion efficiency. The opposite occurs in regenerative operation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: Static characterization in the four force-speed quadrants. Measurements
from the test corresponding to 0.2 m/s suspension speed. (a): suspension stroke
(blue) and velocity (orange). (b): suspension stroke (blue) and REmSA force
(orange). (c): REmSA force vs suspension stroke. (d): Mechanical (blue) and
electrical (orange) power.

The above-reported signals were processed to extract the average value over the
window centered on the null stroke point. In this way, the transient occurring at
the motion reversal is finished and the results still consider static conditions. Sev-
eral points in the force-speed plane were explored by spanning diverse amplitude-
frequency combinations and reference current values. The active component of the
mechanical and electrical power signals were extracted at each test-point. Then,
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the conversion efficiency was computed. Finally, the obtained values were interpo-
lated to get the electrical power and conversion efficiency maps reported in Figs.
5.8a and 5.8b, respectively. Velocity values lower than 0.04 m/s were not explored
because of stick slip issues of the hydraulic actuator, which dominates the response
at very low speed.

-250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50

electrical power [W]

(a)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

conversion efficiency [%]

(b)

Figure 5.8: Static characterization in the four force-speed quadrants: electrical
power (a) and regenerative conversion efficiency (b). Test-points (dots) and inter-
polated data (color map).

Similarly to Fig. 5.6, the efficiency map in the passive quadrants (I and III)
reports only the regenerative operation, whose maximum is 64%. In active mode,
the maximum conversion efficiency is 74%.

5.3 Dynamic characterization
The REmSA prototype was characterized under dynamic operation both in

passive and active modes.

5.3.1 Mechanical impedance
The mechanical impedance is discussed in Appx. B. It was experimentally char-

acterized through the hydraulic test-bed (Fig. 5.2) by imposing harmonic position
profiles. Shunted and controlled electric machine tests were performed.
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Shunted electric machine

The prototype was interfaced to the three-phase diode rectifier with discretely-
adjusted shunt resistance (Rshunt) to reproduce a damping behavior, as described by
Eq. 3.73. The test was performed as follows: the shunt resistance was fixed. Then,
a harmonic position profile with given frequency was imposed. Finally, the mea-
surements were acquired. The procedure was repeated at diverse shunt resistances
and position profile frequencies.

The measured signals were the load cell force and the hydraulic actuator po-
sition. The REmSA lever of the test-bed features transmission ratio 0.125 m/rad,
which is different from the designed value (τl = 0.115 m/rad in Table A.1). There-
fore, the measured force (position) was multiplied (divided) by a factor 0.125/0.115.

For each combination of shunt resistance and imposed position frequency, the
logged time signals were processed. Specifically, the fourier transforms of the mea-
sured force and position were computed. Then, the fundamental component was
extracted. The position transform was multiplied by the fundamental harmonic
frequency to obtain the velocity. Finally, the mechanical impedance magnitude at
the given frequency was computed according to Eq. B.1.

Fig. 5.9 shows the obtained mechanical impedance, where the x-markers rep-
resent the tested points. The impedance computed through the the fitted lumped
parameter model (see Appx. B) is shown in dashed and solid line. The model
achieves a good match with the experimental results. The tuned parameters are
reported in the Appendix.

Figure 5.9: Mechanical impedance magnitude obtained by shunting the electric
machine through an external resistance. Open circuit (black), 465 mΩ (yellow),
135 mΩ (orange), 55 mΩ (blue), short circuit (red). Experimental (x-marker) and
lumped parameter response (dashed and solid lines).

As discussed in Appx. B, the open circuit response exhibits a strong inerter
behavior. Conversely, the other damping values move such behavior to the high
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frequency range, where the compliant mount dominates the response, i.e. after the
mechanical resonance that is evident for the open circuit curve. The electromagnetic
pole attenuates the response of the high damping curves. However, such effect can
be compensated by means of a controlled power module.

Controlled electric machine

The prototype was driven through the three-phase controlled power module,
whose DC bus was connected to a 48 V lithium-ion battery pack. No low level
control was implemented to have the REmSA behavior not compensated. The
high level control with damping logic was implemented: the hydraulic actuator
velocity was multiplied by a damping coefficient to obtain the force reference of the
prototype. The latter was converted into a current reference that was given to the
controlled power module.

The test was performed as follows: the damping of the high level control was
fixed. Then, a harmonic position profile with given frequency was imposed. Finally,
the measurements were acquired. These steps were repeated at diverse damping
values and frequencies of the position profile .

The measured signals were the load cell force and the hydraulic actuator posi-
tion. The REmSA lever of test-bed features transmission ratio 0.125 m/rad, which
is different from the designed one (τl = 0.115 m/rad in Table A.1). Therefore, the
measured force (position) was multiplied (divided) by a factor 0.125/0.115. The
data acquired in this test were used to identify the REmSA non-linear numerical
model (see Sec. 4.3.1).

For each combination of damping value and imposed position frequency, the
logged time signals were processed. Specifically, the fourier transforms of the mea-
sured force and position were computed. Then, the fundamental component was
extracted. The position transform was multiplied by the fundamental harmonic
frequency to obtain the velocity. Finally, the mechanical impedance magnitude at
the given frequency was computed according to Eq. B.1.

Fig. 5.10 shows the obtained mechanical impedance, where the x-markers rep-
resent the tested points. Differently from the shunted electric machine case (Fig.
5.9), the electromagnetic pole does not attenuate the response: the controlled power
module compensates for the electrical dynamics without spending active power.
Overall, the inerter contribution influences the response at all the damping set-
tings, especially the null-damping one (blue in Fig. 5.9). As discussed in Appx. B,
the position of the zero related to the inerter effect is proportional to the damping.
However, such effect can be mitigated through the force control implemented in the
low level control, as discussed in Chap. 4.
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Figure 5.10: Mechanical impedance magnitude obtained through the controlled
electric machine at diverse damping values of the high level control.

5.3.2 Active-mode FRF
The REmSA operation in active mode was investigated through the setup shown

in Fig. 5.11. The REmSA (1) was mounted on the flange (2). The lever end (3)
was connected to the load cell (4) that was clamped on the frame. The electric ma-
chine of the prototype was connected to the three-phase controlled power module,
which was provided with a sinusoidal current reference. A chirp signal was used to
explore the frequency range of interest. Non-null bias value was needed to preload
the kinematic chain between the electric machine and the load cell. In this way,
backlash and mount clearance effects were avoided.

The current reference profile, the angular position of the electric machine rotor
and the load cell force were acquired. The latter was corrected through a geomet-
ric factor accounting for the angle between the lever and load cell axis (27 deg).
Furthermore, the lever features transmission ratio 0.125 m/rad, which is different
from the designed vale (τl = 0.115 m/rad in Table A.1). Therefore, the measured
force was multiplied by a factor 0.125/0.115.

The test was performed at 12 A bias and 2 A current amplitude. The measured
signals are shown in Figs. 5.12. The frequency is logarithmic with the time. Both
the force and angle responses exhibit a mechanical resonance occurring at about
85 s.

The measured data were processed to extract the force-current (Fig. 5.13a)
and force-angle (Fig. 5.13b) FRFs. The former features a mechanical resonance
in the range 60 to 70 Hz. The latter is the compliance of the transmission that
goes from the electric machine rotor to the load cell. It is almost constant over the
investigated frequency range.
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Figure 5.11: Experimental test-bed used for dynamic characterization in active
mode. REmSA prototype (1), mounting flange (2), lever (3), load cell (4), electric
machine phase cables (5).

5.4 Acoustic characterization
Noise and vibration harshness (NVH) are critical aspects to consider in the

automotive field. For this reason, the REmSA prototype was tested inside an
anechoic chamber to evaluate the produced noise levels without the influence of
sound reflections [83]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.14. The prototype
was placed over a foam layer (5). Two microphones (AVM MI 17 1/4′′, free-field)
were placed at one meter of distance from its front (6) and side (4). Their signals
were sampled at 12.8 kHz through the 24-bit analog channels of a LMS SCADAS
data acquisition hardware.

The measured time histories were filtered using the A-weighting continuous-time
function to account for human sensitivity to noise levels [119]:

HA(s) = 7.4 · 109 · s4

(s + 12.4)2(s + 7.7 · 104)2(s + 4.6 · 103)(s + 676.7) (5.2)

The filtered signals were then expressed as sound pressure levels (SPL) in dBA
referenced to p0 = 20 µPa:

SPL = 20 log10

(︄
pA

p0

)︄
(5.3)

pA being the A-filtered front/side acoustic pressure signal. Finally, the RMS value
was computed.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.12: Active-mode dynamic test measurements. Harmonic reference current
(a) and frequency (b), measured force (c), rotor angle (d).

The REmSA electric machine was driven as a motor through the controlled
power module. Constant and sinusoidal speed references were provided. The results
of the acoustic test are reported in Table 5.2, where the velocity is expressed in the
linear domain by means of the lever transmission ratio τl = 0.115 m/rad (see Table
A.1).

Overall, side measurements are slightly larger than the front ones. The worst
scenario occurs at constant speed of 341 m/s, which gave noise level of 49.63 dBA.
As a reference, a 24-hour exposure limit of 55 dBA is established by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency [120]. However, the performed acoustic
test is not indicative of the noise level of the prototype when mounted on the
vehicle. In such case, the mechanical interface between the device and the chassis
significantly impacts the transmission of vibrations, as well as the media used to
isolate the cabin from the chassis components.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.13: Active-mode frequency response function: force-current (a) and com-
pliance (b).
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Figure 5.14: Experimental setup for acoustic characterization. REmSA prototype
(1), controlled power module (2), power supply (3), side microphone (4), foam pad
(5), front microphone (6), wall and floor foam blocks (7), supporting structure (8).
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Table 5.2: Measured sound pressure levels with constant and sinusoidal input ve-
locities.

Input type
Velocity input RMS SPL [dBA]

amplitude [mm/s] frequency [Hz] front side

Constant
96 − 36.03 36.92
178 − 42.3 44.08
341 − 47.89 49.63

Sinusoidal
41 2 37.07 35.23
62 1.5 37.01 37.36
328 1 46.97 48.69

5.5 Preliminary Hardware-In-the-Loop test
A Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) approach was devised to assess the performance

of a vehicle equipped with REmSA devices. The prototype mounted in the hy-
draulic test-bed was interfaced with the vehicle model running in real time on a
simulation platform. This approach is the transition between the numerical inves-
tigation proposed in Chap. 4—where the vehicle was equipped with the REmSA
model identified through experimental data—and the future implementation of the
REmSA on real vehicle.

The proposed HIL architecture is shown in Fig. 5.15. The real-world components—
i.e. the REmSA with its controlled power module and the hydraulic actuator—are
highlighted through the green frame. Conversely, the quarter-car vehicle model and
the controllers run in real-time on the dSpace MicroLabBox (orange frame). The
quarter-car model (see Sec. 4.1.2) receives the road profile and the REmSA force
that is measured from the experimental test-bed. The latter is driven through the
hydraulic actuator to reproduce the suspension stroke of the quarter-car model.
Therefore, the REmSA undergoes the displacement and velocity profile it would
experience if mounted on the suspension. At the same time, it exerts a force that
is measured through the load cell and given as feedback to the quarter-car model.
Therefore, the REmSA prototype acts on the simulated vehicle dynamics.

The control of the hydraulic actuator drives the motor-pump unit to make the
hydraulic piston track the stroke of the quarter-car suspension. To this end, a
position PID control is implemented: it outputs the current request that is sent to
the inverter unit of the driving motor. The REmSA control was discussed in Sec.
4.2. It includes the high- and low-level controls. The latter outputs the torque
request that is sent to the controlled power module to drive the REmSA.

The HIL test is performed by setting the road profile—i.e. unevenness or lumped
obstacle as well as the vehicle speed—and the REmSA high-level control strategy,
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Figure 5.15: Hardware-In-the-Loop scheme. Test-bench (green frame) and models
running in real time on a dSpace MicroLabBox (orange frame).

for instance damping control or LQR. Then, the quarter-car response is monitored
to assess the vehicle dynamics performance. At the same time, the electrical power
at the battery and the mechanical power at the REmSA shaft are measured from
the test-bed to address the energetic performance. Overall, the same investigations
performed in Chap. 4 can be reproduced, with the difference that the identified
REmSA model is now replaced by the real prototype.

The architecture was preliminary tested with no low-level control. An ISO B-
class at 70 km/h was considered as road scenario, whose profile is shown in Fig.
5.16a. The high level REmSA control was set to reproduce a 1000 Ns/m damping
behavior. Fig. 5.16b reports the angular position of the REmSA shaft: the or-
ange dashed line is the measured signal, the blue solid curve is the reference that
is computed from the stroke of the quarter-car suspension by applying the lever
transmission ratio. Fig. 5.16c shows the quarter-car sprung (blue) and unsprung
(orange) mass responses. Note that the sprung mass is poorly damped. Fig. 5.16d
reports the REmSA force measured through the load cell and provided as feedback
to the quarter-car. The force response highlights a localized unstable behavior.
This could be due to the absence of the low-level control, which results in limited
REmSA bandwidth. In fact, the prototype should behave as a damper because
of the implemented high level control strategy. However, the force it exerts on
the suspension force features significant phase lag at mid-high frequency. In such
frequency range, the REmSA introduces a force that is delayed with respect to a
damping action, thus impacting the HIL stability.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.16: Hardware-In-the-Loop test with an ISO B-class road at 70 km/h and
the high level REmSA control set to reproduce a 1000 Ns/m damping behavior.
Road profile (a). REmSA shaft angular position (b): reference (solid blue) and
measured (dashed orange). Quarter-car response (c): sprung (blue) and unsprung
(orange) mass vertical motions. REmSA measured force (d). Quarter-car perfor-
mance indexes: comfort (e) and road holding (f).
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Figs. 5.16e and 5.16f report the filtered sprung mass acceleration and road
holding index of the quarter-car vehicle model. The RMS indicators can be ex-
tracted to assess the vehicle dynamics performance. However, the present test is
not indicative as it features poor stability.

Fig. 5.17a shows the electrical measurements at the DC bus of the controlled
power module, i.e. current (blue) and voltage (orange), whereas the electrical power
(blue) and the mechanical power at the REmSA shaft (orange) are reported in Fig.
5.17b. The sign convention considers positive power when the energy flow goes
from the suspension to the battery, i.e. regenerated power. Also in these results,
the poor stability emerges. The average power values can be computed and then
used to assess the conversion efficiency of the REmSA.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: Hardware-In-the-Loop test with an ISO B-class road at 70 km/h and
the high level REmSA control set to reproduce a 1000 Ns/m damping behavior.
Electrical measurements at the DC bus (a): current (blue) and voltage (orange).
Measured power (b): electrical (blue) and mechanical at the REmSA shaft (orange).

Overall, additional effort must be dedicated to the HIL experimentation: it
is a powerful approach to assess the REmSA performance in the perspective of
its implementation on real vehicle. However, the present dissertation aimed at
presenting the strategy. Although extensive work has been done [121], further
experimentation is left for future research.

5.6 Final remarks
Overall, the REmSA prototype presented in Appx. A was characterized through

dedicated experiments. At first, static characterization in regenerative mode high-
lighted advantageous efficiency performance, especially when compared to other
electromagnetic damper technologies. Then, the prototype was statically tested
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in the four quadrants: both the passive and active operations gave promising ef-
ficiency results. Dynamic tests in the passive quadrant addressed the mechanical
impedance. At first, the prototype with shunted electric machine was investigated.
A lumped parameter model was identified and then used to address the basic behav-
ior of the REmSA. Inerter and compliant mount contributions were highlighted,
as well as the attenuation due to the electric machine dynamics. The latter is
mitigated by means of a controlled power module, as confirmed by dedicated ex-
periments that were performed without any low level control. Additional dynamic
tests were aimed at the REmSA response in active mode: the compliance and
force-current FRFs were assessed. The latter shown the mechanical resonance due
to the mount compliance. Finally, the acoustic characterization highlighted non-
negligible noise generation. Nevertheless, the level was below the limits indicated
by the standard.

Further experimentation should focus on the REmSA with the low-level con-
troller to assess the energetic and force-tracking capability. The proposed HIL
experimental approach must be completed with the low-level control to improve
the system stability. Moreover, the prototype presented in Chap. 3 should be ex-
perimentally characterized and then implemented on the retained motorcycle. All
these activities are the starting point of future work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Active electromagnetic suspensions attracted many research efforts in the con-
text of the emission reduction and driving automation trends that most of the
carmakers are chasing. The significant number of scientific outcomes and patents
published in the last decades testifies the momentum involving such devices. Nev-
ertheless, few efforts were dedicated to rotary linkage-based and full-active sys-
tems. Furthermore, the scientific literature lacks a design methodology that gives
compact linkage-based layouts starting from vehicle performance and packaging
requirements. These aspects cover a relevant role when the research goal is the im-
plementation of such technology at an industry level. Finally, the literature review
highlighted a significant gap between the industry and the scientific research: the
industry is interested more in the active feature than the regenerative one, which
is considered as a secondary aspect to limit the energy consumption related to the
active operation. Conversely, the academic research focuses on the regenerative
aspect and usually disregards the active feature: most of the research effort ad-
dresses regenerative suspensions that are not capable of active operation. In this
context, the present dissertation focused on linkage-based rotary electromagnetic
suspensions for automotive and motorcycle applications.

Chapter 3 proposed a dedicated system-level design methodology for REmSAs.
It establishes specific steps that allow the designer to develop and integrate a
REmSA prototype into the retained vehicle suspension. The methodology was ap-
plied to a case study to detail the diverse steps and present considerations as well as
analytic and numerical modeling approaches. Once the design constraints and the
requirements were assessed by means of packaging and vehicle dynamics considera-
tions, the electric machine and linkage were optimized. Subsequently, gearbox and
electric machine were matched to minimize the inertia features of the prototype.
The detailed design of the diverse components concluded the methodology. Over-
all, a very compact prototype for motorcycle application was obtained and then
manufactured. The present research also led to the development and manufacture
of a prototype for an automotive application that was designed with a previous
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version of the proposed methodology. The motorcycle device featured larger force
capability while having very similar outer envelope to the automotive one. This
result was achieved thanks to the upgraded design methodology and better uti-
lization of the prototype volume. Furthermore, the optimization of the diverse
components resulted in a lower equivalent inertia, which is a crucial aspect when
dealing with electromechanical suspensions. The developed methodology intends
to be a guideline for both academy and industry moving towards the development
of REmSAs.

Chapter 4 addressed the modeling and control of REmSAs. A model able to
reproduce the real behavior of REmSA systems was developed to account for the
dissipative effects of both the electric machine and gearbox, the backlash, and the
mechanical dynamics. The model was identified through experimental data. Due
to the project timeline, the prototype developed for the automotive application was
used. Then, the developed model was integrated into the quarter-car model of the
vehicle. The control of REmSAs was discussed. Two different control layers are
required: the low level controls the force that the REmSA applies to the suspen-
sion, the high level aims at controlling the vehicle dynamics to optimize comfort and
handling. The main strategies—i.e. skyhook and groundhook, spring negation, and
LQR—were compared by using a vehicle model that includes an ideal REmSA. It
was demonstrated that the LQR gives a combination of skyhook, groundhook and
spring negation. For this reason, the subsequent results focused on the LQR strat-
egy with diverse settings aimed at the comfort, handling or trading off these two
performance. Specifically, the quarter-car vehicle including the developed REmSA
model was simulated to assess the performance of the diverse LQR high-level con-
trol strategies. The impact of the REmSA realistic behavior was investigated, along
with the effect of the low-level compensator. The apparent powers, i.e. active and
power factor, at the REmSA and electric machine shafts were analyzed. Overall,
the proposed investigation demonstrated how the REmSA is capable of improving
the vehicle performance when compared to conventional passive dampers. How-
ever, its realistic behavior requires proper control. In fact, no difference between
the vehicle dynamics performance of the quasi-ideal and realistic model was appre-
ciated when the low-level control was implemented to compensate for the prototype
mechanical non-idealities, i.e. inertia, compliance and friction. However, such non-
idealities impact the energy performance of the REmSA because the mechanical
dynamics compensation and the internal friction requires additional energy. How-
ever, the most important result is that the REmSA can reproduce the operation of
a conventional damper, with the significant advantage of electrical energy regener-
ation. Therefore, such system can improve the energy management of the vehicle
by keeping unchanged the comfort and handling performance. Additionally, it can
implement more complex control strategies, i.e. the LQR, to improve the comfort
and the handling. According to the adopted high level control logic, the ener-
getic performance of the REmSA changes, moving from the regeneration (typically
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for handling-oriented strategies) to the consumption (typically for comfort-oriented
strategies).

Chapter 5 presented the Experimental characterization of the automotive REmSA
prototype. To this end, dedicated test-beds were developed. At first, static char-
acterization both in active regenerative mode highlighted advantageous efficiency
performance, especially when compared to other electromagnetic damper technolo-
gies. Dynamic tests in the passive quadrant addressed the mechanical impedance
with both the shunted and controlled electric machine. The latter allows to com-
pensate for the electric machine dynamics. Additional dynamic tests were aimed at
the REmSA response in active mode. The compliance and force-current FRFs were
assessed, which highlighted a mechanical resonance due to the mount compliance.
Subsequently, acoustic characterization highlighted non-negligible noise generation.
Nevertheless, the level was below the limits indicated by the standard. Finally, a
HIL approach was devised to assess the performance of a vehicle equipped with
REmSA devices. The prototype mounted in the hydraulic test-bed was interfaced
with the vehicle model running in real time on a simulation platform. Preliminary
testing highlighted localized unstable behavior. This could be due to the absence
of the low-level control, which resulted in limited REmSA bandwidth.

6.1 Future work
The present work focused on the integrated design of REmSA by considering

the retained vehicle architecture and performance requirements. However, the im-
plementation at an industry level imposes REmSAs to meet Automotive Safety
Integrity Level (ASIL) requirements. The latter establish safety requirements for
automotive components to be compliant with the ISO 26262, ranging from grade
A (lowest) to D (highest hazard). REmSAs would be classified in D-grade—as for
power steering and semi-active suspension systems—because of the risks associated
with its failure. In this perspective, the design of the prototype and its power
electronics must account for such aspects.

From the experimental perspective, the present dissertation left several open
aspects that are the starting point of future research. The motorcyle REmSA
prototype must be characterized on the developed test-beds and then mounted
on the retained vehicle. The latter activity involves extensive experimentation on
road and allows the assessment of NVH aspects. Then, the HIL approach must be
further investigated to address its stability issues. Specifically, the low-level control
must be implemented to improve the REmSA bandwidth.

In the control area, the present dissertation focused on the low-level and high-
level controls. The former implemented a force control to compensate for the
REmSA dynamics. However, the control requires the measurement of the REmSA
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force, which is feasible only during laboratory testing but not in vehicle implemen-
tation. In this context, a force observer must be designed to estimate the force
that the REmSA exerts on the suspension. For what regards the high-level con-
trol, well-known strategies aimed at the vehicle dynamics under road unevenness
scenario were implemented. Future research must investigate strategies aimed at
lumped obstacle scenarios. These could be integrated with perception systems
already present on autonomous vehicles that sense the road profile.
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Appendix A

Design of the automotive
prototype

The present research led to the development and manufacture of a REmSA
prototype for a B-class vehicle. It was designed with a previous but incomplete
version of the methodology proposed in Chap. 3, which is reported in reference
[83]. For the sake of brevity, a recap of the design is presented and the main
differences with the methodology of Chap. 3 are highlighted. More details can be
found in [83].

The design methodology counts four steps, which are schematized in Fig. A.1.

Requirements definition

Electric machine design

Linkage definition

Gearbox design

Damping specification

Road profile

Envelope constraints

Cross-section

Active length

Overall transmission ratio

Linkage transmission ratio

Gearbox layout

Gear geometry

Figure A.1: Previous version of the proposed REmSA design methodology [83]

At first, the preliminary packaging in the retained suspension is investigated to
identify the envelope constraints of the prototype. Then, the performance specifica-
tions are addressed. Specifically, the REmSA is considered as a shock absorber with
regenerative features. To this end, it must reproduce the damping characteristic of
the retained suspension. Furthermore, the road profile that the suspension expe-
riences during operation is defined. Differently from the methodology of Chap. 3,
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only the road unevenness profile is considered whereas no lumped obstacle scenario
is accounted for.

The electric machine design is divided into two passages. At first, the electric
machine cross-section is optimized in a similar way to what is proposed in Sec.
3.3.2. However, the optimization is performed for one single value of stator outer
diameter. In fact, the methodology fixes the outer envelope of the prototype. This
is a significantly penalizing aspect: several solutions that could achieve way better
performance are not considered.

Then, the electric machine and gearbox are matched to define the overall trans-
mission ratio and the electric machine active length. As no lumped obstacle or
maneuver are considered, the peak force is not a requirement. Hence, only the
maximum regenerative damping capability and the RMS force are the constraints.
Differently from the methodology of Chap. 3, the unique solution is given by the
intersection between the force line and the damping parabola requirements. There-
fore, unique transmission ratio and active length are found, and no cost function is
minimized. Consequently, the gearbox and electric machine match is not optimum.

Fig. A.2 resumes the match process, which results in electric machine active
length of 22 mm and overall transmission ratio of 1.35 mm/rad. By making a com-
parison with the method followed in Sec. 3.3.2 (Fig. 3.25), the optimum solution
is not given by the intersection between the force and damping requirements. In
fact, solutions that does not lie on the intersection minimize the cost function, even
if they would be oversized for some of the constraints. This aspect is discussed in
Sec. 3.3.2. Furthermore, the methodology fixes the outer envelope of the prototype,
which is an important design variable in the REmSA optimization.

max. damping coefficient

active length

Figure A.2: Selection of the overall transmission ratio as a function of the maximum
regenerative damping capability. The selection of the transmission ratio defines the
electric machine active length [83].
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The linkage definition follows packaging constraints in the retained vehicle sus-
pension. However, trial-and-error process is used to achieve the minimum transmis-
sion ratio while observing the constraints on the transmission quality. Conversely,
the methodology proposed in the present dissertation addresses the linkage defini-
tion through an optimization process. Fig. A.3 shows the selected layout. It uses
two links, where the longest one is hinged on the damper tube. The prototype is
placed close to the pivot of the lower arm. As result, the linkage transmission is
115 mm/rad, which results in the gearbox ratio of 1/87.

REmSA

T,�A
B

F,v

C

Figure A.3: Proposed linkage solution (thick solid lines) for the REmSA integration
into a double wishbone suspension [83].

The gearbox design follows the same procedure presented in Chap. 3. The
designed REmSA is shown in Fig. A.4. The overall layout is similar to the prototype
designed for the motorcycle application. The main difference regards the support
scheme of the input shaft. In fact, the automotive prototype features a double-row
angular contact ball bearing, as the shaft has one support only and the bearing is
subject to bending load. The latter is caused by the axial misalignment between
the linkage input force and the support itself.

For control purposes, a set of permanent magnets is mounted on the rotor end.
Then, the angular position is estimated by measuring their magnetic field with
an array of Allegro A1326 analog Hall sensors, which are installed on the electric
machine cover.

The achieved prototype weighs 3.2 kg, divided approximately into 1.5 kg of the
gearbox and 1.7 kg of the electric machine. The moment of inertia of the rotating
components reported at the wheel level is 15.9 kg. After some modifications, the
rotor was slightly modified to reduce the equivalent inertia. Value of approximately
6.7 kg was achieved. The In terms of performance ratings, the electric machine peak
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Figure A.4: Isometric cut view of the REmSA designed for the automotive appli-
cation [83]

Table A.1: Comparison between the automotive prototype [83] and the motorcycle
one designed in Chap. 3.

Feature Value

Proto

Motorcycle Automotive

Peak force at wheel 2700 N 1727 N
Peak torque at REmSA shaft 459.0 Nm 204 Nm
Peak torque at el. machine shaft 6.0 Nm 2.3 Nm
Equivalent inertia 4.9 kg 6.7 kg
Gearbox transmission ratio 1/76.9 1/87.3
Linkage transmission ratio (nominal) 170 mm/rad 115 mm/rad
Mass 4.5 kg 3.2 kg
Diameter envelope 110 mm 110 mm
Axial envelope 197 mm 194 mm

torque is 2.3 Nm, which gives a torque at the REmSA input shaft of 204 Nm. The
latter results in 1727 N at the wheel.

The comparison with the motorcycle prototype designed in Chap. 3 is reported
in Table A.1. Then, they are shown in Fig. A.5.

Although the motorcycle one has larger force capability, the two prototypes
feature similar outer envelope (Fig. A.5). This is achieved thanks to the upgraded
design methodology and better utilization of the prototype volume. Furthermore,
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the optimization of the diverse components results in a lower equivalent inertia,
which is a crucial aspect when dealing with electromechanical suspensions.

Figure A.5: REmSA prototypes designed and manufactured during the present
research: prototype for the motorcycle (left) and the automotive (right) application.
The scale is shown at the top-right corner.
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Appendix B

Mechanical impedance and
REmSA lumped parameter model

The mechanical impedance Z(ω) is the frequency-dependent relationship be-
tween force and motion:

Z(jω) = F (jω)
v(jω) (B.1)

ω being the angular frequency. It can be thought as a damping characteristic in
the frequency domain, which is characterized by amplitude and phase. When the
latter is null, the system behaves as a damper. Differently, elastic and inerter
behaviors are indicated by 90 deg phase lag and lead, respectively. The former case
means that the force anticipates by 90 deg the velocity, i.e. it is in phase with the
acceleration, whereas 90 deg phase lag means that the force is in phase with the
displacement.

As proposed by Tonoli et al. [38], the shunted REmSA can be modeled through
a lumped parameter approach in the linear domain, i.e. suspension force and trans-
lation. The model is shown in Fig. B.1, where only spring-mass-damper elements
are used. The term ceq models the mechanical loss of the system. The compliant
mount is modeled as a spring-damper parallel. The electric-related quantities are
expressed through their mechanical equivalence. Specifically, the electric machine
is modeled as a spring-damper series, whose coefficients are:

ce = KtKe

τ 2
t (Rph + Rshunt)

(B.2)

ke = KtKe

τ 2
t Lph

(B.3)

Kt and Ke = 2/3 · Kt being the machine torque and back EMF constants, respec-
tively, Rph the phase resistance and Lph the phase inductance. The transmission
ratio τt reports the quantities from the electric machine shaft to the suspension
level.
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Figure B.1: REmSA lumped parameter model

From the lumped parameter model, the transfer function of the mechanical
impedance can be written as:

Z(s) = F (s)
v(s) =

s + 1
meq

[︃
ceq + ce

s
ωe

+1

]︃
s2 + s

meq

[︃
ceq + cm + ce

s
ωe

+1

]︃
+ ω2

m

· (scm + km) (B.4)

s being the Laplace variable, ωe the electromagnetic pole and ωm the mechanical
natural frequency. The latter are given by:

ωe = ke

ce
= Rph + Rshunt

Lph
(B.5)

ωm =
⌜⃓⃓⎷ km

meq
(B.6)

The mechanical impedance can be written in the fourier domain (s = jω). Fig.
B.2 shows the frequency response function when the model is populated with the
parameters reported in Table B.1. Specifically, the resistance and inductance of
the electric machine were measured through an impedence-meter, the remaining
coefficients were identified by means of the experimental results discussed in Sec.
5.3.1, which are related to the REmSA prototype presented in Sec. A. The response
was computed at diverse shunt resistance values, ranging from open circuit to short
circuit. An additional term of 70 mΩ was added to the shunt resistance to account
for the diode rectifier resistance.

The compliant mount introduces a mechanical resonance at frequency ωm that
attenuates the impedance in the range ω > ωm. At frequency well below the
mechanical pole (ω << ωm), the compliant mount can be considered rigid (km →
∞). Hence, the mechanical impedance is simplified into:

Z(jω) = jωmeq + ceq + ce

j ω
ωe

+ 1 (B.7)

The first term represents the inerter contribution, which is proportional to the
excitation frequency. When ω << ωe, no electromagnetic attenuation occurs and
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.2: Mechanical impedance magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the REmSA
lumped parameter model computed at diverse shunt resistances: open circuit
(black), 465 mΩ (yellow), 135 mΩ (orange), 55 mΩ (blue), short circuit (red).

the mechanical impedance is further simplified into:

Z(jω) = jωmeq + ceq + ce (B.8)

which features a zero at ωz,i = ceq+ce
meq

. The inerter effect dominates the response
when the zero remains at low frequency, i.e. the electromagnetic damping is small
(open circuit). In such case, the mechanical impedance is inertia-dominated in the
region between ωz,i and ωe. The second term of Eq. B.4 is the friction contribution,
which is constant with the excitation frequency. When the electromagnetic damping
is small (open circuit), such term dominates the response at very low frequency,
i.e. close to the static condition (ω → 0). The last term of Eq. B.4 is the
electromagnetic component, which attenuates the impedance response at frequency
values ω > ωe. It dominates the response when the electromagnetic pole remains
at low frequency, i.e. large electromagnetic damping (short circuit).
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Table B.1: Measured and identified coefficients of the REmSA lumped parameter
model

Description Symbol Value

Equivalent mass meq 5.6 kg
Equivalent loss ceq 250 Ns/m
Mount stiffness km 2 · 105 N/m
Mount damping cm 50 Ns/m
Phase inductance Lph 348.7 µH
Phase resistance Rph 68.3 mΩ
Torque constant Kt 49.3 mNm/A

By looking at the phase response (Fig. B.2b), the REmSA behaves as a damper
at low frequency. When the inerter effect begins, the phase goes positive (open
circuit curve). This means that the force tends to be in phase with the inertia: the
REmSA behaves as an inerter, hence its action is not a damping one. Finally, the
phase goes negative at high frequency: the force is in phase with the displacement.
Therefore, the REmSA provides an elastic force that is significantly attenuated.
This behavior is explained as follows: the equivalent mass is standstill at high
frequency because of the inertia effect. Therefore, the force output is due to the
compliant mount deformation, which is a pure elastic contribution.
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